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Inflation Rate Accelerates In
October; Cost Of Living Up .7%
WASHINGTON (AP) — Inflation accelerated in October as sharply higher
grocery prices pushed the cost of living up
seven-tenths of one per cent, the government said today.
Last month's price increase was the
third highest this year and,followed increases of only two-tenths of a per cent in
August and five-tenths of a per cent in September,the Labor Department said.
inflation had cooled earlier this year,
but spurted briefly during June and July
before easing in late summer. Economists,
both in and out of government, are concerned that the new acceleration of inflation could choke off consumer buying
power and slow the recovery from
recession.
Consumer prices over the past 12 months
were up 7.6 per cent,the smallest over-theyear increase since the 12-month period

HOME GUTTED — fire gutted the home of ferry Eldridge, 509 South Fourth, at about 1250 a. m. today, according to
Murray Fire Department reports. The cause of the fire and its origin were not known. The structure was owned by Bobby
Fike of Murray Nineteen men and three trucks answered the call.
Pilot° by Wham Sears

Suit Filed In Nashville

First Services
In New Church
Slated Sunday

Joe Pat James, chairman of the administrative board and building committee for Kirksey United Methodist
Church, reports that Sunday School and
Church Worship Services will be held in
the new quarters on Sunday November 23.
Renovation of the old building with
remodeling that almost transforms it into
new structure and addition of several
educational rooms and a pastor's study
Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, Virginia has been underway for the past four
and North Carolina. The suit could affect months. During this time the Church
contracts between TVA and all of its school and the worship services have been
held in a part of the old Kirksey
distributors.
Elementary
School which was purchased
Allen claimed Nashville Electric Service
was charged by TVA an average of $9 for by the Church Trustees last spring.
The old sanctuary has been completely
each thousand kilowatt hours of electricity
distributed to NES customers, which rearranged and redecorated with new
meant a net cost to NES of 310.80 per pews and new floor coverings. A new
thousand KWH when operating and billing kitchen for the ncjal hall has been
and all facilities have been
expenses were added.
a manner to provide comfort
in
In contrast, Allen claimed, DtiPont'!"
local plant has been paying only $8.78 per and fellowship in all phases of church
thousand KWH and the local Ford Motor 1 activity and worship.
David Palmer, Superintendent of
Co. glass plant paid only $8.85 per
Church School, states that the new
thousand KWH.
quarters present new opportunities and
"As recently as May, 1975, homeowners new challenges (or service in the comon an average paid Nashville Electric Ser- munity to young and old.
vice $20.10 for the first 1,000 KWH of elecRev. Charles L. Yancy, pastor, will
tricity used and some light industry during deliver the morning message. On the
the same time period paid $31.55 per 1,000 Bulletin of the church throughout the
KWH used.
weeks of construction has been the
"During that time the average cost of statement, "Building FOR THE GLORY
electricity furnished Nashville Electric OF GOD." It is in this spirit that all
Service by Tennessee Valley Authority members are urged to attend services on
was $13.40 per 1,000 KWH.But DuPont was the first Sunday in the building, and
visitarsare mostcordially invited to come,
charged only $12.95 per 1,000 KWH or
cents less than the average cost charged a church spokesman said.
Nashville Electric Service ..." the suit-claimed.
TODAY'S INDEX

Court Asked To Rule That TVA
Rate Structure Unconstitutional
He challenged rates which he said
provide large industries electricity at less
than the cost to NES and said this policy is
mandated by TVA contracts.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API—A U.S.
District Court was asked today to rule that
Tennessee Valley Authority's rate structure, particularly as applied to extra large
industrial customers, is unconstitutional
and in violation of the TVA act.
Clifford Allen, Metro Nashville's tax
assessor and a critic of TVA, asked the
Middle Tennessee court to accept his challenge to the federal agency's rates as an
amendment to a lawsuit against TVA's
local distributor, Nashville Electric Service.

"We are going to test the right of any
public agency to charge an industry less
than cost and make up the deficit at the expense of other taxpayers or consumers,"
said Allen before filing the papers.
The court papers also claim TVA's rate
schedule 'la calculated to encourage, not
less, but greater use and consumption of
electrical power, by reducing the price and
the rates that are charged, the more electricity a customer uses."
Allen said these rates are maintained
despite a national policy "to encourage
every citizen and concern to economize
sources of energy."
Allen, the Democratic candidate in
Tuesday's special election for the vacant
5th Congressional District seat, contended
The Gamma Delta chapter of Phi Mu TVA is selling or compels its distributors
Alpha Sinfonia men's music fraternity at to sell power to large industies "at rates
Murray State University has been selected which discriminate against other conto receive the triennial Charles Lutton sinners and customers."
Memorial Province Merit Award, which
TVA, as of last year, sold power directly
includes a $200 scholarship.
50 industries and 10 fedeal installations
to
Awarded by the Sinfonia Foundation of and to 160 municipal and cooperative
Sinfonia
the nation Phi Mu Alpha
distributors in Tennessee, Georgia,
fraternity, the award and scholarship
regional
recent
a
at
grant were announced
convention at Cumberland Falls State
Park near Corbin.
It marks the fourth consecutive
fraternity award won by the chapter at
Murray State.
Earned for the 1972-75 triennium, the
Bill Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul D.
award is one of 35 to 40 made every three
years to chapters in colleges and Bailey of Route 8, Utterback Road,
universities across the country for ex- Murray, has won the National Honor of
cellence in a number of areas, including "King" as Outstanding Youth member of
Breeders
Rabbit
American
musical achievement, chapter operations, the
fraternal tradition, alumni relations, Association.
The contest was held in conjunction with
province interaction, membership
the 52nd Annual American Rabbit
development, and special projects.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the Breeders Convention and show at
Department of Music at Murray State and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Winning this
adviser to the Gamma Delta chapter, said contest makes him eligible for a
the scholarship will be awarded to a scholarship to be awarded in 1976.
This is the second national contest that
sophomore, junior, or senior student for
the 1976-77 school year on the bases of Bill has entered. He ranked 2nd in the 1974
performing ability, academic merit, and contest held at Ventura, California.
The youth contest had 104 young people
potential for creative and meaningful
teaching. A faculty committee will select representing 40 states and two foreign
countries competing for the title of King
the recipient.
Donald Travis, a Camden, Term., senior, and Queen of the National Convention.
Each contestant had to complete an oral
is the current president of the Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia chapter at Murray State. and written examination on the Standard

MSU Chapter
To Receive
Merit Award

Ono Section Today

Local Youth Honored By
American Rabbit Breeders
of perfection of the 32 recognized breeds of
rabbits. They also had to judge five different classes of rabbits and give remarks.
Record books and a report on the youth
members achievements were rated. The
complete examination took two days
Bout-Rite Rabbitry is the registered
rabbitry that is owned and operated by the
Bailey's. Bout-Rite Rabbitry is a member
of the Jackson Purchase Rabbit Breeder
Club and ranks 5th in the nation as
producer of California breed show rabbits.
Bill is a senior and honor student at
Murray High School, and has been
recognized in Who's Who Among
American High School Students for 19741975. Another recent honor bestowed upon
this young man was the winner of the
Regional 4-H Club Personal Development
Contest. He plans to attend Murray State
University as a pre-medical student

ILocal Scene
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Opinion Page
Sports
Comics, Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths &Funerals

.

2,3
2
3
4
8,7,8
13
13,14, 15
16

ending September, 1973, when they were
up 7.4 per cent.
Higher food prices led the October increase, but there also were substantial
price gains for new cars, clothing, fuel oil,
mortgage interest rates and auto insurance, the government said.
The consumer price index in October
stood at 164.6 of the 1967 average of 100,
meaning it cost 8164.60 to bua, the same
goods and services that cost 9100 eight
years MO.
Prices so far this year have increased 5.9
percent.
At the grocery counter, where prices fell
slightly in September, sharp increases for
meats, dairy products and coffee pushed
prices up 1.5 per cent last month. It was
the sharpest jump since a L7 per cent increase last July.
However,there were substantial savings
on poultry and eggs. Fresh fruit prices
dropped sharply for the third straight
month, while cereal and bakery products
continued their decline that began earlier

JC's Accepting
Nominations For
Outstanding Men
The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
are now accepting nominations for "Outstanding Young Man of Kentucky," according to a spokesman for the club.
Each year, the Kentucky Jaycees
selected five young men throughout the
state for the honor. The purpose of the
program is to focus public attention on the
outstanding achievement's of Kentucky's
young men who have made significant
contributions to their profession and the
general welfare of the people.
Nominations are open to all fields and
any individual organization or association
may enter one or more nominees by
following the rules on the nomination
blank, which are available from Eddie
Jones, local Jaycee project chairman at
76342$9,at Peoples Bank,Bank of Murray
or Dalld King & Associates.
The nominations must be submitted to
the Murray Jaycees no later than Dec. 2,
1975.

Kentucky Department of Justice to continue support of a District Detective
Program. The position of District
Detective, currently held by Thomas
Scott, was designed to provide assistance
to the Commonwealth's Attorney in the
form of data collection for case
preparation.
Participating counties are required to
match the federal grant amount with
$1.125. Total program costs is $4,500.
Murray State University received 88,000
of lEAA monies to aid its Criminal Justice
Interrehip program_ According to Robert
Whitten, Project coordinator, these funds
will be used to support five student interns
during the spring semester with ten
placements available during the summer

Accidental Shooting
Fatal To Hardin Man
A Hardin man died last night as the
result of an accidentally self-inflicted
gunshot wound at his home Wednesday,
according to the Marshall County Sheriff's
Office.
Julian Harrell, 52, of Hardin, died at
10:30 p. m. Wednesday at Western Baptist
Hospital, where he was taken for treatment of a gunshot wound from a .M calibre
rifle, The incident occurred around 11:10
a. m. Wednesday.
Harrell is survived by the widow, Julia
Ramsey Harrell, of Hardin; his mother,
Mrs. Pearl Harrell, Route Three Benton;
one daughter, Donna Jones of Benton; a
son, Dale Harrell of Benton and a step-son
Ronnie Conner of Paducah; a sister, Mrs.
Etna Harris of Benton; and a brother,
Kenneth Harrell of Benton. Six grandchildren and several nieces also survive.
Funeral services will be at two p. m.
Saturday at tile Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church with Rev. Julian
Warren and Rev. John Bradley officiating.
Burial will be in the Brooks Chapel
eV:a may call at the Max Churchill
Funeral home after six p. m. today.
Harrell owned and operated the Julian
Harrell Body Shop.

Real Estate Education
Program One Of Top Ten
The education program of the Kentucky
Real Estate Commission has been selected
for the second successive year as one of
the top 10 programs in the U. S. and
Canada by the National Association of
Real Estate License Law Officials
(NARELLO
Meeting in convention in Seattle, Wash.,
NARELLO again recognized Kentucky,
along with Arizona, British Columbia,
California, Colorado, Florida, Ontario,
Oregon, Texas, and Washington.
Kentucky's program includes real estate
courses for academic credit at 19 colleges
and universities across the state. It includes several two-year associate degree
programs, real estate teacher training
seminars, short courses for both real
estate licensees and consumers* and a

Local Law Enforcement Program
Receives Continuation Of Funds
Calloway County and Murray State
University was granted LEAA funding
support for continuation of current law
enforcement improvement programs at
the November 13, Kentucky Crime
Commission meeting, held in Richmond,
Kentucky.
All projects were submitted to the
Purchase Area Regional Crime Council for
preliminary review prior to final analysis
by the State Crime Commission. The
Regional Crime Council membership
consist of local law enforcement personnel, elected officiaLs, and community
leaders from throughout the eight county
Purchase Area.
Calloway, Marshall, and Livingston
counties jointly applied for $3,375 to the

this year. Sugar prices also were down atter increases over the previous two months.
Over-all food costs, including restaurant
meals, were up 1.3 per cent following September's rise of only one-tenth of a per
cent.
Goods other than food increased in price
by three-tenths of a per cent in October,
the same as in September. Prices of services rose six-tenths of a per cent largely
because of increases for mortgage rates,
medical care and rent.
In a separate report, the Labor Department said the buying power of worker's
paychecks was unchanged over the month.
However, over the year, real earnings
were up 1.9 per cent, thanks to the reduction in federal income taxes which took effect last May.

months. Students muSl be currently
enrolled in Criminology programs to
participate.
The grant will be matched by the
University for the total project cost Of
FOOD FOR NEEDY PROJECT—Steve E. Potter of Bardstown, president of the
$10,600. Murray State was the first school
Residence Halls Planning and Advisory Board(RHPAB)at Murray State University,
in Kentucky to establish an internship
and Mary Jane Edwards of Bowling Green, chairman of the Food for the Needy
program for students of Criminology in
drive sponsored by the RHPAB,are shown as they place a collection box at one
1971.
of the points on the campus. Collection boxes are located in each of 10 dorOther action taken by the Kentucky
mitories and in the School Relations Office in Sparks Hall this week, according to
Crime Conunission on Purchase area
Potter,"in an effort to extend the spirit of Thanksgiving to needy families in the
applications included: $3,750 for Hickman
area." Both students and the public are being urged to contribute nonCounty .Jail Improvements; $1,721 for „„,,,./Hurray
perishable
items through Friday, Nov.,.?1, for distribution to local farBilies before
purchase of equipmentby the Fulton. Cay_
Thanksgiving. Potter said the project by the RHPAB 'ts an attempt by the CamPolice Department; and $8,800 for a
puswide organization, which represents about 3,000 students living in residence
Community Resources Coordinator to
halls, to reach out beyond the campus and involve itself with the community in
assist Fulton County law enforcement
a
constructive way."
personnel and the county judges

Research Center at the University of
Kentucky.
The commission also funded "chairs" or
Real Estate Departments at Murray State
University, Western Kentucky University,
Eastern Kentucky University, anditellc—
thern Kentucky State College in May of
this year. The overall purpose of the
"chairs" is to establish four-year baccalaureate degree programs in real estate
Developed over the past three years, the
program in Kentucky is intended to
promote greater professionalism of
licensees and, consequently, more
protection for the consumer.
Six separate real estate courses will be
offered at Murray State during the spring
semester. Anyone currently enrolled in
course work at Murray State who is interested in the courses may take advantage of the advanced registration
procedure on the campus through Dec. 10.
Persons not currently enrolled may
register for real estate courses during the
regular spring semester registration Jan.
8-9 or at the first meeting of a class.
Additional information concerning
schedules and course content is available
'in the College of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State.

One Killed In
Two-Car Wreck
A Hardin man was killed instantly in a
two-vehicle accident early today west of
Benton, according to Kentucky State
Police.
Randy W. Miller, 21, Route One, Hardin,
was pronounced dead at the scene after
being fatally injured when his vehicle
collided with a farm tractor on U. S. Highway 68 west of Benton.
State Police said Miller was traveling
east on 68 when he came up on a tractor,
driven by Darrell Smith of Calvert City,
also headed east. Officers said the Miller
vehicle struck the tractor, throwing Smith
into a field. Smith was not injured in the
accident.
Miller is survived by the widow, Linda,
Route One Hardin; one daughter, Melinda,
of Hardin; parents, Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Miller of Hardin; two sisters, Carolyn
Puckett of Hardin and Judy Futrell of
Hammond, Ind.; and a step-grandmother
Mary Harris of Murray:
Funeral services, will be at one p. in.
Saturday at the Collier Funeral Chapel_
Friends may call after six p. in today.
Burial will be in the Stewart Cemetery in
Calloway County.
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CIAIPM
Held
Over

VAQU

Wed.

KERMIT SCHAFER'S

PARDON my

2nd Week

BLOOPER

Sheila Ann Litchfield
And Mr. Dunn Married
In Church Ceremony

based On radio & T.V.'s
most hilarious boners!

A t roc account of one of
the most mcrecit6le )ourneys
in America:11,3ton..

COMMUNITY
;* CALENDAR
Thursday, November MI
Combined Choruses of
Calloway High School will
present a concert in Central
Shopping parking area at seven
p.m. as part of observance of
National Education Week.

A Ma STONY

Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will have their executive
meeting at seven p. m. and
business meeting at eight p. m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Temple
Hill Masonic Temple.

41
.

=DAM Maids

Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the court house at 7:30
p m.

Seven Alone

Murray High School Daddy
Date Night will be held at the
MSU Student Union Ballroom at
6:30 p. m.

7:25,9:20 + 2:30 Sat.,Sun.
NO PASSES ACCEPTED
7:30,9:00 Nitely

Late Show - Capri
Fri. L Sat. 11:40 p.m.
"The Pigkeeper's
Daughter"
Adults Only

Held
Over
Rod Big Week

(MURRAY
Open 6:45 - Start 7:1
Fri.-Sat.-Sun. Only
2. Action Hits

The Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at eight p. m. at the club
house. Note change in time and
date.

John
Varfne
Ridiard
BOOM
Jake"
cp TIOlelr

lit Feature Repeated
Fri. & Sat. Only

-Deck

Shopping for Hazel Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a. m. and for Murray
Senior Citizens to Big K and
downtown will be at 12:30 p. m.
Saturday, November 22
Bazaar by Senior Citizens will
continue at Calloway Public
Library from eight a. m. to four
p. m.
Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi, will
continue at Community Room,
Federal Savings and Loan,
from nine a. m. to three p. m.
Bake sale by Independence
United Methodist Church
Women will start at Roses at
9:30 a. tn.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
noon luncheon at the club home.
Saturday, November 22
Slave Day will be held by
Murray High French Club. Call
753-2923 or 753-7964.
Bake Sale will be held by
Durward's Chapel Pentecostal
Church at Roses starting at 9:30
a.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

Addressing Oldsters
Who'Shack Up'
DEAR ABBY: Her,among us Florida retirees, more and
more of our widowed friends are "shacking up." If they
marry, the widow loses part or all of her Social Security
payments. Our problem is how to address these couples.
"Mr. John Smith and Mrs. Robert Jones" is probably
correct, but It sounds so stilted, and besides, I think old Bob
would want no part of this whole deal.
"Mr. John Smith and Mrs. Mary Jones" not only is
incorrect but also slightly salacious. Their mailman is a very
straight-laced, conservative type, which makes matters
WOMB.

Shacked up or not, these are very proper people, and we
want to address them correctly.
Can you help? And please don't take the easy way out
and suggest "Occupants."
FLORIDA RETIREES
DEAR RETIREES: The only correct way to address one
is by his (or her) legal name. Don't worry about the
mailman. His job is to deliver the mail, not to make moral
judgments.
DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, my husband's brother
died and left ewidow.(No children.) We agreed to let her
'live with us for a while so she wouldn't be alone. (Their
apartment held so many memories she didn't want to live in
It without him—which was understandable.
Well, it's now going on the third year, and she hasn't said
a word about leaving. We do love her and didn't mind
having her for the first year, but we want very much to be
by ourselves now.
She dates a little and has made a good adjustment, and
it's time she started to think about moving. But how do we
accomplish this without making ourselves look like villains?
TOUCHY PROBLEM

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Murray Square-A-Naders will
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
have a dance from eight to
7:30
at
Center
Community
Ellis
bride
the
of
rings
the
with
satin
The wedding vows of Miss
eleven p.m. in the lobby of the
p. m.
Sheila Ann Litchfield and Daryl and groom attached.
University School on North 16th
All the men in the wedding
F.. Dunn were exchanged in a
and Street with Charlie Ashby as
Business
Murray
beautiful candlelight early fall party wore dark blue suits with Professional Women's Club will caller. This will be the
DEAR TOUCHY:Tell her that you admire the manner in
double ring ceremony at seven light blue shirts except the best have, its special birthday ob- graduation dance for Sid Jobs which she has overcome her grief, and you'd be glad to help
and
shirt
p. m. at the Walnut Grove man who wore a peach
her find another apartment. It's how you look to yourselves,
servance at the Murray class.
Church of Christ near Benton the groom who wore a lavender Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.
not to others, that counts.
•
with Bro. Don Hall performing shirt.
m.
For her daughter's wedding
DEAR ABBY: We haves daughter-in-law who Is stealing
the ceremony.
Sunday, November 23
The bride is the only daughter Mrs. Litchfield chose to wear a
Joint senior recital by Mary us blind, and we don't know what to do about it. She steals
Hazel Woman's Club is
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace L. floor length dress of mint green scheduled to meet at the Hazel Hem, Tell City, Ind., clarinet, small items, such as saving-stamp books small tins of tuna
and sardines, cosmetics—anything she can stick into her
Litchtseld of Dexter Route One, knit with matching accessories. Community Center at seven p. and Macie Flanary Tucker,
purse.
the
and is the granddaughter of Mr. Mrs. Dunn, mother of
Paducah, French horn, will be
m.
We have mentioned having "misplaced" or "lost" specific
lovely
a
in
attired
was
groom,
and
Alexander
Carl
Mrs.
and
at two p.m., and junior recital items in her presence, hoping she will get the hint and quit
knit
peach
of
gown
the late Mr. and Mrs. Audie floor length
Murray Sub-District UMYF by Don M. Davis, Hazard, stealing from us, but it has done no good.
with matching accessories. The will meet at Bethel United baritone, will be at 3:30 p.m. in
Salentine.
She is not in need of anything, Abby. I cannot
Mr. Dunn is the son of Mr. and mothers and the grandmothers Methodist Church at seven p. m. the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine understand why she steals from us. Perhaps she steals from
others, too. I have seen her slip things into her purse, but of
Mrs. F. Gene Dunn and the late wore corsages of white carArts Center, MSU.
course I would never humiliate her by asking her if I could
Lilly Mae Dunn, and the nations with satin ribbons.
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Senior recital by Vicki Site go through her purse before she leaves the house.
Concert by the Murray State
The Bible says, "No thieves shall enter the kingdom of
the
following
ReePe
Immediately
and
Mr.
and
Dunn
Woodrow
University Symphony Or- Conner, Madiscomdlle, pimp, heaven," and I love my daughter-in-law and do want to see
held
was
reception
ceremony a
Mrs. Athel Story.
chestra, directed by Prof. Neale will be at 3:30 pm. in the her in heaven.
The vows were exchanged in at the lounge of the Bank of Mason, will be at 8:15 p. m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts Amex,
If you print this maybe our eon will see it and recognize it
front of a large arrangement of Marshall County.
MSU.
as his wife. We haven't the heart to accuse her to her face.
Lovett Auditorium.
Hostesses for the reception
lavender and white flowers with
HEARTBROKEN IN ARKANSAS
•
white satin streamers flanked were bride's cous'
Carter PTA will sponsor a -Miwie,"Night of the Hunter,"
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: And what if your son doesn't
on each side by a row of six Baker, Treasa Jones, Beverly chili supper at the school will be presented by Murray
candles with white satin Litchfield, and Rhonda Rudd.; cafeteria from 5:30 to 6:30 p. m. Magic Theatre at University see this column? This problem is much too serious to rely on
The bride and groom's tabl Plates will be $1.50 for adults School auditorium at 7:30 p.m. "hints" and chance. Have a frank talk with your son
streamers which were lighted
Immediately and suggest that his wife get professional help.
by the bride's brother, Victor was covered with a white peau and $1.00 for children above five Admission free.
Litchfield, and cousin of the de sole cloth and centerecivnth years old. Make reservations by
a lavender centerpiece flanked calling 753-7791 or 753-6081.
groom, Boyce Rudd.
As the guests arrived they by lavender candles. The large Open house will start at seven p.
were asked to sign the register crystal punch bowl and the m.
by Mrs. Boyce Rudd. The table three tiered white wedding cake
was covered with a white lace topped with a bride and groom
Friday, November 21
floor length cloth and centered statuette were garlanded with
Dinner for International
with a candle arrangement. lavender bows and peach students will be at the Baptist
Guests signed the bride's book flowers.
Student Union at six p. m.
Special
Following the reception the
with a feather pen.
wedding
short
a
for
left
march,
couple
wedding
Before the
Bazaar by Senior Citizens will-Bro. Don Hall sang "Til Death trip to Lake Barkley Lodge and
at Calloway Public Library
be
Tenn.
wrote
Nashville,
he
which
Part"
Us
Do
6:30 to nine p. m.
from
now
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn are
himself.
Brite'SDress
residing near Benton. The bride
The bride was escorted to the is a 1975 graduate of Marshall
Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
altar by her father and given in County High School and the Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi, will
marriage by her parents. She groom is a 1974 graduate of be at Community Room,
was lovely in her traditional Benton High School.
Federal Savings and Loan,
floor length gown of white
from six to nine p. m.
Lower calories
bridal satin featuring an empire
loaded with Buds
waistline overlayed in white
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
When the fat is removed
sweetheart
chiffon. The
from milk, the calories are reChurch will have a potluck
neckline was outlined in
duced significantly. One cup
luncheon in honor of Senior
(8 fluid ounces) whole milk
Chantilly lace, and the white
Citizens at 11:30 a. m. with Bro
isupplies 160 calories, while
satin puffed sleeves were
and Mrs. W. A. Farmer a/
we cup nonfat (skim) milk
fastened with four pearl butRed-Loaded with Berries
special guests.
supplies 90 calories. The
tons.
amount of nutrients are comOrange
Her headpiece was a chapel
except for Vitamin A,
parable
Exhibits by Lynn Benda,
length veil of gassamer ivory
along
lost
is
most of which
Louisville, in painting, by
Varigated
illusion bordered with Chantilly
with the removal of the fat,
Weeks, Brocton, Maine;
Dennis
beautiful
lace and attached to a
but this vitamin is widely
in photography, by Gregory P.
available in other foods.
star light head piece forming a
Harper, Radcliff, in drawing,
was
dress
The
train.
mantilla
and by Bert K. Prokop, Murray,
designed and made by the
Vinyl tops
in painting will open at the
bride's aunt, Mrs. Alice McCoy
To wash a cies vinyl trT,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
and Mrs. Nancy, Salentine.
use detergent or soap suck.
Many Others
Arts Center, MSU, and run
The bride carried a beautiful
water and a soft-bristled
30.
November
through
and
flowers
nosegay of orchid
brush. Rinse thoroughly.
peach carnations with long
satin streamers tied with
loveknots with flowers.
Miss Sheila Dunn,sister of the
groom, was the maid of honor.
She wore a floor length gown of
peach with matching cape of
Also many varieties of shade and ornamental trees
lavender and peach flowers.
She wore as a headpiece a sheer
picture hat centered with
lavender flowers and baby's
breath in the back. She carried
a nosegay of orchid flowers and
peach carnations with stain
streamers.
The flower girl was Miss
Betty Jones, cousin of the bride,
who wore a lavender floor
length dress and white brim hat
with lavender flowers in the
back. She carried a white
wicker basket with satin ribbon
streamers and filled with
lavender and white flowers.
Fresh coconut, prune , carrot, spice,
Mike Edwards, step brother
of the groom, was the best man.
chocolate, German chocolate
Ushers were Victor Litchfield,
Pumpkin, mincemeat, fruit,
--brother of the bride,- and Boyce
Rudd, cousin of the groom.
pecan and cream pies
Master Randy Baker, the
bride's cousin, was ring bearer
•Delicious Butterflake Rolls•
and carried the pillow of white

Mr. and Mrs. Daryl E. Dunn

Eitpect all that the
mown picture screen has
never dared to show before
iliipect the truth

7:15,9:30+ 2:30 Sun.

Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
home of Sylvia Thomas at 7:30
p. In. Libby Conley will be
cohostess.

Your

New Shipment

Azolotts
$200

V Pyracantha

V Aucuba-Gold Dust
v Japanese & Chinese Holly
*Trees*

LET US
BAKE IT!
You can't make
it for less!!!

Hemlock
Savannah Holly

New Shipment

House Foliage

ORDER FOR THANKSGIVING
From

SAMMONS BAKERY
753-5434

CAKES.

Mademoiselle
Shop
Downtown Shopping Center

PIES —

Shirley Garden
Center
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Your Individual Horoscope 1:0
Frances Drake
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The Golden Age Club held its
regular monthly meeting on
Friday, November 7, in the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
A delicious potluck luncheon
was served at noon. Paul
Kingins,club chap/sin, gave the
invocation.

FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1175
Look in the section in which revitalise methods.
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
to the stars.
Admonitions for this day:
ARIES
Don't be so overly cautious that
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) enr4 you lose out on advantages, and
Important now: common don't rely on help from anyone.
Special entertainment was
sense,logical analysis and calm This is a period when your own
presented by a group from the
appraisal of all situations. Job grit must see you through.
Square-A-Naders Murray Club.
and financial matters highly
Dancers were Mr. and Mrs. Nix
favored, but take no risks.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Apr. 21 to May 21)
An excellent day for con- Michaels, Mr. and Mrs. Sid
Don't make snap decisions sidering
new
business Jobs, and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
and don't expect the -worst" — arrangements — especially if Douglas who were all guests of
a tendency now. No matter how they involve real estate or the clue) for the luncheon.
difficult your tasks, you can do property improvements.
Mrs. Mary Gertzen, club
a better job than you may think.
president, announced several
GEMINI
PISCES
activities of the club for the next
( May 22 to June 21) 11
* ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
4
months. The annual Christmas
Mercury influences stimulate
A good day for trying to push party will be held on Friday,
your ambitions and incentives. a unique program. You will get
with the regular
This is no time for worry or backing from those in authority December 12,
5 being
doubt. You can accomplish a — IF you make the first move. meeting on December
details
more
said
She
cancelled.
great deal if making the best
party will be
use of your talents.
YOU BORN TODAY are on the holiday
Murray
CANCER
endowed with great strength of announced in the
(June 22 to July 23)
purpose and the acumen needed Ledger la Times.
The luncheon tables were
Your innate self-reliance and to handle big enterprises; also,
beautiful
with
your ability to come back unlike many of your Sign, the centered
stronger after meeting and patience for tedious tasks. arrangements of cut flowers
besting challenges will serve Scorpio is a Sign of resolution, furnished by Mrs. Lillie
you well now.
determination and that "sixth Outland, Mrs. Ruby Harrell,
sense" so valuable in handling and Mrs. Birdie Parker.
LEO
emergencies. Once you curb
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
toward
tendencies
your
This is a time for review — to overaggressiveness, your infind missing links, details nate vision and industriousness
hidden to the casual eye, to will help you to climb the
change a course which is ob- steepest hills. You have a keen
viously leading to a dead end. sense of the dramatic and could
VIRGO
succeed in the theater —
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
especially as an actor or
Not too much planetary help, playwright; have considerable
but an alert person like yourself inventive ability and gifts for
can always manipulate an "off" music, dancing and writing.
day into one that's both in- Birthdate of: Francois Voltaire,
teresting and satisfying — often French poet, dramatist; Desire
in an unexpected manner
Cardinal Mercier, Belgian hero,
World War I; Stan Musial,
LIBRA
baseball player.
231
Oct.
to
24
( Sept.
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray now. Do the best you
can in your own field and gains
will be yours.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rite*
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
The Murray Preschool
Avoid undue haste, anxiety.
Corporation met November 17
You CAN deliver the goods.
at the First United Methodist
SAGITTARIUS
Church with Judy Stabler,
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
president, presiding.
better
do
to.
chances
Several
Mrs. June Smith spoke to the
than usual. Take advantage of
all worthwhile opportunities. A parents concerning children's
good period in which to books on preschool level.
Pictures were shown of the
children's activities at the
school.
Twelve parents and Mrs. Sara
were
Hussung, teacher,
present.
4414
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Square Dancers Give
Golden Age Program

Miss Martha Hendon Is Honored

t
li
i
Ourr
e
rib*
Ledger P 'nom

With Tea Shower Held At Church

Hostesses for the luncheon
were Mesdames Hildred Sharp,
Ruby Harrell, Mina Waters,
and 0. C. Mclemore. They
were assisted in serving by
several members of the club.
The meeting was closed with
a reading by Mrs. Sharp.
Visitors attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Pickanski, Rev.
and Mrs. Mickey Carpenter,
Mrs. Jessie Robinson, and Mrs.
Nora Cohoon.
Members attending were
Paul Kingins, Miss Erin
Montgomery, Mesdames Lillie
Outland, Meme Mattingly,
Connie Jones, Robbie Harrison,
Modena Butterworth, Ruby
Harrell, Birdie Parker, Ovie
Sue Galloway, Mina Waters,
Mettle Parker, Gussie Adams,
Carman Horton, Pauline Hunt,
Thelma Parker, Saide Harrell,
Hildred Sharp, Edna Holland,
Calista Clanton, Franops
Beach, Nettie Beach, Gladys
Hale, Katie Overcast, Lenore
Jones, and Tennessee Outland;
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. McLemors,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rose, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Wheeler, Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Burgoyne, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Gertsen, and Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Mears.

Miss Martha Hendon, brideelect of Danny Roberts, was the
honoree at a delightfully
planned tea shower held on
Sunday, November 9, in the
fellowship hall of the Cherry
warder, Donnie Newberry, Corner Baptist Church.
The hostesses for the
sentinel, Beverly King, June
Crider, Thelma Parker, Murrell prenuptial occasion were
Morris, Alma McNeely, and Mesdames Shiela Hutchens,
Albert Crider, members.
Altie Garrison, Anna Requarth,
The next regularly stated Eleanor Rickman, Emojean
meeting sviii be December 9. Thurman, and Opal Roberts.
The chapter planned their
For the bridal event the
Christmas party for December honoree chose to wear from her
12 at 6:30 p. m.
trousseau a peach floor length
and a corsage of cardress
VITAMIN C
When we think of vitamin C, nations and daisies, gift of the
we usually think of citrus fruits hostesses.
Mrs. Perry Hendon and Mrs.
But tomatoes, cabbage, dark
vegetables, sweet Clyde Roberts, mother and
green
and
potatoes,
potatoes
especially when cooked in their
jackets, provide important
amounts of vitamin C too. This
can be especially good news to
persons allergic to citrus fruits.

Frances Churchill Presides At
Meet Of Murray Star Chapter
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met
at the Masonic Hall on Tuesday,
November 11, at 7:30 p. m.
Frances Churchill, worthy
matron, presided during the
opening and business sessions.
Mrs. Churchill read her
report to the chapter on the
Grand Chapter session held in
Louisville
in
October.
Representatives from Murray
at this session were Frances
Churchill and Nell Robbins.
Other members present were
_Dee Lamb,- worthy patron
protem, Judith. Jackson,
associate matron protem,
Walter King, associate patron
protem, Mary Beth Carruthers,
secretary, Nell Robbins,
treasurer, Brenda Newberry,
conductress, Sybil Lasater,
associate conductress, Howard
McNeely, chaplain protem,
Twila Coleman,marshall, Mary
Louise Short, organist, Patricia
Hendley, Adah, Eva Lamb,
Ruth, Paula Arnett, Esther,
Marie Jones, Martha, Irene
Tucker, Electa, Bobble Evans,

millers

COOL ENDING
Toss two cups sliced fresh
nectarines with two tablespoons
sugar. Let stand 5 minutes.
Alternate fruit with large
spoonfuls vanilla ice cream and
lime sherbet in chilled sering
bowl. Sprinkle with toasted
coconut.

,I244a

An

Preschool Group
Hears Program
By Mrs. Smith

mother-in-law to be respectively of the bride-elect, were
also presented hostesses' gift
corsages of carnations and
daisies.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was cOwed with a white
embroidered cloth and centered
with an arrangement of pink
roses in a silver Revere bowl
flanked by pink candies in silver
holders. Punch, orange balls,
pumpkin bread sandwiches,
and candied orange bread were
served.
Sixty pewee called during
the afternoon hours of two to
four p. m. to greet the brideelect and to view the many gifts
displayed. Sixty-five other
persons sent gifts who coLld not
_ttsnd

Open Friday
8
Nights

NTS

14

Loving gifts from
Vanity
Fair!

fi
a

Flint Church

01`40,s417,111 •

Women Meet
,11
41.101.1M1 4

For Program

Ala -

s24"

Guru
woman

Adams Shoes
Center
Downtown Shopping

The Itallthit Women and
Baptist Yoimg Warne.: of Flint
Church met at the church on
Monday, November 3, at 6:30
p.m. for a potluck supper.
This was also in observance of
the Baptist Women's World Day
of Prayer with the theme of the
program being "One World,
One Lord."
Presenting the program were
Mydelle Rickman, Martha
Letterman, Rena Hopkins, Dot
Bailey, Martha Imes, Jessie
Barrow, and Sondra Rice.
Special music was by the
BYW's. The meeting was closed
with prayer and the group
singing "Blest Be The Tie That
Binds."

We're Ready °
For Christmas.
Are You?

We're Having A
Above it left: Have luscious satin

Grand Opening Sale & A
Christmas Sale All Wrapped into one
Mens & Ladies I, 3, 5 8.10

sPe'd
ike Bicycles
Bs

Now In
Stock

Lay-Away A New Bike And We NV*1
Deliver It Christmas Eve Free!
Remember Bike Accessories Make
Perfect Gifts.

nylon for the femme fatale gown with
At Left: Have our newest velvety robe with a sportive
nautical flair. You'll love the gentle sailor collar,
the easy button-front, the roomy shape. It's

Its artfully pleated bodice. Machine

Shevelva of washable Dacron polyestc‘r. Above: For
glamorous private hours,a velvety Shevelva robe of

by when you wear ow newest satin

wash and dry,of course.
Above: You'll want music to dance
gown. With generous hemline to
swirl as you twirl

Dacron polyester. A beauty to zip into. With turnback cuffs and a neat notch collar in contrasting

and a lovely touch of braid
on the empire bodice.

tones. At right: A dandy way to look at home.
The richerem of velvety Shevelva; the shimmer of

An elasticized waist in back
for a perfect fit.

a satin bow & buttons. It's plush Dacron
polyester with raglan sleeves and

Available in White, Azalea,
Gypsy Red, Candleglow and

In-seam pockets.

New Location!

poke & Pedal
4

Navy True; 32 to 40;
1S.00 t. 14.00

Available in Moulin Rouge,
Navy True, Toffee, Blue Danube
and Cordovan; 8-18 and P.S, M.L

1303 Chestnut

753-0388

Ftavissant of anti-cling Artron

A

atonly 24.00 to 30.00
•

AMIE/aft

•
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Garrott's Galley

Congratulations To
Margaret Trevathan
Congratulations are in order to
Margaret Trevathan, named by
the Murray Chamber of Commerce as the 1975 Person of the
Year.
Congratulations are also due to
the three other nominees for the
honor, Mrs. Betty Lowry, Dr. C.
C. Lowry and Gingles Wallis.
Mrs. Trevathan is one of the
friendliest, hardest working
people we know and she has
devoted her individual talents to
help make Calloway County a better place in which to live.
Mrs. Trevathan has been a
guiding force in the building and
expansion of the Calloway County
Library since she began her
association as a trustee in 1958.
She is also active on the NEED
LINE board, Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts, church work, the Murray
Woman's Club, the Humane
Society and the Calloway County
Bicentennial Commission.
We can think of no better way

for a community to pay tribute to
a beloved and deserving citizen
such as Margaret Trevathan.
Again we congratulate Mrs.
Trevathan and at the same time
we wish to thank her for her contribution to Murray and Calloway
County.

Guest Editorial

Two Cents Worth?
Under study by the U. S.
Treasury is a plan to mint twocent pieces, starting next year.
That would take some of the
pressure off pennies. Something
like the same argument is used
for revival of the two-dollar bill.
What's really needed, of course,
is a dollar which can be stretched
by the citizens to reduce the
pressure of inflation.
-Lubbock (Tex.) AvalancheJournal

10 Years Ago

90 Years Ap)

Rev. C. E. Ward will deliver thesermon
at the special Thanksgiving program at
Douglas Elementary School.
Deaths reported include Robert0.(Bob)
Fair, age 74, and Phillip Duncan, age 94.
Mrs. R. E. Beddoe,reitred missionary to
China, was guest speaker at the meeting of
the Woman's Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee announce the
engagement of their daughter, Wynnona
Gay, to Dwight Herbert Brinn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert J. Brinn.
In basketball the College High Colts lost
to St. Mary's Vikings with Shelton as high
scorer for the Colts, and the Calloway

James I assiter of Murray has been
named by President Eisenhower to take
part in the White House Conference on
Education at Washington, D. C.,
November 28 to December 1.
The new 1956 Studebaker will be shown
November M at Midway Motors, according to Grayson McClure and Purdom
Parks, owners.
Oat Paschall, age 76, died November 18
at his home on Hazel Route One.
The -.eight choirs of the First Baptist
Church, directed by Harry Hampsher,
were dedicated today in a special service
of Thanksgiving and dedication.
Miss Gail L. Hooks, daughter of Mrs.
County High Leiters beat Sedalia ell to 52 Melissa Hooks, was married to L. D.
with Stan Key and Clayton Hargrove high Workman, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
scorers for the Lakers.
Workman, on November 12.

He Did What He Had To Do;
He Shot The Two 'Rabbis'
By M. C. Garrott
Sometimes rendering plants, those
plants which pick up animal carcasses on
farms and turn them into fertilizer, never
know exactly what they're going to find
when they're called to a farm.
Dr. Way Moore, College Farm Road,
had a good example of this the other day
while talking about his grandparents. Both
were born, lived and died on Kentucky soil
in Northern Kentucky. One of their
daughters, to whom Ray refers as "Aunt
Ruth," once was a free lance writer for the
Courier-Journal. In the trade we call them
stringers. She knew and loved Joe
Creason. She now is with Harry Lee
Waterfield's Investors Heritage Insurance
Company as one of their top sales
representatives.
The claim to fame of Ray's grandfather
was a Kentucky Colonel commission,
conferred on him by A. B. (Happy)
Chandler. He was exceedingly proud of
this distinction and voted accordingly.
+++++
Ray spent many happy times with these
grandparents when he was a youngster,
and when he told me the following story, he
laughed as he says he always does when he
tells it.
"My cousin, Sarah, and I were visiting
our grandparents on the farm during a
summer in the early 1940's," he said,
-when a rabid dog got into the milking
herd and bit a couple of Grandpa's cows.
The veterinarian came out and confirmed
Grandpa'sfears. The two cows would have
to be destroyed.
"Grandma's concern, however, was
more about the possibility that Sarah and I
would get the dreaded lockjaw disease,
and this kept her in tears most of the
morning.
"When Grandpa got the report from the
vet, he did what he had to do and shot the
cows. Then he hurried to the house to tell
Grandma to call the Dead Animal
Disposery in Cincinnati and ask them to
come out and pick up the carcasses.
"I can see her now," Ray went on, "as
she quickly stepped into the little middle
room of the house and cranked up that big,
brown, wall telephone. As only a 13-yearold boy would do, I listened intensely
she exclained loudly into the mouthpi
her voice quivering with emotion:
"'This is Mrs. A. D. Moore at

Understanding Alcoholism

Occupational Alcoholism
a health column from the

Auburn, out near Butler, Kentucky. We've
got two dead rabbis out here that we had to
shoot. We want you to send somebody out
to pick up the bodies!"
++++
A young apprentice plumber spent most
of his time mumbling and grumbling about
how hard he was working. Finally, one
oldtimer had had enough.
"Look, sonny," he rasped. "You just
don't know how easy things is nowadays.
Back in the days when I was apprenticing,
the boss would let us lay the first two
lengths of pipe on a job, then he'd turn the
water on and we'd have to stay ahead of
it'"
+++++

Joe Tom Erwin, our colleague and
sports information director at Murray
State as well as Calloway County's answer
to "Jeremiah Johnson," is suffering
through the agony of giving up smoking.
After 34 years of smoking, often as much
as two packages a day, Joe is in his 24th
day today since taking a puff. This is the
first time he has ever tried to give it up,
and, although he believes he'll never
completely lose the urge to light up a
cigarette, he does believe he's beginning to
get it out of his system.
-It's just a matter of will power," he
said the other day,leaning back at his desk
and characteristically clasping his hands
behind his head. "Some have it; others
don't. Smoking is like taking dope, I
suppose. It gets to be a habit before you
know it and the first thing you know you're
smoking without even realizing it."
At times during the first few days, he
said he "almost climbed the walls," and he
had trouble sleeping through the night. He
thinks that's behind him now, although he
fondly recalls how good a cigarette would
taste to him along with a cup of coffee
fallowing a meal.
Apparently, giving up smoking is one
thing. Staying away from it is another, and
Joe cited a couple of first-hand examples.
He told of a brother of his who gave it up
for three years and then went back to
smoking again. He also told of a doctor
friend in Evansville who had not smoked
for eight years when he dreamed one night
that he had lit up a cigarette and how good
it tasted.
"He said it tasted so good, he got up the
next morning, went out and bought a
pack," Joe said, -and has been smoking
ever since."
++++
Incidentally, Joe lost an old friend the
other day when his favorite, nine-year-old
bird dog, King, was struck and killed by a
car on the highway near the home of his
parents out in the southwest section of the
county. Joe and king hunted the fields of
West Kentucky for quail on many happy
occasions and they were just getting into
the new season.
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Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Distemper: Man's Best
Friend's Worst Enemy

Distemper is the most common infectious disease in dogs — prevalent
worldwide, difficult to treat, but easy to
prevent. Sixty years ago, before an effective vaccine was developed, nearly all
dogs eventually contracted the distemper
virus; and over half of them died. Even
today, distemper remains the principal
cause of illness and death in unvaccinated
dogs. In Murray, one veterinarian reports
handling perhaps a dozen cases this past
year. It occurs far more frequently, of
course,amongst homeless dogs and strays
in weakened conditions because of poor
nutrition, that a veterinarian would not
encounter.
In the initial stages of distemper, the dog
often acts as though he has a cold. He has a
high fever, a slight cough, and a watery
discharge from his eyes and nose. He does
not eat well and may have diarrhea and
vomit occasionally. The most severe form
of the disease occurs when the virus invades the central nervous system. In this
case, the dog develops convulsions or
"fits"; he will lie on his side, thrash his
legs, champ his jaws, and salivate
profusely. Even if he recovers, he may be
mentally retarded, partially paralyzed, or
subject to permanent muscle twitches
called chorea. Very young puppies seldom
exhibit the classic symptoms of distemper; they act chilled, depressed and dull,
stop eating, and die within a few days.
Dogs are exposed almost constantly to
the distemper virus. It spreads as an
airborn infection much as does the influenza virus in humans,and a susceptible
dog does not even need to be near an infected one to contract the disease.
Treatment is often successful, but it is long
and difficult, and the dog may never
recover completely. Therefore, a regular
program of vaccination is imperative.
Young puppies receive a temporary
immunity to distemper from their
mothers' milk (if the mother is immune)
which will wear off shortly after they are
weaned. Most veterinarians recommend
that the initial vaccination shot be given
two weeks subsequent to weaning, with a
second, or "booster", shot given a month
later to reinforce the first injection. The
vaccine is generally combined with
vaccines for canine hepatitis andleptospirosis. Because there is no such
thing as a "permanent" vaccine, it is
advisable to revaccinate dogs at yearly
intervals — at least for the first few years
of their Lives.
Do not confuse the distemper inoculation
with that for rabies. A dog does not
generally receive the rabies vaccine until
he is five or six months old.
Many wild animals (foxes, wolves,
coyotes, skunks, raccoons, and mink) can
contract distemper and transmit the
disease to dogs. Cats cannot contract

Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
The National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) estimates that
alcoholism gensrates a $25
billion drain on the economy
annually.
Seventeen billion dollars of
this results from the direct
and indirect losses to business,
industry, and Government
caused by absenteeism, accidents, bad decisions, poor
workmanship, lowered worker
efficiency, and overtime payments Health and welfare
services prosided to alcoholic
persons and iheir families account for the other SR billion.
These factors may help to
explain the enormous costs of
alcoholism to business and in-

It is estimated that
5 percent of the Nation's work
force are alcoholic individuals. Costs to industry average 25 percent of the problem drinker's annual salary.
Most of these workers are
between the ages of 35 and
55 and at the peak of their
earning power
There are, however. -successful employee alcoholism
programs that report a recovery rate of 50 percent and
more. They are to be found
in
enlightened
companies
which base their programs on
the assumption that alcoholism is a health problem for
which the employee cannot be
held responsible. Thus, employees with alcohol-related

——
problems " which affect the
quality of their work are not
penalized for having such a
problem so long as they show
a willingness to cooperate

general public, it will continue
to be difficult to reach mans
of these people who arc holding down jobs as best the%
can. But the growing number
of t,pccupational alcoholism
programs can provide the opportunity to reach out and
help more and more people
while they can still function
on the job and before then
illness has reached an acute
stage.
Detailed information and
technical assistance for setting
up occupational alcoholism
programs in a local business
or factory are available from
the National Institute an Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
P.O. Box 2345, Rockville,
Maryland 20852,

In these companies, when
supervisory personnel report
unsatisfactory job performance because of excessive
drinking, management offers
to help the employee. He is
confronted with records of
how his work has deteriorated, and is offered treatment The choice then is his:
to get treatment and resume
normal work performance or
lose his job.
Until alcoholism reaches
that status of a -legitimate illness" in the minds of the

canine distemper, nor can dogs contract
feline distemper. The infectious disease
panleucopenia, often called feline
diternper, exhibits similar symptoms and
is similarly prevalent and deadly.
Prevention is available through vaccination.
Methods and vaccinations available
today are so effective that there is little
chance of an animal contracting
distemper if he is properly immunized by a
veterinarian. All puppies and kittens
should receive a medical examination,
during which the doctor will arrange for
innoculations against distemper or
panleucopenia. If symptoms appear, the
animal is not vaccinated, he should
receive immediate veterinary attention.
Individuals having comments or
questions concerning articles appearing in
this series are encouraged to call or write
Mrs. Jerrie Parkin, Rt, 4, Murray, tel. 7532591.
Q. Your recent article on spaying pets
dealt with only altering female animals
and did not mention neutering males. Does
this reflect some sort of male chauvinistic
bias on your part?
A. None that we are aware of. The
neutering of male animals is not effective
as a measure for controlling overpopulation since one male left unneutered
can still impregnate every unspayed
female for blocks around. Neutering most
of them simply has no effect on the number
of kitties or pups born in the area
However, for every female that is spayed
there is a resultant decrease in the number
of offspring. Neutering of male animals
may be desirable for other reasons,
however: it may decrease roaming,
aggressiveness, and spraying.
There are nine dogs at the MurrayCalloway County dog pound available for
adoption. All of them are friendly, attractive, and healthy-looking.
Two three-month old male dogs. Brownand white terrier-type, medium-sized.
Two young female dogs. Mixed breed,
medium-sized. One gray, one honeycolored.
Five 8-week old puppies. Black and
white, collie-lab type, medium-sized.

Bible Thought
... The Lord he is God in heaven
above, and upon the earth
beneath: there is none else.
Deuteronomy 4:39.

Of all that we would have and
possess, there is nothing of any
comparable value like the
majesty and goodness of
Almighty God!

Last Big Wee
Sales Ends November

Let's Stay Well

Trucks And Highway Safety
BLASINGAME

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
After the national speed limit
was restncted to 55 miles an
hour. Americans could be proud
that highway traffic deaths
dropped dramatically However,
highway traffic deaths are
beginning to climb again and
may exceed 50.000 per year.
Accordihg to an article in the
Chicago Tribune, the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety conducted a new study to try to
determine the causes of traffic
accidents which are now resulting in highway deaths.
A senior behavioral scientist
for the Institute said, "Unequivocally, motorcycles are the
most dangerous vehicles on the
road, but the study shows that
truelts are wsignificant hazard.
Many truck drivers break
speed laws and drive recklessly
to finish trips early, he said.
In single-vehicle accidents -for example, when a vehicle

Each and Every Ladies and Gents Clusters
Discounted for this Gigantic
Three Week Cluster Sales Event!

1

body is highly unlikely. Even if
such a rarity occurred and the
skin condition extended around
the body, the disease would not
be fatal.
After the skin heals in a few
weeks, the pain may persist.
even for months in some cases
Medication for pain may be
A. Shingles (herpes zoster) is needed, and dilantin an antmoncaused by a virus infecting the vulsant) or elavil may prove
sensory nerves that come out of helpful. Such medicines require
the skull (cranial) or backbone a prescription by a physician.
(spinal). The virus infections are
have little chance.
•
Qs Mr B C wonders if
thought by some authorities to
Another significant factor is be mildly contagious, a few chromium is an essential elethe difference in speed of mov- cases often occurring ment in the diet
ing vehicles. The new 55-mile- simultaneously in a community.
A Chromium is considered to
an-hour limit has caused, cars to During the acute phase, the be one of the trace elements
slow, but most trucks, long skin on the affected side (found in foods in small amounts)
limited to this speed. exceed -it. - becomes highly -sensitive 4inds ancias related to the proper LOP
The change made speeding by painful Small blisters may ap- of insulin in our body Adequate
truckers more visible than it had pear along the area of distribu- amounts are usually absorbed in
been.
tion of the affected nerve. To our diet from animal proteins
Corrective steps to slow the have the same nerve level in- (except fish). whole grain prodtrucks are essential, such as volved on the opposite side of the ucts and brewers yeast
would run off the road and strike heavy fines and/or jail for offen-

a tree or bridge -- trucks were
involved three times more frequently than cars
The weight of tractor-trailer
trucks -- 12 tons or more -- and
their excessively long braking
time make them deadly vehicles
in accidents. The arrangement
of the trailer and cab is such that
the driver may be crushed by
the massive weight In a fatal
crash involving a tractor-trailer
and a car, the people in the car

ders.
Q- Mrs F.B. inquires about the
cause of shingles, whether the illr
can be fatal if it extends all
over the body, and what can be
done for the pain that continues
after the skin heals.
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Burger Chet specializes in delicious fast foods and they
are dedicated to pleasing their customers. With a combination like that, you can understand where their motto
comes from_"There's more to like at Burger Chef".
Some of the delicious sandwiches that you can find at
Burger Chef are the BIG SHEF - a double meat treat, tasty
dressing, lettuce and a tangy slice of cheese on a golden
drilled sesame seed bun. The SUPER SHEF - a whole quarter pound of beef, plus cheese and all the tasty trimmings
on a golden grilled sesame seed bun. The FUNBURGER - a
delicious all-beef hamburger with a surprise of a prize inside. Don't forget the FUNMEAL SPECIAL - a funburger,

Zva.Z.
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00

We Now Feature An Open
Salad Bar.

Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafood-Chicken-Sandwiches
Harnburger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chuckwagon

Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

For the Finest
in Steak & Seafood

p.1

fries, soft drink, sweet dessert treat and a special prize, all
just right for the kids and at a si,veial price. Burger Chef
also has the SKIPPERS TREAT - a large golden fish filet topped with melted cheese, fresh Crisp lettuce and special
tarter sauce on a toasted bun. There's also the hamburgers, cheeseburgers, thick rich shakes, golden brown
french fries and much, much more.
Burger Chef has all the ingredients for a perfect meal.
You can either dine here or carry out. There's a Burger
Chef just a few minutes away,located both at Murray and
Mayfield. Why not take the family out and tnjoy a meal
with us.

Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets

Ftiday Special

Fine Italian Foods

All the Catfish with
all the trimmings

Private dining rooms by rtestervation

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HVVY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
Micholob on

top

PHONE 642-6113

1409 Main St 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

l'1161,11itei!
luncheon and dinner SeIVICt.

*fish *Seafood *Steak *Lobster *Chicken
Try Our New Rib-Eye Steak
,Sold by rt. Ounce-Cut To Tour Order
Hwy 641 North Open 11 a. m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p. m.Sat.& Sun.753-4141

The Hungry Bear

All you con eat

Free Homemade ice cream with this special order

Rudy's Restaurant
Court .uare

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
OURCIENeb

QUFFis

Ow mot TIMESDAY: Chinese Chop lity.FR9Ftto Yost Sweet awl SOW Pork.
Baked Ham. FRIDAY Malian Baked lasagna. Italian Spaghetti, White fish. Cat
Fish SATURDAY Mexican fuheladr and TKOS, Swiss WA SUNDAY Roast
Keel as us fltichen &east Roll IIPC FVFP1DAY Spanish Omelette All Dinners
served with Relish Tray, Rev Sego sod Hoot Made Breed with every Drone
Betty and Bill

Open: Thurs., Fri., Set. 5-10 Sunday 12-8

te
MEW

Yes We Can Really Please
75376025
507 N.12th

Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2140

Cooked Just the Way You Like Them

Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger
Chestnut St.

Phone 753-8488
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Racer Women Open
Campaign Saturday

LADY RACERS—The Murray State women's basketball team will open its season at Fort Campbell Satin-day and will be playing at bean
Monday at 5:30 p.m. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Sandy Emerson, manager, Debbie Hayes, Denise Griffith, Boni*
Young, Kim Young, Jackie Jo Mounts, Cindy Uemback, Sindy Macovik, Sandy Mocovik, Diane Woitifolk, Vickie Dillingham and Cook
Dewdrop Rowlett. Front row, Lee Stokely, Jana Jones, Bev Parrish, Rosen Maddix and Sandy Sims.

New NFL Teams To Get
Liberal Draft Choices
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
ramifications of the formula
adopted by the National Football League to stock its new
Tampa Bay and Seattle franchises could be widespread.
First of all, the plan may be
subject to collective bargaining
between the NFL Management
Council and the Players Association.
Then, the liberal aspects of
the plan which makes available
not only active players but
those players on various reserve lists as well, could produce widespread movement of
some very well-known names.
And finally, the college draft
formula could provide Tampa
Bay and Seattle with some attractive young talent to go with
the basic veterans provided by
the expansion draft.
"Tampa Bay and Seattle will
be picking their players from
the largest pool of quality players ever available in football
expansion," said Commissioner
Pete Rozelle, who announcp
the plan Wednesday.
The formula works this way:
Each of the 26 existing clubs
will be permitted to freeze two
players from their total reserve
lists as of Oct. 28. Thule lists
include players injured for the
season, players performing in
Canada, retired players and
players in other miscellaneous
categories.
The teams may also protect
30 other players from the active 43-man rasters. That

By PATSY J. BEAUCHAMP
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
WANTED: One female quarterback. Lots of experience
necessary. Must be able to
control four players, read
defenses, call offensive plays,
and be a basketball player with
a perfect outside shot. If interested, please contact Coach
Dew Drop Rowlett, Women's
Basketball Coach, Murray State
University.
Now what in the world would
Coach Rowlett want with a
basketball playing quarterback?
need
desperately
"I
somebody to take over Lois
Holmes' spot in the leadership
department," said Coach
Rowlett.
-Lois was our quarterback;
she could see how the other
team was setting up and relate
it to the other players. She was
our leader."
A leader is not the only thing
Coach Rowlett's team will be
lacking this year. Experience
will be the main problem with
this young squad.
Coach Rowlett doesn't expect
a whole lot from this year's
team. In fact, she doesn't think
it will be as good a team as last
year's 14-15 team.

"Right nosy, we don't look
good. This is the first week I've
had all my players practicing
full force," explained Rowlett,
"More than half my girls have
been playing tennis and
volleyball."
Coach Rowlett expects her
squad to -break about even"
this year,especially since every
team on her schedule has
greatly improved over last
sPason.
"All the teams in the state are
improved," groaned Rowlett.
"Eastern should repeat with the
state championship, with UK,
Morehead, and Western right
behind."
Where's Murray? "Well, we
should be in that crowd
somewhere," added Rowlett,
"It's hard to say right now."
If nothing else, the lady
Racers will have one of the
tallest teams around.
Returning for the Racers are
Cindy
Liembach, Roxan
Maddix, Jana Jones, Debbie

Pro Basketball
At A Glance

Hayes, Bev Parrish, and Diane
Woolfolk.
Liernback is a 6-2 senior who
started last year as center.
Cindy is expected to see a lot of
action this year. She is battling
with freshman Jackie Mounts
for starting honors.
Junior Debbie Hayes will be
leading the offense at the forward position. -Oh, I just can't
say enough about Hayes,"
praised Rowlett, "She's a great
shooter and just a natural
ballplayer." (Remember
Hayes just missed a spot on the
Olympic women's basketball
team, that in itself should tell
you of her ability.)
5'4" guard Jana Jones returns
as Coach Rowlett's best outside
shooter so far. Jana is a good
defensive guard and a good
ballhandler.
Freshman Jackie Mounts,a 61 center, will be exptected to
start this year. She plays tough
defense and can put the ball in
after picking off a rebound.
"Jackie is just a natural
player," Rowlett said of
Mounts.
Helping Mounts on the boards
will be 5-11 Sindy Macovik.
Sindy will give the Racers a
little experience that they so
desperately need. A junior
transfer, Sindy played for the
University of Waterloo in Ontario. Sindy has a fairly good
outside shot and is a good
rebounder.
Sophomore guard Rosen
Maddix could be seeing a lot of
action this season. Roxan is a
good defensive guard and had
some playing time last year.
5-11 junior Sandy Macovilt
and 5-10 freshman Kim Young,
5-7 Vickie Dillingham, and 5-4
guard Sandy Sims are all
battling for a starting position,
along with 5-6 sophomore Bev
Parrish and 5-7 Diane Woolfolk.
"I haven't really decided on a
starting five," admitted Coach
Rowlett. "I've got it down to
about seven to choose from."
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Hawks Over Warriors
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SCHEDULE
Nov.
22
24
Dec.
3
4
6
10
13
Jan.
12
14
17
19
23
24

Ft. Campbell A,5:30 p. m.
Union University H,5:15 p. m.
Ft. Campbell H,5:15 p. m.
Middle TenneaseeA,5:15 p. m.

U. T. Martin li,5:15 p. m.
creates an instant pool of 338 AFC Central. In each of those The expansion draft will be
Opan
players currently active plus years, the two new teams will held Saturday, Jan. 24 in New
Lerobuth
H,5:15p.m.
scores of players on the reserve play each other as well as the Orleans, two days before the
A,6:30 p. m.
Lambeth
lists.
13 other teams in its own con- Pro Bowl game. The collegiate
U.T.Martin A,7:00p.m.
By The Associated Press
H,515p.m.
Louisville
Each team can lose a max- ference to complete the 14- draft is set for the first week of
NBA
Western
H,5:L5p.m.
February in New York City.
imum of three players and may game schedule.
Eastern Conference
A,5:1111p.m.
Keswro
Ftichmood
Atlantic Division
Morehead
protect an additional player
11:00a. m
W L Pct. GB
each time it loses one.
21
State
Ky.
5:00 p.
H,
Buffalo
8 4 .667 —
Ky. Wesleyan A,5:30 p. in7
There are 139 players curPhilphia
8 4 .667 —
Feb.
Boston
6 5 .545 11
2
/
rently on injured reserve alone.
Middle Tenn.
5:15 p.m.
1
New York
6 9 ..400 31/2
Mid-South Tourney Memphis
If all 26 clubs decided to freeze
6-7
Alanta Central Division
A,
10
Western
6:00 p. m.
two of those players, that would
8 4 .667 —
A,5:00 p.m.
12
511.3
Washington
6 4 .600 1
still leave an available pool of
13
Illinois State H, 30p.:
Houston
5 6 .455 2/
2
1
Evansville H,6:00p.m.
14
87 players currently on injured
N.Orleans
6 7 .462 2/
2
1
A,7:00 p. m.
20
Louisville
4
4
.333
Cleveland
8
reserve as well as all the play21
13ellarnune A,6:00 p. m.
Western Conference
600p.m.
H,
24
Wesleyan
Ky.
ers in all the other reserve cat7 5 .583
Midwest Division
26,27, n
State Tournament Lexington
egories.
2
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6 7 .462 11
In the college draft, Tampa
BASKETBALL
3 9 .250 4
Bay and Seattle will alternate
Chicago
3 9 .250 4
NORFOLK, Va. — Bill
Pacific Division
with the first two picks in each
Musselman, the last coach of
9 4 .692 —
G.State
of the 17 draft rounds and each
L.A.
10 6 .625
1,2
the now defunct San Diego
will also be permitted two addiPhoenix
4 6 .400 3'2
Sails, was named coach of the
lend
7 8 .467 3
peoartttla
S
tional choices at the end of
Basketball
American
5 8 .385 4
rounds two through five.
Wednesday's Results
Association Virginia Squires,
Detroit 120, Portland 114
"After they make their picks
succeeding Al Bianchi, who was
Philadelphia 113, Kansas City
at the start of the sixth round,"
103
fired two weeks ago.
Atlanta 104, Golden State 98,
said Rozelle, "they will have
OT •P
chosen 28 of the 158 players se-.
Los Angeles 1,18,L.Houston 110
lected at that point, or 18 per
Milwaukee 96, Phoenix 94
Seattle 97, Chicago 87
cent."
Thursday's Games
When they are through draftBuffalo at Cleveland
By BOB GREENE
ketball Association victory over ing spell, Seattle came back being, Tampa Bay and Seattle
Atlanta at Washington
hind Fred Brown's 25 points to
AP Sports Writer
the Golden State Warriors.
Friday's Games
will be supplied with 64 playNew York at Boston
Remember when John Drew
Drew, who averaged 19 points topple Chicago. The Sonics
ers, 25 from the college selecPortlantd at Philadelphia
Buffalo at Detroit
tions and 39 from the expansion scored 44 points in a game dur- and 11 rebounds a game last could sink only two of 15 shots
Chicago vs. Kansas City at
The Calloway County Farm Bureau will continue
stocking formula. They will ing his rookie season last year? season, scored six of his game- from the field in the second Omaha
could
Bulls
the
but
quarter,
to
that
was
overtime
there
game
then
And
in
points
27
high
take orders for Florida Naval Oranges and
to
also be able to sign free agents
Milwaukee at Los Angeles
only grab a one point lead at
Houston at Phoenix
and players off the waiver lists. when he grabbed 25 rebounds. pace the Atlanta victory.
until November 30. Delivery will be
Grapefruit
Well, apparently that's just
In other NBA games Wednes- 34-33. Brown's layup put the
Tampa Bay, nicknamed the
ABA
15.
December
of
week
East Division
day, it was Detroit 120, Port- Sonics ahead to stay as Seattle
Buccaneers, will play in the for openers.
GB
Pct.
L
W
"As soon as he learns how to land 104; Philadelphia 113, Kan- built up a 10-point halftime Kentucky
American Conference West and
7 4 636 —
•
$6.48 Bushel
V5
5 .583
7
Seattle, called the Seahawks, play this game, he's going to be sas City 103; Los Angeles El. lead. Rookie Bruce Seals added N.Y.
7 .500 11/2
7
St.Louis
Burleson
Tommy
and
points
will be in the National Confer- great," Atlanta Coach Cotton Houston 110; Milwaukee .96, 21
• 2 12 .1n 616
Virginia
Pim yaw esdsr by calling 753-4703 or Clip
ence West next season. In 1977, Fitzsimmons said of Drew Phoenix 94, and Seattle 97, Chi- 19 for Seattle, while Leon BenWest Division
inthe
of
place
playing
bow,
9 2 .818 —
,
Hawks
the
Denver
cago 87.
Tampa Bay switches to the Wednesday after
this coupon to the Farm Bureau Office.
9 3 .750 'I/2
jured Jerry Sloan, topped Chi- Indiana
Hawks 104, Warriors 98
NFC Central and Seattle to the scored a 10448 National BasahAntnio---ii 4 .667 1Stuatn
S
After Clifford Ray's tip-in cago with 18.
2 9 .182 7
Wednesday's Results
tied up the regulation game,
Name
Virginia 110, New York 100
Drew scored the first six points
San Antonio 113, Kentucky
106
of the extra period before AtAddress
Denver 119, St. Louis 106
lanta's largest crowd of the
Indiana 130, Utah 110
season, 8,674.
Thursday's Game
No. of bushel _
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Denver at Indiana
Pistons 120, Trail Blazers 114
the
of
Friday's Games
Bench
Johnny
Slugger
Howard Porter, Eric Money
Denver at New York
Cincinnati Reds was released
Utah vs. Virginia at Norfolk
and Bob Lanier combined for
Anthony's
St.
Hospital
from
25 straight Pistons points as
Wednesday.
Detroit broke away from an 87- here
The catcher had some repair
87 tie to post a victory over
done on his left shouldel ,
Portland. Money finished with work
in a home-plate colliinjured
15 points in the final period
back in April.
sion
Lanier
29
scored
take
to
while
Bench headed for his homegame honors. The Trail BlazBinger, Okla., for some
ers, who played without Bill town of
recuperation and rest before
Walton, out with an ankle into Cincinnati.
jury, were paced by Lloyd going back
Neal's 24 points.
Countries Picked
76ers 113, Kings 103
CITY, GuateGUATEMALA
the
in
second
Pulling ahead
period, the Philadelphia 76ers mala(AP) — The International
rode the shooting of George Federation of Soccer FederMcGinnis, Billy Cunningham ations picked nine European
and Doug Collins to their victo- countries Wednesday to open
ry over Kansas City. McGinnis the qualifying rounds of the
finished with 28 points, Cun- 1978 World Championships in
Argentina.
ningham 20 and Collins 19.
The countries chosen were
Lakers 118, Rockets 110
An 11-point outburst by Bulgaria, East Germany, Italy,
Lucius Allen in the third period Yugoslavia, Holland, Poland,
lifted Los Angeles past Hous- Scotland, Sweden and the Soton. With the score tied at 54 at viet Union. All except the Sohalftime, Don Ford scored the viet Union played in the world
first two points in the third finals in Germany in 1974.
You'll never miss the small amounts you set aside in a Christmas Club
quarter for Houston. Then Allen
Takes Lead
account with us, but you'll be mighty happy next November when you
popped in 11 straight points and
the Lakers were off an running. JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP
receive that big Christmas Club check for the grand total you've saved.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had 26 — Chuck Thorpe of Durham.
Now is the time to start. Stop in with your first deposit this week and
points and 20 rebounds to pace N.C.; fighting back from a sudyou'll quickly recognize why Christmas Club is so successful for so many
the Lakers while rookie Joe den-death loss in last week's
of your friends and neighbors.
Meriweather led Houston with Riviera Open, has taken the
29 points.
first-round lead in the Dunes
Bucks 96, Suns 94
Open golf tournament with a
Brian Winters sank a fret. 65.
throw with two seconds left to Thorpe's
seven-under-par
ice Milwaukee's victory over round Wednesday gave him a
Phoenix. Trailing 95-92 with 22 one-shot lead over Slugger
seconds left, Curtis' Ferry _Mite of New Smyrna Beach
scored for the Suns to narrow and Lee Tomlinson of Barbersthe lead to one. Then paul vine, W.Va., after 18 holes.
Westphal fouled Winters and
Another shot behind in the
the Milwaukee player, who fin- $11,000 tournament, which drew
ished with 20 points, sank one a field of 170 golfers to the 6,KY
MURRAYY.
of two charity shots.
533-yard Dunes Golf and CounMember FDIC
SuperSonies 97, Bulls 87
try Club, is Jim Morton of New
Ilpespite an early cold shoot- Smyrna Beach, Fla.
South 12th Street
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"Our lack of experience will
hurt us at the beginning of the
season," Rowlett predicts. But I
believe we will open up and play
pretty good ball by midseason."
"Allot the girls need to pep up
some. They are slow on offense.
We need to generate more offense to go along with our good
defense."
"We look good under the
boards and if we can just get
some outside shooting we'll do
alright."
The lady Racers will open
their season Saturday, Nov. 22,
at Fort Campbell. Rowlett
commented, "I just found out
that Western Ky. beat them 9819 on Tuesday night. I think
we'll beat Ft. Campbell, but I
sure don't want to play
Western!"
"Oh, by the way," quipped
Rowlett,-don't forget to run my
,ad all week."
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Timeout With Brandon
By MIRE BRANDON
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First Region Cage Poll Released
Polls in sports are good for two things: to
give writers something to write about and to
give fans something to talk about. Otherwise,
they don't serve much of a purpose.
The Paducah Sun-Democrat came out with
its pre-season coaches poll in Wednesday's
edition and of course, there weren't many
surprises.
Tilghman was ranked first, St. Mary
second, Hickman County third, Reidland
fourth, Marshall County fifth, Mayfield sixth,
Fulton County seventh, Murray High eighth,
Carlisle County ninth and Lone Oak 10th.
In the girls' poll, Tilghman was ranked
first, Carlisle County second, Sedalia third,
St. Mary fourth, Fulton County fifth, Lowes
sixth, Lone Oak seventh, Mayfield eighth,
Ballard ninth and Murray High 10th.
I have several picks that would be quite
different from the poll of the coaches. First,
let's take a closer look at the boys' poll.
At the present time, Tilghman can't be the
best team in the Region. James Greer is still
playing football and based on what they have
returning, Tilghman is ranked number one
simply because they are Tilghman.
St. Mary deserves to be ranked second,
until Friday night when they go to Carlisle
County and lose.
Murray High has to be one of the top teams
in the Region, if not the best. No other team
returns as much material as the Tigers. And
it won't take long for Murray to move far
above their number eight ranking.
As far as the girls' poll, Fulton County is
ranked fifth yet they lost last week to
Calloway County, which is 12th. It shouldn't
be very long until the Laker girls move up the
ladder too.
Based on what I know about the teams in
the First Region, my ratings would be as
follows for the boys: Murray High, St. Mary,
Hickman County, Tilghman, Carlisle County,

Mayfield, Marshall County, Lone Oak, Fulton
County and Lowes.

New Sports Arena?
/ Basketball tickets for students at Southern
Illinois University went on sale Tuesday
morning.
At sunset Monday, students were already
lining up and camping out, just to get season
tickets. By midnight, there was a long line of
students and one smart fellow decided he'd
make the best of the situation: he opened
himself a hotdog stand and did a pretty good
business.
Just after midnight, junior guard Mike
Glenn, a for-sure All-American for the
Salukis,came by and thanked all the students
for their interest. Several of the people in the
crowd were there for their fifth consecutive
year.
Three hours down the road from Carbondale is Murray. Basketball tickets are
easy to come by here. Matter of factly, there
are still nearly one hundred reserved
bleacher seats left on sale.
In a few short years, the program has gone
from what it's like at Carbondale now to the
bottom. It will take more than a winning
season this year to change it around.
A few years ago, I can remember when 300
or 400 people showed up on a rainy day in old
Cutchin Stadium for Homecoming. The
argument then was that it was silly to build a
new football stadium because if you coialdn't
get any more than four or five thousand in
Cutchin, what would you do with a new
stadium.
Even with the disappointing season this
year, the smallest crowd in Stewart Stadium
would be equal to the largest crowd in old
Cutchin Stadium. Couldn't the same thing
happen in basketball?
It's something to think about and start
talking about.

East Tennessee Grabs Honors
In OVC Player Of Week Picks
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — fumble and caused another.
Others nominated for offenWhat a week it was for East
sive honors include:
Tennessee's football team.
—David Quay of Tennessee
Not only did the Buccaneer's
wallop Middle Tennessee 37-20 Tech, a tight end who caught
to establish a high point in a three passes for 55 yards and
disappointing year, but two of contributed some crucial blocks
the archtteetvof -that triumph - -in Tech's.20-0 win over Austin
were selected as Ohio Valley Peay.
—Willie DeLoach of Murray,
Conference players of the week.
Tailback George Fugate, who who caught four passes for 71
rushed for 220 yards and three yards in the Racers' 14-6 loss to
touchdowns, shared offensive Eastern Illinois.
—Mike Moore of Middle Tenhonors with Eastern Kentucky's
Stan Mitchell while Charles nessee, the OVC's leading rushNorman was the defensive er who added 194 yards in 26
choice after leading a defense carries and scored twice in the
that stifled the league's top of- loss to East Tennessee.
fense.
—Keith Mescher of MoreFugate, a 6-foot-1, 190-pound head, who caught three passes
sophomore, scored on runs of for 28 yards, including an 1160 5 and 61 yards to give the yarder from Phil Simms that
Bucs only their second win in -accounted for all the scoring in
10 starts. His 220 yards set a the Eagles' 7-0 upset of Akron.
Nominees for defensive honschool record.
Mitchell also set a school ors include:
—Morehead's Jerry Spaeth,
standard with 252 yards and
four touchdowns in Eastern's who contributed 13 tackles and
50-36 win over Ashland, Ohio. four assists in the win over AkHis four touchdowns tied a ron.
--John Csir of Middle Tenschool and OVC record.
Norman, a 220-pound defen- nessee, who had eight tackles
sive tackle, was credited with and three assists against East
nine tackles, including six for Tennessee.
—Tony Plavich of Tennessee
losses totaling 42 yards. He
sacked the quarterback on two Tech, whose pass rush was inoccasions, recovered one strumental in nullifying the
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Annual Murray-Western
Clash Set For Saturday
By JOE TOM

ERWIN

MSU SID
Murray State's Racers, upset

14-8 at Eastern Illinois last
Saturday, will play their last
game of the season Saturday at
Western Kentucky.
The Racers will go into the
game with a 4-4-1 record.
Western is 8-1 and in first place
in the Ohio Valley Conference
with a 5-1 record. Murray is 3-21 in the OVC.
The only Western loss has
been to Eastern Kentucky 13-7.
The Hilltoppers have beaten
Dayton 27-7, Louisville 21-7,
Illinois State 21-7, Austin Peay
30-3, East Tennessee 17-0,
Tennessee Tech 20-7, Morehead
14-10, and Middle Tennessee 2410.

Bowling
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II
Blankenship of Ky.
II
Alpha Kamm Psi
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Corvette Lanes
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Mutual of Ornaha
High Team Series(SC)
Corvette Lanes
Hodge & Son
Mutual of Omaha
High Team Series(HC)
Corvette Lanes
Mutual of Omaha

30
22
24
32
14

35

36
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NEW YORK (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds received 32
shares worth $19,060.46 each for
winning the 1975 World Series,
baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn said today.
The $19,060.46 was the fourth
highest individual share in
World Series history, with only
the checks received by the Oakland A's in 1972, 1973 and 1974
being larger.
The Boston Red Sox, who lost
in the last inning of the seventh
and final game, earned
213,325.87 each, with 34 members of the American League
champions receiving full
shares.
All 25 players on each team
who were eligible for World
Series checks took home their
full shares. Boston players Denny Doyle, who was traded from
California to Boston early in
the season, and Jim Burton and
Jim Willoughby, both in the minor leagues when the 1975 season started, recieved a full
share of $13,325.87.
Only Cincinnati reliever Rawly Eastwick joined the Reds'
roster after the start of the
regular season but he came
aboard before June 1 and automatically qualified for a full
share. Eastwick earned his
World Series check with two
victories and a save in the seven-game thriller.
Postseason attendance totaled
584,531, incjuding 3011,272 from
the World Series, in which four
games were played in cozy
Fenway Park with its seating
capacity of 35,205.
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Virgil Setaer
Charlie Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
High hid. Game(MC)
Cbarhe Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Virgil Setaer
High Ind.Series(SC)
Charlie Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Virgil Setaer
High Ind.Series(HC)
Charlie Hargrove
Rick Noraworthy
Lyman Dixon
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Westrum, a catcher with the
New York Giants from 1948
through 1957, played in the 1951
and 1954 World Series. The
Chronicle said he may lie retained in the Giants' Organization in some other capacity.
Amalfitano, 41, thir base
coach, coached for the Chicago
Cubs under Leo Durocher after
ending his 12-year career as an
infielder in 1966. He had been a
first base coach with the Giants
under Fox.
McMahon, 45, had an 18-year
career in the majors and was
pressed into bullpen service by
the Giants early in the 1974 season.
Gilbert, 61, joined San Francisco in 1972 after a career
spent almost entirely in the minor leagues, including n years
managing Giant farm clubs.
Virgil, a 45-year-old native of
the Dominican Republic, had
six seasons as a Giant coach
after eight major league seasons in which he played infield.
outfield and catching positions
His playing career ended uith
the Giants in 1969.
TENNIS
JOHANNESBURG, gooth Africa — Wimbledon champion
Arthur 4she, the number one
seed, routed South African
Andre Zietsman 6-2, 6-2 in the
first round of the South African
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ished third behind Cincinnati
and Los Angeles in the National
League West.
Westrum, who will be 53 next
week, came to the Giants in the
middle of the 1974 season after
Charlie Fox was fired. He had
managed the New York Mets in
1965, 1966 and 1967, succeeding
Casey Stengel under whom he
coached in 1964.
The coaches fired are Don
McMahon, Joey Amfalitano,
Andy Gilbert and Ozzie Virgil.
The 72-year-old Stoneham has
been trying to sell the Giants
through most of 1975, but no
deal has materialized. The feeling prevalent here is that the
Giants will operate at least another season at Candlestick
Park in spite of poor attendance and heavy losses.

Open Tennis Championship,

REALISTIC®
BOOKSHELF
SPEAKER
SYSTEM

Da
237
235

Westrum And Staff Are
Leaving San Francisco

Reds And Red Sox
Distribute Shares

PRICE CUTS ON SELECTED REGULAR STOCK AND SPECIAL PURCHASE ITEMS

1071
1032
1.516
2$42

Gen"BII:5755.Ham(RC)

Mike Hobble has completed 94
of 202 passes for 1259 yards and
5 touchdowns. Willie DeLoach
has caught 23 passes for 405
yards and 2 TD's.
The Racers beat the
Hilltoppers 9-7 last season at
Murray to end a 5-game winning streak for the Toppers in
the series. Western won 32-27
two years ago in Bowling
Green. the Hilltoppers lead the
series 21-14-6.
The Racers were soundly
thrashed at Eastern Illinois
giving up 220 yards total offense
while gaining only 131. They
were in Eastern Illinois
territory only one time the
entire game, that being in the
fourth quarter when they drove
77 yards for a touchdown.
The Murray Western game
will begin at 1 p.m.

average is 254.2. The Racers
have been especially tough
against the pass, having
allowed only 64.6 yards a game.
have
The
Hilltoppers
averaged 252.1 yards total offense. Murray has averaged
278.0.
Leading rushers for the
Toppers are Lawrence Jefferson with 446 yards in 166
attempts and Jimmy Woods
with 393 yards in 112 attempts.
Freshman quarterback Steve
L,arimore, who will likely start
for the Toppers, has completed
10 of 25 passPs for 118 yards.
Leading receiver is Bob Hobby
with 23 catches for 331 yards
and 2 TD's.
Kennedy has rushed for 638
yards in 150 attempts for
Murray and Jones has 391 yards
in 92 attempts. Quarterback

[-CHRISTMAS SALE!

le

900
027
Me

fensive guard Ray Henderson,
defensive end Larry Deweese,
defensive back David Price,
and defensive back Tom Ward.
Murray's kisses are linebackers
David
McDonald, Kevin
Whitfield, and Don Hettich;
defensive tackle Jay Waddle,
and defensive back Charlie
Reeves. Both teams also have
several lesser injured who may
see only limited action in the
game. Murray's first two
tailbacks, Art Kennedy and
Larry Jones, missed the
Eastern Illino
e with
ankle injuries.
The Hilltoppers
one of
the best defensive
in the
nation and have held opponents
to an average of 179.9 yards
total offense. They have given
up only 64.2 yards rushing a
game. Murray's defensive

Radio/Melt

(

L
7
10
12
12
14

Austin Peay passing attack in a
20-0 Tech victory.
—Terry McCabe of Austin
Peay, who had 15 tackles, four
assists and a deflected pass in
the loss to Tech.
—Larry Jasper of Murray,
whose 15 tackles and three assists came in the close loss to MilsEae
Eastern Illinois.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Letters notifying San Francisco
Giants' Manager Wes Westrum
and his entire coaching staff of
their dismissal went out
Wednesday, the San Francisco
Chronicle said it has learned.
The move was expected as
owner Horace Stoneham reportedly had asked Westrum to resign before the season ended,
and Westrum refused.
The Giants had an 80-81
record with one rainout and fin-

Murray
has
beaten
Morehead, UT-Martin, Eastern
Kentucky, and Austin Peay;
tied East Tennessee; and lost to
Western Carolina, Tennessee
Tech, Middle Tennessee, and
Eastern Illinois.
Western is considered a
prime candidate for the NCAA
play-offs if it gets by Murray.
They have a lot more riding on
the game than we do," Murray
Coach Bill Furgerson says,"but
they don't want to win it any
worse than we do. If we could
beat them, it would relieve a lot
of the frustrations of this
season."
Both Murray and Western
have been hit hard by injuries
this year, each having lost five
players for the season. The
sidelined Hilltoppers are
quarterback Billy Smith, of_
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E 99
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Ken Shipp Named To Replace
Charley Winner As Jet Coach

OH ic i; ‘1_, I I 1)(,1 it ;- I isii

Jets are 2-7 for the season and
son.
By BOB GREENE
go out and make have given up 293 points, theecan't
"You
AP Sports Writer
wholesale changes at this most surrendered by any team
NEW YORK AP)-- Charley
said new Jets' head in the NFL. On Monday, Iselin
stage,"
Winner may be the first of
Coach Ken Shipp, named told The Associated Press he
many changes the New York
Wednesday to succeed Winner. was very disappointed with the
Jets make in an effort to salBut ... if there are any more Jets' performance, saying they
vage what is left of the 1975
these people (letting down), lacked motivation. But he had
of
National Football League seainsisted that Winner was not
they will be let go."
Shipp, who was hired to his going to be fired during the
Bowling
first NFL job by Winner seven season.
Standings
years ago, took the hard line Winner, who did not attend
when he was introduced as the news conference, said he
Murray Bantam
W L Winner's successor.
was surprised about the deciTeam..
X 10
Cougars.
n 14 "The effort just hasn't been sion, despite the circumstances.
Super sepia
21 15 very good and I don't think the He was in the middle of a
A.stros
21 15
Corvette Conquerors.
20 16 players have been playing up to three-year contract.
Dyn-o-ietes
20 16 their potential," he told a news
was disappointed,'.Winner
All Stars
17 19
Trouble Shooters '
to come
11 25 conference. "If it needs more said. "I didn't have
Pin Wizards
11 25 discipline, I'll do it. And if you here. I came after I was asSuper Stars
11 25
Alley Cats
ask me if I will be tougher than sured that I was that I was
High Team Game(SC)
428 Charley was, the answer is their man and that I'd have
Super Swim
414
Astro's
time to build a team."
411 yes."
Dy-n-o-Mites
High Team Game(HC)
finished last season Shipp started at St. Louis unJets
The
599
Super Sonics
in 1968, moving to
597 with six straight victories and der Winner
Trouble Shooters.
590 looked forward to being a con- the New Orleans Saints in 1970.
All Stars
High Tenn Series(SC)
the Jets in 1973 and
1210 tender in the NFL's American He came to
Cougars
1191 Conference East Division this is in his third season as receivDyn-o-Mites
1198
Super Salim
er coach and offensive coorseason.
High Team Series(HC)
1711
Cougars
preseason we beat the dinator. He is credited with the
"In
1701
Super &sum
of tight end RichUM (Minnesota) Vikings, Washing- development
Trouble Shooters
High Ind. Game(SC)
ton and St. Louis," said Jets' ard Caster and wide receivers
163
Richard Bury
Knight and Jerome
156 President Phil Iselin. "We David
Vic Marshall
152 seemed to have a good team, Barkum, key performers with
Devrayne Smith
High Ind.Game tac)
quarterback Joe Namath in the
996 but something went wrong."
Richard Bury
193
David Robiraan
After six straight losses, the Jets' pass-oriented attack.
157

Terry Butler
Big Md.Series(SC)
Don Hargrove
Mark McClinton
Tammy Hutson
High Ind.Sat(HC)
David Robinson
Donna Stanfill
Hu:bard Bury IN.

394
315
370
. 503
487
464

Bragan Resigns

4 a'

-

Canadiens Explode For
Four Last Period Goals

goal. When the smoke cleared
By FRANK BROWN
Montreal had scored six times
AP Sports Writer
got his shutout —
Behind the red, white and while Dryden
in eight days against
blue face mask, a worried look a second
lowly North Stars, who
creased the face of Montreal the
just four of their 18
goaltender Ken Dryden. As have won
games.
each minute passed, his tension
That made it 6-0 Montreal on
mounted — a shutout was in
shots against LoPresti, who
43
shot
every
was a
the works;
faced enough rubber this
has
test to his jangled nerves.
open his own tire facIn the white, green and gold season to
tory.
of the Minnesota North Stars,
Montreal did it in their usual
Peter LoPresti labored under
style. Guy Lafleur,
explosive
similar conditions in the other
then Guy Lapointe scored after
cage.
opening tally.
One scoreless period went by, Cournoyer's
a pair and
added
Shutt
Steve
then a second. It seemed anyclosed out the
Risebrough
Doug
National
Hockey
6-0
a
but
thing
barrage which took only 10
League game.
49 seconds to comDown the ice the Canadiens minutes,
plete.
charged, wave on wave at
In other NHL games WednesLoPresti. Then, in the fourth
minute of the third period, day night, Vancouver beat
came a shot by Yvan Courno- Washington 5-2; Detroit and
Boston tied 3-3; Chicago beat
yer.
Goal. Sixty-five seconds later, Los Angeles 4-2, and Kansas
another goal. Goal, goal, goal, City surprised the New York
Rangers 6-4.

Crusaders And Saints Turn To
Boxing On Ice One More Time

CLEVELAND (AP) — It
JACKSON, Miss. ( AP) — seems that when the Cleveland
Mississippi State University Crusaders and the Minnesota
was expected to name Ron Fighting Saints meet, both
Polk, an assistant at Miami teams try to live up to the Min( Fla.), as its head baseball nesota nickname — the fighting
coach today, television station part of it, at least.
WJTV reported.
In one contest this season,
The report Wednesday night the two clubs set a World Hocksaid Polk had been selected for ey Association record with a tothe vacant post, but the univer- tal of 45 penalties for the game,
sity declined comment.
winding up with nearly 200 minPolk, 32, formerly was at utes in penalty box time.
Georgia Southern.
And Wednesday night on
Polk would succeed Jimmy Cleveland's 4-3 overtime victoBragan, who resigned to take ry, they were involved in a doncoaching post with the Mil- nybrook that emptied both
waukee Brewers.
benches. Cleveland rookie Paul
•

SPORTS

swung back, and the battle was
on.
"I reali7a it was a bad thing
to do," said Baxter. "But he
was running around with mayhem in mind. I probably
wouldn't do it again if I had a
second chance."
The Fighting Saints proved
scrappy in play also as they
battled back from a three-goal
deficit to tie the game. In the
other WHA game Wednesday
night, the Indianapolis Racers
trimmed the New England
Whalers, 3-1.
The Crusaders jumped to a
quick lead in the first sever
minutes, but wound up scrarnblingipthe overtime trium
•-anis
ort-''' i131101
Mr. seMO''st
rebound of a Terry', Ball shet
past Minnesota goalie Ji.,1)
Garrett for the first goal. 44
minutes later,- Ball and
Edur added two more elures
within a nine-second spin to
give Cleveland a commanding
margin.
But the Saints fought back,
Henry Boucha hitting with a
power play goal and rookie
Bruce Boudreau scoring twice
— his first goals for the 4aints
— in the second and third periods to tie the score.
John Stewart saved the night
for the Crusaders at 5:36 of the
overtime period when he rifled
a shot past Garrett to break the
tie.
Racers 3, Whalers 1
A second-period goal by
Bryan Coates broke a tie and
led Indianapolis to its second
straight victory. Reg Thomas
got the Racers off to a 1-0 lead
in the first period, but Wayne
Carleton tied it at 8:59 for the
Whalers with his eighth tally of
the year.
Nick Harbaruk added insurance against Whalers goalie
Bruce Landon at 19:07 of the
second period, and goalie lkif
Holmquist stopped 28 New England shots for the victory

Baxter and Minnesota left
winger Jack Carlson were
tossed out of the game with a
raft of penalties.
By the time the second period
was over, 83 minutes in penalties had been assessed against
both teams.
Baxter said he was upset and
taunted Carlson in the penalty
box because Carlson had
speared a few Cleveland players, including M McDonough,
who suffered a black eye and
broken nose.
Carlson, who was in the- box
at the time for fighting, swung
his stick at Baxter. Baxter

-O.-VAAL
'
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FOOTBALL
NEW YORK — National
Football League owners agreed
to allow the expansion Tampa
Bay and Seattle franchises to
draft players from both the active and reserve player pools.
FOXBORO, Mass. — The
New England Patriots of the
NFL placed two-year veteran
Mack Herron on waivers.

Technical Fouls Turn
Spirits Into Losers
By The Associated Press
St. Louis Coach Rod Thorn
admits he had a lot to do with
his team's American Basketball
Association defeat at the hands
of the Denver Nuggets.
hate to say it, but I think
when I got that second technical it turned the game around,"
Thorn said after the Nuggets
crushed the Spirits of St. Louis
119-106. "If it hadn't been for
the two technicals, it would
have been 97-97 and anybody's
ball game. Instead they got a
quick basket and we were out
of it."
Thorn's first technical came
when he protested Bobby
Jones' block of a Maurice
Lucas shot with 5:55 remaining
in the game. The second
technical was called 36 seconds
later when St. Louis' Freddie
Lewis was called for carrying
the-ball after a steal.
"I don't usually yell at referees," Thorn said, "but Luke
had gone around the guy
(Jones) for a layup and he had
hold of his arm."
Nuggets 119, Spirits 106
Byron Beck and Dan Issel
converted the technical fouls
into points as Denver put on a
10-2 surge enroute to its victory. The Nuggets had been down
by four at 87-83 before they
made their successful comeback. Rookie David Thompson
led all scorers with 31 points
and 14 rebounds while Lucas
had 28 points and 18 rebounds
for St. Louis.
Squires 110, Nets 100
Virginia, with Ticky Burden
and Willie Wise doing the most

damage, gave Bill Musselman
a victory in his first game as
coach of the Squires. Burden
poured in 32 points and Wise
added 22 as the Squires broke a
seven-game losing streak and
won only their second game of
the season against 12 losses.
John Williamson paced New
York with 33 points and Julius
Erving added 26.
Spurs 113, Colonels 106
George Gervin's 21 points led
a San Antonio attack that buried Kentucky, handing the defending ABA champions their
third straight defeat. James
Silas pumped in 20 points for
the Spurs while Billy Paultz

had 19 and Allan Bristow 18.
Louie Dampier led the Colonels
with 23 points. Kentucky led
only three times in the game,
the final time with 10:14 left at
89-88.
Pacers 130, Stars 111
A 33-point production by Billy
Keller led the Indiana Pacers
to a rout of the Utah Stars. Keller was helped by Billy Knight,
who scored 26 while playing
only about half the game. Steve
Green led the Stars with 26,
who were down at one time by
36 points at 107-71. The crowd
of slightly more than 9,000 was
the largest of the season on the
Stars' horn court.

Kentucky Begins Own
Rules Investigation
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Dr. Otis Singletary, University
of Kentucky president, said
Wednesday the school has begun an investigation of "possible violations of National Collegiate Athletic Association
rules and university Student
Conduct Code regulations."
Singletary, in his official
statement, would not reveal the
subject of the investigation, but
a source close to the university
said the football program was
involved. The same source
added, however, that the probe
did not involve football recruiting or anything in that area.
The source would not say what
the alleged violations involved.
"This internal investigation

does not involve any of the
criminal matters under investigation by Lexington Metro and
university police, but does result from information obtained
in the course of their investigation in the Luce Taylor case,"
Singletary said.
He was referring to the death
of Taylor, 24, of Lexington,
whose body was found in the
Ohio River Oct. 21, 10 days
after his wife reported he had
been kidnaped.
Elmore Stephens, a former
UK football player, and two
other men have been charged
with kidnaping and murder in
connection with the Taylor
case.

Burglars hate
Operation
Identification

Ask any
police officer why

Dawson To Start

eitiME
CHECK
(This advertisement published as a public service by The Murray Ledger &'Ames)

KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
Kansas City Chiefs will start
40-year-old Len Dawson at
quarterback Sunday in their
National Football League game
against the Detroit Lions here.
Dawson replaces Mike Livingston, who injured his left
knee Sunday in Kansas City's
loss to Pittsburgh.
The Chiefs, now 4-5, will send
an injury-wracked club against
a Lions' defense that has
blitzed 57 times in the last
three games.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

_
from
Candle
Hayden Rickman receives his free Christmas
Janette Fain, after cashing his 1975 Christmas Club Check.
• •
.••••• „'
••

A Free Gift
for our 1975
Christmas Club
Account Members

When you get
your Christmas
club check
cashed, pick up
your free
Holiday Candle

Don't forget to open
your 1976 Christmas Club
Account as soon as possible.
Be ready for Christmas giving
next year.
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Crime Commission Approves

Title IX Program To End Sex Discrimination In Schools

FRANKFORT, Ky. — School
superintendents from across
the state gathered recently in
RICHMOND,Ky.—More than local enforcement agencies. Frankfort to hear and discuss
$1.3 million in federal, state and The allocation will allow for six- sexual equality in education —
local funds for state and local month operations during the Title IX of the Education
criminal justice agencies were project's sixth year. The federal Amendments of 1972.
Marge Justice, equal oprecommended for Gov. Julian contribution is to be $45,000 and
Carroll's consideration by the the remainder will be allocated portunity specialist for the
Kentucky 'Crime Commission by Campbell and Kenton Office of Civil Rights in the U.S.
Office of Health, Education and
counties.
Friday.
Welfare (HEW) in Atlanta,
The funds amounted to more
Thirty-three local governexplained that elementary
than $1 million in federal, mental units
received grants to schools have one year to im$83,000 in state and $250,000 in improve
communications plement Title
IX, while
local monies.
equipment, operate crime secondary
schools have three
Among the major projects prevention
programs and to years to implement
it. During
recommended were $181,000 to provide for the
purchase of new these adjustment
periods the
the state bureau of corrections equipment
for their police schools have
three years to
for various improvements in the departments.
implement it. During these
living conditions at the state's
The commission rejected a adjustment periods the schools
correctional institutions.
Federal money for this project resolution relating to the must develop some plan of
amounts to $138,179 and the establishment of annual target action to abolish sexual
state contribution totals $43,308. allocations for Louisville and discrimination said Ms. Justice.
The amendments, which
Other major projects meeting Jefferson County. Presently
the commission's approval each local agency desiring became effective July 21, 1975,
federal funds must apply to the apply only to educational
were:
—The Judicial Council's commission on a grant by grant
circuit court coordinator basis. The Louisville-Jefferson
project, which aids jurors, County proposal would require
witnesses and victims who a specific amount of federal
become involved in the judicial money to be sent into that area
process without having the yearly, rather than to the state,
basic knowledge to understand based on the population and
it. Funds to operate this project crime rate.
for its second year were set at
FRANKFORT, Ky.—An
$160,158.60—$144,142 federal
organization designed to
promote and support the arts in
and $16,015 local.
nine southern states has been
—The Louisville YMCA,
which was recommended to
created, according to Ms. Nash
Cox, director of the Kentucky
receive $81,334, for third year
operations of its Shelter House,
Arts Commission.
Industry and government
The
a 24-hour crisis counseling and are cooperating in Wisconsin
organization,
the
referral program for runaways to initiate a major recycling
Southern Federation of State
and their families. This project program.
Arts Agencies, will coordinate
involves $61,000 federal and
regional activities of the state
Arnericology,
American
art councils in Kentucky, as
$20,334 local funds.
Can Co.'s resource recovery
well as in Alabama, Arkansas,
—The Northern Kentucky system, took as its first comInformation Network, which mercial customer the city of
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina
seeks $60,000. This project Milwaukee — the largest city
provides area local police in the nation to sign up for
and Tennessee. It is affiliated
departments with computer large-scale solid waste recywith the Southern Growth
data from national, state and cling.
Policies Board, a public intrastate agency governed and
supported by the state governments of the southern states.
Needanyoftheseservices..
Ms. Cox said the federation
Air Freight Flight Training
will supplement intrastate
Air cargo Air Ambulance
eto
programs presently sponsored
Air Charter
Air Taxi
by the nine state arts councils
and develop cultural resources
Contact
on an interstate basis to meet
Bill Fuller or
present and future needs. A
qua
Johnny Parker
major function of the federation
will be to support tours of
regional professional groups
489-2414 489-2721
Murray-Calloway County Afrpoit
into states other than the one in
which they are based.

Criminal Justice Programs

activities
programs and
receiving federal linasolal
assistance. They cover the
treatment of all employes involved in educational programs
and activities, rather then only
and
professional
paraprofessional employes
directly responsible for the
education of students.
Title IX does not apply to
military schools; however, it
does apply to educational institutions controlled by a
religious organization to the
extent that compliance would
be consistent with religious
tenets.
Right now, said Ms. Justice,
schools should be in the process
of satisfying the immediate
requirements of Title IX, such
as filing assurance with HEW
that they are intending to abide
by Title IX regulations,
grievance
establishing
procedures and appointing a

Organization To Promote
Arts In Southern States

Recycling program
gets new boost

Thorobred
Flying
Service,Inc.

The organization was conceived during a series of
meetings of southern state arts
agency directors over the past
two years, according to Ms.
Cox. She said the idea was
formalized at a meeting in
Chattanooga, Tenn. held in May
of this year.
The Southern Federation of
State Arts Agencies has opened
an office in Winston-Salem,
N.C. and will be headquartered
there at least for the first year
of its operation.
The federation is funded by a
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts by appropriations from each of the
nine member states, by private
gifts and grants and by income
to be generated by federationsponsored events.

Jamaica has more than 500
species of ferns ranging from
the fragile, feathery plants of
the humid mountain gaps to the
giant tree ferns that tourists
see in Fern Gully outside the
Ocho Rios on the island's north
shore.

person to coordinate Title IX.
Also, the
school
administrators must notify applicants for employment,
students and parents of
students, employes, sources of
referral holding applicants and
all unions or professional
organisations for collective
bargaining or professional
agreements with employes that
they do not discriminate on the
basis of sex in educational
programs or activities they
operate.
Ms. Justice pointed out that
each school is responsible for
evaluating its practices and
policies in accordance with
Title IX regulations by the end
of the fiscal year — July, 1976.
Some of the provisions of Title
IX which Ms. Justice pointed
out are:
+Admission to secondary and
postsecondary vocational
schools must not be based on
sex;
+Rules of appearance or
behavior must not be made
arbitrarily against one sex;
+Students may not be
assigned to elnamPs because of
their particular sex;
+Health classes should be
separated only when discussing
human sexuality;
+Awards, recognition and
scholarships must not be based
on sex;
+Physical education classes
must not be separated by sea.
Ms. Justice explained that
physical education classes may
be sexually separated when
they are engaged in contact
sports such as wrestling,
football, ice hockey or
basketball. However baseball is
not considered a contact sport,
which means — if the school
district chooses — the team can
be co-ed. Ms. Justice said that a
school cannot have a separate
curriculum for boys and girls. If
wrestling Is taught to boys, then
wrestling must be taught to
girls.
In reference to employes, Ms.
Justice said Title IX states:
+Pregnancy must be treated
as a disability;
+Ftecruitment must not be
based on sex;
-P-Schools must provide equal
pay for equal work;
+Schools must offer fringe
benefits to both sexes;

+Schools cannot hire or treat
employes differently according
to sex;
+Schools cannot inquire of
marital or paternal status when
interviewing a person for a job;
+Schools cannot advertise
that one sex is preferred over
another.
Ms.
Justice
said
organizations exempted from
Title IX are the YMCA,YWCA,
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp

Fire Girls and certain other
voluntary
youth
service
organizations whose membership has traditionally been
limited to members of one sex
under the age of 19.
When asked if this ruling
would effect Girls State and
Boys State programs, Ms.
Justice replied that it would.
Since participants are chosen
on the basis of sex, Girls State
and Boys State violate Title IX.

Dr. Lyman V. Ginger.
superintendent of public instruction, said he "does not see
big problems" with Title IX. He
told the superintendents that
they should treat students
equally. Dr. Ginger said
regional workshops will be held
on Title IX in the near future for
principals, counselors,
supervisors, coordinators and
anyone else who will be working
with the program.

NOTICE
Now Open For Business

Conrad's
Piano's And Organs
Lowrey

Kimball

Story & Clark

Conrad's has moved to Murray with the
largest selection of Pianos and Organs in this
area. We have FULL TIME service technicians
employed by us. Watch for our Grand Opening
soon. Remember our motto, "If you don't
purchase an organ or piano from Conrad's you
will probably either pay more or get less."

Conrad's
In The Olympic Plaza
(Across from the stadium behind Tom's Pizza)
Hours:
Telephone
Monday-Thursday 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 753-1424

k

• Storewide Sale
All Merchandise Reduced
MIME THAN EVER ON ZENITH-MENG
SHOP EARLY!!!
B&Ws

BLOCKBUSTER

Prices on
NEW '76 Model
Color and B&W T.V.,
Allegro Stereos...
Complete Line Of
Zenith Modular Components

r
fewrtiril
ill i
........-...

ems,

so."4.-"•'

• NI

,-,.,....-.--____ ___-------.

CONSOLE
and
MODULAR
STEREOS

TUCKER TV Sales and Service
ft

(tnic products.
.
- we -devote our full thne-to sales and service of_eJectr
Televisions are not a sideline for us '
1914 Coldwater Rd. (Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone 753-2900
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Cold Weather Can Cause Jesse Stuart Not Without Honor In His Own Country
Problems In Auto Tires

FAG! 1

together is one of the era's great
Trying to out-talk or out-write lectures and using a strong pen Commonwealth, has a special with his -fellowman when there book, 'the World of Jesse love stories and for the most
Jesse Stuart when he has in his books, stories and poems. room at Murray State is genuine need and instill in Stuart," has been nominated for part is yet unwritten.
a Pultizer Prize in poetry, MU
He stands tall in states other University, a school bearing his man a will to persevere.
something to say is like trying
"Write with your heart."
He has had his dark days. President Robert Hayes said,
to stem the fall of leaves in than Kentucky and countries name, recently was awarded an
In reading and rereading a
pavement.
from They helped him set his values. "We are fortunate to have one
Washington, D.C.—This time
degree
autumn. When Kentucky's other than the United States, honorary
poem, the reader has no
Stuart
—Bald tires are especially
Still, he could not have so of America's outstanding
of year, when temperatures
great man of literature and land but he is not without honor in his Morehead State University and
hearing the rasp of corn
trouble
because
weather,
bad
in
risky
sometimes drop suddenly and
clearly is the star of any ordered his life without his writers living in our area." He blades in a dry wind or spring's
is enthused, he goes all the native land.
funnel
Naomi Deane. Once he told of added that Stuart was being
sharply, tires bear special tread grooves serve to
Stuart speaks throughout the gathering of writers.
way—booming his words in his
green song in the season of
watching, says the Tire In- water and snow out from under
When a number of Kentucky the press of people. "I couldn't honored not only for his "great rebirth.
has
it
if
bald
is
the tire. A tire
dustry Safety Council.
authors and artists were guests write for them. They would not literary contributions, but also
inch
"For every ten degree drop in less than one-sixteenth
at the annual fall meeting of the tell us they were coming but for the inspiration he has
temperature a tire may lose a tread depth between any two or
Audio-Visual arrived any time, many times provided hundreds of young
Kentucky
in "wear
Some of the most-popular or split, has a broken fire or ash Association at Jenny Wiley before breakfast. I had to write. writers."
pound of air pressure," said more grooves. Built
or any missing parts. A
The author will speak at
Council Chairman Malcolm R. bars" will show as smooth models of both old-time and door
Resort Park, Stuart was I would be in the middle of a
door cannot be State
the
of
face
warped
the
across
to
have
surfaces
stoves
heating
new-style
Marshall's 11 a.m. convocation
Lovell, Jr.
by admirers while story. Deane managed."
surrounded
one- be back-ordered. But you can straightened out. It must be
There was no malice in his and be guest of honor at a
"As always,it's a good idea to tread when it is down to
others stood patiently in a long
still find good new ones in some replaced.
check your tires for proper sixteenth inch.
awaiting their opportunity talk. He has a true love for luncheon. He then will parline
Remember: you can burn
—Best tires go on the rear for local Kentucky hardware and
inflation with your own gauge
to talk with him and buy his people and enjoys talking with ticipate in the unveiling of the
heating-supply stores. And you wood in a fire-brick-lined coal books. He looked vigorous and all age levels. They are his book collection at MU's James
before starting out," Lovell best traction.
can often pick one up second- stove, but it's not safe to burn
said.
well despite stays in the hospital stories. He knows people are E. Morrow Library.
hand at an auction, flea market, coal in a sheet-metal wood since a first heart attack stories for all writers, even
Stuart was born 68 years ago
"Underinflated, soft tires can
stove. Coal makes too hot a fire
or used-furniture store.
in a log cabin and continues to
those aspiring to write.
cause erratic steering and
years ago.
several
If you're untutored about for a wood-burning stove to
Always his advice to youthful live on a 1,000 acre farm
excessive wear as well as make
This writer first met Stuart in
free-standing heating stoves, tolerate, and the wide-spaced
engines work harder to overtogether with writers is to put in words what nearby. His beautiful, though
he,
when
1950s
the
especially those that burn coal grate will let chunks of coal slip
come rolling resistance,"
his beloved Naomi Deane, were they know bezt. "Write about rustic, home encloses a log
or wood, here are some things through.
Lovell explained, "and the
at Morehead State people and places you know. cabin as one of its rooms. Long
Rust is the biggest enemy of a guests
more energy your engine FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. UK Extension agricultural
Following his Why write about big city life ago in his hollows and among
University.
needs, the more gas it uses." Julian M. Carroll and C. Leslie engineers say you ought to cast-iron or sheet-metal stove. lecture, the two joined a group when you know only mountains. his people he learned the values
Cast iron can take lots of abuse
The Tire Industry Safety Dawson, secretary of the know:
aspiring writers outside on The people around you are your of life and knew he was rich in
before it actually rusts through. of
IC
SPACE
ELECTR
Council offers these other safety Department for
steps and there stories—and they're beautiful things that matter.
Human
go the sidewalk
"If I can make it, anyone
and maintenance tips for colder Resources ( DHR), have an- HEATERS: Don't buy an old If the stove is still sound,
audience until early stories."
his
held
Look for a newer model over it with a stiff wire brush, morning as he talked with his Neighboring West Virginia can." He holds no sympathy
one.
weather:
the
in
nounced federal funds
—Now is a good time to have amount of $23,500 for the Center with a built-in fan, a ther- then polish it with stove heart about things near and long ago acknowledged Ken- with aspiring writers who feel a
checked,
mostate control, and an blacking. When you store it, dear.
your alignment
tucky's man of literature. In need for material tools and
for Aging and Community
following the traditionally busy Services Development in DHR's automatic turn-off if it gets plan to give it another coat of
your heart, not 1962 Marshall University at convenience. He wrote his first
with
-Write
Are rItSi
knocked over. An old heater, or stove blacking. Don't leave it your head," he said then and in Huntington awarded Stuart an poems on scraps of anything
driving season. Most dealers Bureau for Social Services.
weather.
the
in
out
(AltIco Mc,
a new one without these
and stations won't charge you
later talks. Since his heart is a honorary degree. On Nov. 18, that would hold works, inThe grant will provide funds
expensive
more
is
iron
Cast
needed.
is
be
can
a
alignment
and
leaves.
cluding
overheat
features,
the
honor
unless
big one he embraces Naomi Marshall will further
for technical assistance to
eitOT_S
His constant companion has 1)10
—If you plan to use winter, or Community Action Agencies fire hazard. Plan to use an than sheet metal, but it lasts Deane with his lyrics, kisses his famed Eastern Kentuckian with
heat,
to
longer
He
Stuart.
Mrs.
been
continues
electric space heater only for longer. It takes
will
snow tires, store your regular (CAA's) across the state.
and
Day"
lOWer144.
Stuart
and hollows with words and "Jesse
but it holds heat better. It's very hills
but
soft
to
rich,
use
or
heating
round,
part-time
of
tires flat in a cool, dry place.
emergency
collection
valuable
a
feelings
unveil
his
indelibly
the
for
writes
Besides programs
heavy to move around, and it
Make sure they are out of the elderly, CAA's provide Head chores.
about man and humanity. There Stuart first editions and special strong words to lyricize his
...;;WitfOK
breaks easily. It's also fairly
electric
di
from
STOVES
feelings about Naomi Deane,
E
sun and away
KEROSEN
emergency
is no mistaking his philosophy. editions.
Start programs,
motors, which produce rubber- food and medical services, HEATERS: Look for ones that easy to repair with stove He knows full well that man In announcing the event brown-eyed and even more
to the outside, cement.
deteriorating ozone.
must earn his living, share it honoring Stuart, whose 46th lovely in maturity. Their life
energy crisis funds and training can be vented
Sheet metal is cheap, light
fans
have
easily,
over
—If you are thinking about
tip
won't
for poverty-level youth.
and easy to handle. But it rusts
putting on studded tires, check
ad- to circulate the air.
local
CAA's are
burns
see
to
your state regulations
Don't buy it if it is badly through quickly, and also
ministrative units which
when and if they are per- operate on a regional basis. rusted, leaks oil, has worn through much faster than cast
missible. Your state police or
cracked rubber, a iron. It can't be safely repaired.
They are an outgrowth of the insulation,
Keep a layer of sand in the
cracked cast-iron
highway patrol will have this
or
fan,
faulty
former Office of economic
of a sheet-metal stove
bottom
.
information
parts.
Opportunity.
when in use, store it with care,
HEATERS:
—To try to prevent a skid and
&
STOVES
GAS
The funds are awarded under
won't tip over and it will probably give years
maintain control, pump rapidly
Head Start, Economic Look for ones that
the
but lightly on your brakes until Opportunity and Community easily or that can be bolted to of service.
Once you have used a sheetyou slow down. If you continue Partnership Act of 1974.
the floor, that can be vented,
very
stove, it's
metal
the
in
steer
to slide anyway
that won't dent easily or warp.
The
direction of the skid,foot off the
Don't buy one that's badly vulnerable to dampness.
for
blued
only
metal,
thin
like
feel
you
has
until
that
brake pedal
rusted, warped or split,
begin
you are in control again.
bent pipes or loose parts — minimum protection to
stored
—Contrary to some popular
unless you know where to get with, will rust quickly if
opinion, underinflated tires
The National Hemophilia
new parts and how to replace in a damp garage or basement.
To protect it, coat it with
don't provide better traction on Foundation has awarded two
them.
motor
reion
te
1975-76 postgradua
slick surfaces. Underinflat
COAL-OR WOOD-BURNENG kerosene, vaseline, old
does cause excessive heat search fellowships in hemo- STOVES: Look for one that's oil or the like, or it will fall apart
Next
buildup, a tire's worst enemy. philia totaling $30,000 to a biobig enough for the heating job, within a couple of years.
first
—The drop off at the shoulder chemist and a hematologist
built sturdily, won't tip easily, heating season, build your
it
keep
and
it
outdoors
in
fire
vented.
be
of the road can be a trap for for research into the nature of
can
and that
VIII.
protectiv
the
Factor
until
clotting
going
blood
speeds
high
tires, especially at
Unless you know how to
Whitnell Avenue Behind Big K
A defect or lack of this
in hazardous weather. If you
renovate an old stove or plan to coating burns off. Otherwise i
which
,
component
giv
steer off the highway, slow way plasma
replace whole sheet-metal will stink to high heaven,
normal blood to clot,
down and check traffic before enables
sections, don't ever buy one off clouds of smoke, and make
classic hemophilia
for
you angle sharply back on the causes
that's badly rusted, is cracked the whole house unpleasant
a few days.
How much will you hav• to
Dura-flame
p rZrlrlrlrinrlrinrlrlrWkwgVlrkrtt
r
spend for a wood or coal stave'
Our Best
you can pay anywhere from $11
for a flea-market bargain to
$450 or more for a sophisticated
has-everything model.
Reg. $1.39
So think about it. Do you war,:
at
ng
awaiti
are
something to get you through
11 Gal $
one winter, or do you want to be
While They Last 894
t;
Any Mod
your
to
down
it
hand
to
able
t;
16
oz.-$ path
your
dren? Will the stove be
primary source of heel, will you
count on it only during power
lures, or will you use it on a
Large Selection
regular basis for an extra heat
boost?
No matter which type of 5:
you buy, there's no substit„te
for experience. So, if possible.
take along an old tinier on these
matters, someone who knows
the ropes. That way you'll end
Rich L Chips 8.
up with a good stove that's sure
Pecan Sandies
to keep the home fires burning

How To Buy A Heating Stove

Federal Aid
Announced By
Gov. Carroll
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*Celebration*

Foundation awards
two fellowships

November 20-21-22
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Pants-Tops-Bags
lA off
Just Arrived
Pre Washed Denim

Doctors suggest
face-down x-rays

Jeans & Skirts

RP
tz;
1417 W. Main

Next to Corvette Lanes

1
1
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No Lay Away
No Exchange
No Refunds

WELLS STILL USED
Nearly 25 per cent of rural
Americans still rely on individual water supplies, such
as wells or springs.

94

with coupon on Handbill

Be sure and use the coupon below to register for free
bags of groceries to be given away each day of
celebration and free 19" Quasar color TV purchased
from Dunn Furniture TV and Appliance
Kwik-Pik Coupon
Kwik-Pik Coupon
Name
Address
Phone

Free Popcorn
With This Coupon
Coupon Good
Nov.20-21-22

LE
SA
E
O
H
1
S
R
FO
2
Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get a Second Pair Free!!
This offer includes Men's Women's and Children's Shoes.
You can mix them when buying so bring the whole family.
510 Main Strfa m
Murray, Ky.

Ii

While chest x-rays traditionally are administered
with the patient standing,
doctors say that in some
cases it may be better for the
patient to be lying face down
This better visualizes the
base of the lung when it is obscured by fluid which may
have accumulated due to a
tumor, infection or heart failure, according to a team of
California radiologists

COOKIES

Shoe Store

Glenn C. Wooden
Owner

All
Shoes
Tagged
w And On
Self Service
Floor

L
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McGuffey Cites Low Nursing Homes To Be Reclassified
FRANKFORT, Ky. — 'Nur- their skilled nursing beds be
No-Fault Rejections sing
homes across the state will relicensed as nursing home

Maintenance Of State
Bridges Big Dollar Job

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — State
in the future be reclassified to beds.
Insurance Commissioner
Jerry Miller, secretary of the
another appropriate long-term
Harold B. McGuffey told a
category under a new board, said there were apcare
group of independent insurance
policy adopted by the Cer- proximately 1,800 nursing home
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Keeping 1930's when most of those
agents here recently that he is
of Need and Licensure beds in the state with 1,100 of
tificate
Kentucky's bridges safe for bridges were built, he said.
"surprised" at the low number
those beds in Jefferson County.
Board.
other
or
motorists and pedestrians is a
Cracking
rejections
insurance
of no-fault
requests that
If these facilities were appolicy
new
The
multi-million dollar job for the deterioration of the bridge
the department has received
com- propriately classified under
state
and
regional
the
state Department of Tran- decking (floor) is by far the
since the new auto coverage
prehensive health planning current licensure standards,
sportation.
'rnost frequent type of problem
was enacted July 1.
not accept any ap- they would fall into numerous
councils
During the past fiscal year encountered by both men on
Addressing some 600 memplications to convert other beds new categories of health care,
alone, nearly $10 million was their .rotinds. "That's why
bers of the Independent Into nursing home beds or to Miller said.
spent for maintenance and overlays are being added to
surance Agents of Kentucky
establish more such beds.
repairs to insure that each of bridge decks being built today,"
( IIAK ), McGuffey stated that
The Department for Human
the state's more than 7,800 Vance said. "An overlay will
only 52,000 rejections, which
BRUSH FIRE RAGES
( DHR) Bureau for
Resources'
bridges, ranging in length from add about 10 years to the life of
The largest brush fire in
comprise less than two per cent
is
Regulations
and
Licensing
California history raged out
20 feet to several thousand feet the average bridge deck."
of the state's 3.3 million
not to accept licensure apof control near the Mexican
and spanning everything from
Vance) remarks about the
population, have been handled
plications for existing skilled
border on Sept. 28, 1970.
ankle-deep cracks to broad decking 'problems on older
by the state Department of
nursing facilities requesting
rivers, stay in compliance with bridges were borne out by
Insurance.
the National Bridge Inspections central office maintenance
The commissioner added that
( safety) Standards.
personnel who said that nearly
thousands of new policies have
Finding those bridges that half of the money spent on
been sold prior to and following
need repair is the job of a small bridge repairs and maintenance
the law's implementation, since
group of state highways em- last fiscal year went for deck
"MONSTER" IN A JAM—Toronto policeman on traffic duty helps sort out "monster" of a traf- every Kentucky motorist is now
tur- required to carry auto inployees know as bridge in- repairs.
fic jam during the Santa Claus parade in Toronto, Canada. An estimated 600,000 specators
surance. McGuffey said the
Of the remainder, 30 per cent ned out to see the parade which was held on a Sunday the first time in its 71-year history.
spectors.
(AP Wirepholo) number of uninsured motorists
Of the handfull of inspectors was spent on major renovation
is now much less than the
assigned statewide, four work projects, and 20 per cent for
previously estimated 28 per
out of the highways central painting
other
and
cent of Kentucky drivers before
office at Frankfort. The miscellaneous maintenance
no-fault's inception in the
remainder are assigned, at work.
Commonwealth.
least one to each of the state's 12
What happens if the pair find
New officers were installed at
highways districts.
a serious or dangerous defect on
the conclusion of IIAK's 79th
But few are busier than Don a particular bridge?
annual three-day conventon.
Bryant and Dave Vance who
"We close it immediately,"
result."
FRANKFORT, Ky.—New a record of withdrawals and
are assigned to the District Two said Vance, "if we think it
requirements They are George G. Rupert,
new
the
Since
Ashland, president; John W.
• office at Madisonville.
might be a threat to the safety eligibility requirements for attendance.
Also, the school must be able for veterans may deviate from Causey, Henderson, presidenteducational assistance to
There are more than 1,000 of the travelling public."
may
it
policies,
basic
school's
a
to pinpoint the specific time
If, on the other hand, the veterans and other eligible
„bridges in their district area
school to elect, to take office next year;
when a veteran's scholastic be necessary for a
which includes Caldwell, problem is minor and can be persons will go into effect in this
or R. C. Riley Jr., Benton, vicecatalog
separate
a
publish
unbecomes
progress
president; and Charles M.
Christian, Daviess, Hancock, easily corrected, they leave the year's spring term, according
other
and
veterans
for
bulletin
satisfactory. This means that
Moore Jr., Bowling Green, state
Henderson, Hopkins, McLean, bridge open but notify a county to the Kentucky Approving
said.
some schools may have to keep eligible persons, Mc(lown
national director. In addition,
Muhlenberg, Ohio, Union and bridge crew so the repairs are Agency for Veterans Education.
has
which
school
Any
The approving agency, attendance records for veterans
made.
Webster Counties.
students who are receiving VA Jack Voigt, Louisville, received
guidelines from the even though school policy does
following
is
usually
repair
work
Major
A day on the road with Vance
educational assistance must a special president's award for
Ad- require students to attend clam.
Veterans
and Bryant gives a pretty good let to contract because the state federal
the state approved his service in the insurance
supply
The school must have the
has
VA 1,
picture of just how well the state doesn't have enough personnel ministration
evidence that it is industry.
with
agency
established minimum stan- capability of reporting prompto handle them.
with the new
looks after its bridges.
compliance
in
U.N. MET 2,883
tly the last day of attendance"—
Many of the bridges inspected dards and requirements of
Vance is an engineering
evidence
This
regulations.
TIMES IN 19:4
new
veterans—the
at least for
maintain
must
which
progress
wouldn't
technician with 13 years ex- by Vance and Bryant
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
needs to be submitted prior to
state.
regulations
receive
to
benefits.
wish
they
if
perience. Bryant is a graduate even be recognized by the
said AP) — U.N. meetings here toThe new regulations also the 1976 spring term,
The requirements were
taled 2,883 in 1974, compared
civil engineer who has worked average citizen as bridges at
McGown.
changed at the national level state that the schools must
with about 1,800 a year in the
on
fulltime for the Bureau of High- all.
information
further
For
maintain a written record of the
For example, said Bryant, because VA found it was being
to mid-1960s — a result of resoluwrite
ways since 1972. Before that, he
regulations,
new
the
previcius
Assembly
off"
by some beneficiary's
worked almost five years on a multiplate pipe arches running "ripped
Approving for tions of the General
Kentucky
and other main organs calling
were education and training and
who
beneficiaries
like
(much
road
the
beneath
of
studying
Bureau
part-time basis while
for growing involvement in
must keep a cumulative record Veterans Education,
Education, world problems.
for his degree under the Bureau culverts) also are classified as receiving assistance even of his progress. The results of Vocational
not
were
making
they
though
Education, Bohcian t.ewandowski of Poof Highways scholarship bridges. In fact, any structure
each enrollment period must be Department of
Room land, U.N. secretary-general
measuring 20 feet in width at satisfactory progress and, in
Tower,
Plaza
Capital
Program.
included, showing "each sub"The basic thing we do," the road centerline is officially some cases, had not earned
for conference services, gave
2232, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
final
the
and
undertaken
ject
even an hour of credit,said Paul
the figures to a committee the
explained Vance, "is to make a designated as a bridge.
assembly itself had set up to
The most common problem Ising, regional VA represenvisual, but detailed inspection
try to keep the number and
of each bridge. Depending on encountered with this under- tative.
One new requirement covers
cost of meetings within bounds.
the size and type of the bridge, the-type-structure is erosion
Lewandowski, in charge of
from courses.
there are different things to look and accumalations of dirt withdrawal
record keeping, interpreting
beneficiary
could
a
Previously,
which, if left uncorrected, can
and other services for the variwithdraw from clAsses at any
Mach bridge is fully checked cause serious damage
bodies that meet at headous
his
and
without
penalty'
at least once every two years.
But whether the problem is an time
quarters, recommended cutting
computed
in
was
progress
Some, like those maintained eroding under-the-road arch or
down on record keeping and
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A weight-limit for that class.
jointly with adjoining states a crack in the flooring of a large terms of courses that were change in the method
setting up quota system speciof
truck
on
has
effect
that
The
along interstate routes get a bridge spanning a major river, completed. Now
assigning and posting weight movements will vary with the fying how much service each
body would be entitled to.
thorough once-over every year. the ultimate aim of the bridge changed.
A beneficiary's progress will limits on Kentucky highway axle arrangement of each class
In addition, some other older inspector is the same. In short,
bridges
was
announced
today Least affected will be tractornot be judged in terms of
bridges are inspected even he is the man who makes cerattempted. And, a by Transportation Secretary trailer units which distribute
more often than that, he said. tain that you are indeed able to courses
veteran must now complete at John C. Roberts.
their loads more evenly over the
"The most common type of cross your bridges when you get
The standard being used is wheel-base. This means,
of the course
cent
per
75
least
bridge we inspect is the rein- to them.
hours in which he is enrolled at based on the distribution of Roberts explained, that they
forced concrete deck girder
end of the first four weeks of weight over each vehicle's exert less pounds-per-squarethe
TOOTHY CHAIR
bridge," added Vance who went
term. After four weeks, any axles, Roberts said.
the
inch pressure on bridge decks.
on to explain that that parA British furniture designPreviously bridges had a
dropped
excess
in
hours
course
"In some cases, weight-limits
ticular
bridge is
most er has created a chair resemof the 25 per cent allowance will single gross-weight limit that may be raised on particular
Uy seen on state routes. bling an overqupti, open pair
-Tie counted as "F." Unless there applied to all vehicles.
bridge' -Tor vehicles in this
It is easily distinguished by of false teeth Unveiled in
Maintenance crews of the meet"the secretary stated.
extenuating
circumstances,
ventio&—iss___Are
--the gothic or church handrails London, the in
vehicles, such as
those hours will be counted as Bureau of Highways are posringwhich were in vogue in the dubbed "Choppers Chair."
"F" regardless of whether or signs indicating the new limits dump trucks, generally will find
not the student is passing when on state-maintained bridges. lower limits posted for them.
obilm
The signs show each class of They require a lower limit
the hours are dropped.
Apo*
$1,000
—
year
4
CORRECTION
*
In order to enforce the new truck in silhouette with the because their short wheel-base
exerts a greater concentration
standard, many schools may
Metal Folding
of weight than other trucks do.
have to change their handling of,
30 Months --, $1,000
Card Table
The new system is one
veterans' records, said Jim
adopted by the American
McCown, director of the state
Association of State Highway
For
agency.
approving
1 Of 2 yaws — $1,000
and Transportation Officials.
example, schools must now
keep adequate records of a
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The This is the agency that develops
Reg. 6.88
Ns
student's progress. These state forestry division is giving national standards for highway
amps&
Passbook
Day
90
records may include periodic 50,000 to 100,000 tree seedlings to operation. A number of states
have already adopted this
grades or examination results, the Marines.
labia=
final grades for all courses and
It's all part of the U. S. means of controlling traffic
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Sop*
briar Passbook
S.
Marine Corps Bicentennial tree weight on bridges.
withdrawal
load
Roberts said, "Lower
*Substantial interest penalty required for *arty ref-Micah
planting program. The tree
seedlings donated to the limits for some structures and
—14th About Our Monthly or Quarterly Interest Checks
program by the division of vehicle classes will not only
forestry in the Kentucky lengthen the life of our bridges
Natural but will reduce the cost of
Department for
Resources and Environmental maintaining them as well."
Safety of highway users is the
Protection will be distributed by
Marine reserves to high schools controlling factor in choosing
in Kentucky for planting bet- bridge weight limits, he pointed
Your savings are insured by
out. Highway engineers see the
ween Nov. 10 and April 30:
an agency of the Federal
To kick off the program, on new limits as a significant
safety.
highway
to
contribution
Government up to $40,000 per
pine
11(11010
Nov. 11, about 200 white
A. R. Romine, cheif of the
and yellow poplar tree seedlings
may
wife
and
man
A
account
were planted on the grounds of bureau's operations staff, said,
1•••.• lao.ry I lam •••••••• t.
have up to $200,000insured
the Paul G. Blazer High School "While all our bridges are
in Ashland. According to Capt. considered safe, the new
Iloplaisis mond' le SIM
Tailored hie
David Boulden of the Lexington standards provide greater
Marine Corps Reserve Unit, public protection by their
who is coordinating the effort in recognition of different stresses
the eastern half of the state, produced by different vehicles.
Designed by
most of the participating Their flexibility allows us to
schools will plant the seedlings regulate the use of statein the spring. However, some maintained bridges much more
precisely than the old singlefall planting is scheduled.
limit
method."
Nadler,
According to Harry
mos sasses $ tIll
•iY 1111C2
director of the forestry division,
trees planted in the fall should
thrive if they are placed in the
right areas. Frost pockets
should be avoided and seedlings
should have some cover. Nadler
said the division of forestry
Scientists at the University
4.11011.3
personnel are advising school of California, Riverside, are
deterthe
to
studies
plant
beginning
on
officials
where to
mine the side effects of coalseedlings.
electric generating
being
fired
.
of
Most_
the
seedlings
rh;
e
lions located in the desert.
—
pines
in
used
the
program
are
Mn
For
Th.
Grants totaling $186,811
particularly shortleaf, loblolly
been awarded to UCR
have
Phone 753-7921
average
and Virginia pines. The
7th & Main Streets
price for seedlings from the by Southern California Edidivision of forestry is si per son Co. for the first year of
projected five-year studits.
thousand.

Eligibility Requirements Changed
For Educational Assistance By VA

Method Change In
Weight Limits Told
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Two Murrayans Participate In Formati n
Of Kentucky Principals' Speaker Pane
The directors of the Kentucky
Association of Elementary School Principals KAESP) announced the formation
of a speakers bureau during the
association's recent annual conference in
Lexington, which was co-sponsored by the
University of Kentucky Department of
Administration and Supervision.
Service Clubs, PTA and other community groups can arrange to have a
KAESP member discuss any current issue
in elementary education by contacting Dr.
Charles F. Faber, executive secretary,
KAESP, 63 Dickey Hall, UK, Lexington
40506.
During the meeting, about 140 educators
participated in work sessions on such
topics as a positive approach to discipline
and improving professional performance.
Donald E. White, principal of the
Laukhof Elementary School in Jefferson
County is state president of KAESP. Miss
Pearl Miller, principal of the G. C.
Burkhead Elementary School in Hardin
County, chaired the planning conunittee
for the conference.
KAESP is a professional association
dedicated to the improvement of
elementary education, and is affiliated
with the National Association of

elementary School Principals and the
Kentucky Association of School Administrators, and has a working
relationship with the Kentucky Education
Association.
Persons attending the conference included Henrietta Buffington. James
Narvin
Oates,
Jackie
Stevens,
Darnell, Jim Bearden and Dale Vincent,
all of the Hopkins County Schools; John
Prater, Lee County; Dudley Hendricks,
Richmond; Eunice Spalding, Jim Johnson
and John Vickers III, Franklin County.
J. C. Richerson and Maurice Mings,
Taylor County; Forrest Turley, Robert
Conkin and Gene Johnson, Barren County;
Kenneth Caudill, Clark County; Kenneth
Wright and J. W. Ballard, Scott County; J.
Craig Ford, Carlisle County; Charles
Pinkston, Mercer County; Richard
Jasper, Harrodsburg; Guy Patterson,
Owen County; Jean Boone, Robert Drury
and Larry Walker, Washington County;
David Webb, Simpson County; Herman
Brockman, Jackson County.
Clarence Gamble, Logan County;
Dennis Taylor and Hugh Noffsinger,
Murray; August Pia, Trigg county; Mary
Smith, Bullitt County; George Kyle,
Dwight Wilkinson and Harry Fields,

Owensboro; Bob Eaker, William McConnell, Robert Roach, Harold Wood and
Mary DeBow, Christian County; Rennard
Broad, Zeb Ricketts and 0. J. Frizzell,
Hart County; Earl Hunter and Alderson
Clark, Warren County; Bowers Wallce,
Sturgis; Herbert Cherry, Ballard County;
Darrold Jenkins, Russell County; Don
Bales, Gary Brown and Curtis Rose,
Bourbon County; Jack Caroll, McCracken County; Ernest Atkins, Greenville; Cecil Sims, Boyle County; Earl
Adams, Danville; James Hicks, Ft.
Campbell; Alan Miller, Muhlenberg
County; Wayne Divine, Central City.
Merrylee Sparks, Bardstown; J. B.
Sparks, David Mays and Bill Brodders,
Nelson County; Joella Bramel and Jack
Mann, Kenton County; Sister Martha
Arlinghouse, Covington Catholic; Howard
Fischer, Earl Jones and John Alexander,
Ft. Thomas; Ron McCormick, Campbell
County; Ernest Hahn, Walton-Verona;
Pearl Miller, Earl Goodman and Bill
Tabb, Hardin County; Roy Dorsey,
William Sorrell, Bade Durbin and Ben
Haydon, Elizabethtown; Ken Rush and
Ralph Gilbert, Ft. Knox; Earl Wheeler,
Ashland; and Art King, Ted Akers and W.
L Holloway, Oldham County.

Committee To Propose Assassination
Plots Be Punished By Murder Law
alTwo sources with first-hand
The document says nine perWASHINGTON AP) — A which also investigated the
its
said
released
report
but
never
the
of
plots
mentioned in the report
knowledge
leged
sons
Senate intelligence committee
that "face a real possibility of physwas
to
tion
is
preside.
findings,
recommenda
its
sole
fuany
that
propose
report will
Chairman Frank Church, D- legislation be enacted to make ical harm" and each should
ture government plots to kill
said Wednesday it was it a crime subject to the same have a chance "to offer such
Idaho,
punishable
be
leaders
foreign
that a majority of the penalties as murder to con- evidence as is available to jusunlikely
under tomestic murder laws,
vote to keep the spire, attempt, or engage in as- tify deletion of his name."
but the panel is fighting a Ford Senate would
it had been sassination.
since
secret
report
supto
administration drive
The last-minute lobbying
the committee
White House aides circulated
press or censor the rest of its approved by
as Colby held a rare
came
a
among Republican senators
without a dissenting vote.
assassination findings.
conference at CIA headpress
exwhich
is
paper
report
briefing
-page
400
-page
2
The
White House lobbyists and
allegations argued that revelation of the quarters to appeal for deletion
CIA Director William E. Colby pected to deal with
lives of names "will place those per- of the names. Church rejected
the
against
plots
CIA
of
sought Wednesday to persuade
Castro, sons and their families in dan- the appeal, saying the comFidel
Premier
key senators that publication of Cuban
Lu- ger, will have long-range ef- mittee decided to make public
Patrice
leader
Congolese
specific names and events
Vietnamese
South
fects on United States in- only the names of those "inwould expose the men involved mamba,
DoDiem,
Dinh
Ngo
telligence activities, and ap- separably involved in the decipresident
damage
to revenge and would
Trujillo
Rafael
dictator
pears to violate the fundamen- sions which involved our govminican
U.S. intelligence operations.
chief tal due process of those individ- ernment in assassination plots
The Committee's report on and Gen. Rene Schneider,
and assanination attempts."
Castro
but
All
uals."
army.
Chile's
of
the extent of CIA involvement
in assassination plots and at- met violent deaths.
Church has said the CIA was
tempts under four presidents is
directly responsible for
never
sessecret
a
to
presented
to be
of any foreign leadmurder
the
Vice
sion of the Senate today.
open the possiPresident Nelson A. Rockefel- er but has left
was inagency
the
that
bility
commission
a
ler, who headed
directly involved in successful
assassinations.
•
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) — A coverage.
Colby wrote to Armed Serv"The bill provides that we
ices chairman John Stennis bill was recommended by a
Miss Your Paper?
what we call the patients'
malprachave
on
committee
special
the
asking him to persuade
Sobserlvers vrbo have mot
to reject all sections of tice insurance Wednesday compensation fund," McGuffey
Senate
hometheir
received
the report except the recom- which opponents say would se- said. "In this will be money
delivered copy of The
mendations, or at least to riously limit a citizen's right to that would take care of claims
Murray ledger & Times by
regardless of bow much the
strike all names mentioned in sue a doctor for mal-practice.
5:30 p.a. ere oiled to ceN
claims might run. The insuradvisoCarroll's
Julian
Gov.
the report, a Senate source
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
said. An administration source ry committee voted 9 to 2 in ance would cover only $100,000
end 6 p.m. to insets delivery
who confirmed the Colby letter favor of the bill, which backers to $300,000, but the fund would
of the newspaper. CaNs nest
said a similar message had said would make malpractice go beyond that."
McGuffey said the money
be pieced before 6 p.m.
been sent to Senate Appropria- insurance more available and
tions chairman John McClellan. hold consumers' health care would come from assessments
costs down. At the same time, of doctors and hospitals. "Doca less restrictive measure of- tors could be assessed up to 10
by Louisville attorney per cent of their malpractice
fered
NPR reporter
C.M. Liebson was rejected by insurance premiums, and the
hospital could be assessed $O
an identical vote.
seek per bed per year," he said.
will
he
said
has
Carroll
examines
The bill contains one section
malpractice-insurance legislation during the next session of that opponents said was unconthe General Assembly, which stituional. It would limit the
time malpractice claims on
will convene Jan. 6.
could be brought.
children
have
we
at
rate,
present
look
the
"At
an objective
,
to approve rate increases like Presently, a claim can be filed
the man who wants
mad because doctors, hospitals up to the child's 19th birthday.
to be President
The bill would limit that time
and insurance companies have
on OPTIONS
to charge more (because of spi- to the eighth birthday for an inraling malpractice awards by jury occurring before the sixth
juries), and eventually it gets birthday, or one year after disback to the consumer," state covery of the claim.
Another section that brought
Insurance Commissioner Harfrom some attorneys
protest
said.
McGuffey
B.
old
The commissioner indicated would limit how much a lawyer
the measure would require "ev- can charge in malpractice
ery doctor in every hospital" to suits.
"The way it is now it's behave malpractice insurance
coverage of $100,000 per indi- tween an individual and his atNotional Public Radio
vidual case and $300,000 total
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During a recent meeting in Lexington of the Kentucky Association of Elementary School Principals which was cosponsored by the University of Kentucky,educators from the Purchase area talked with Ted Gary,third from right, Seattle,
Hugh
Wash., president of the national principals association. From the left are lack Carroll, McCracken County schools;
County.
Ballard
Cherry,
Herbert
and
County,
Noffsinger and Dennis Taylor, both of Murray; Gary;I. Craig Ford, Carlisle
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28 Per Cent Of Teens Have
Drinking Problem,Survey Shows
The survey results indicated
TRIANGLE
RESEARCH
PARK, N.C.( AP) — A study of that less than 18 per cent of the
teen-age drinking habits says 22 nation's 17-year-olds have never
per cent of the nation's teen- taken a drink although the legal drinking age in all states is
agers are problem drinkers.
The national survey of 13,000 at least 18.
youths in 450 schools across the Project director J. Valley
country found that the 72 per Rachel said the most surprising
cent reported themselves as finding was that about onedrunk at least four times in the fourth of the 13-year-olds surpast year or said that their veyed could be classified as
drinking got them in trouble moderate drinkers. The rewith peers or superiors at least searchers defined a moderate
twice in the past year. The sur- drinker as one who drinks lightveyors said that constituted a ly once a week or drinks more
heavily on occasion. Only 38
drinking problem.
The survey, released Wednes- per cent of the 13-year-olds said
day, was done for the National they were teetotalers.
Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Close to half of all the stuAlcoholism by the Research dents surveyed said they had
Triangle Institute. Students in been drunk within the peat
the survey filled out a question- year.
Rachel said the 35-page quesnaire.
tionnaire indicated that beer
was the teen-agers' most popular beverage. Boys drank more
often and more heavily than
girls; and children of drinking
parents tended to drink more
frequently.
Rachal said students with
religous beliefs and stustrong
,,The
tarney," McGuffey said.
to
committee will recommend a dents VI the South tended
less.
drink
attorney
The
gliding scale.
could get a certain percentage
HOPS ARE SOLD
(50 per cent) up to a certain
THROUGH '79
amount (91,000), but then there
PORTLAND, Ore. (A?) —
would be a sliding scale, and There are only 40 hop growers
the larger the award, the per- in Oregon, but they hold an
edge over other crop producers.
centage would be reduced."
They know how much money
10
to
drop
would
The scale
will earn per pound of
they
per cent of anything over $100,000 under the bill. Attorneys
Nearly every grower has connow usually get about one- tracted for a price on all hop
third.
varieties through 1979, accordThe committee earlier
to the U.S. Agricultural
proved a "joint underwriting Marketing Service. Buyers for
bill," to be instituted at the in=-- U.S. brewers are offering good
suraneeammissioner's dia---enuugh future prices for growers to gamble that inflation will
cretion.
profit.
Such an approach would des- not consume the many wheat
By contrast
ignate one company to write all
growers bite their nails or add
malpractice claims but would to their bank account on daily
require all insurance com- fluctuations in prices. Vegepanies operating in the state to table and fruit growers generalhelp cover any deficit the des- ly contract for one growing seaignated company might incur. son.
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Bill Recommended To Limit
Malpractice Suits OR Doctors

Tomorrow at 5:30 p. m.
WKMS-FM 91.3
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Merry Christmas to all
and to all a good watch.
Seiko and Lady Seiko.
There's a Seiko watch for everyone on
your Christmas list. Any Seiko or Lady
Seiko watch you choose offers outstanding
good looks; many have those sophisticated
Seiko colored dials. The designs are
endless, for dress or casual wear, There
are watches for sports, and chronographs
for the serious sportsperson—divers,
racers, etc And there's quartz for men or
women, for a whole new standard of
accuracy. There's everything you want in
a gift—even reasonable prices.
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SBA Representative
To Be In Paducah
A Small Business Administration representative will
be available in Paducah, at City
Hall (First Floor), Assessor's
Office, Thursday, November 20,
1975 9:00 a. m. til 12:00 noon, to
financial
discuss
and
management
assistance
available to small businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are made
to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Louisville for the agency's
services.
Businessmen inquiring about
an SBA loan are asked to bring
with theta current profit and
loss statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help to itart, should bring a
current personal financial

statement.
PASTEUR DIF-S
Famed scientist Lows Pasfeur died Sept. 28, 1895

Frances

Vance

in

a

new

Velveteen Jacket, Ruffled Blouse and
Skirt _combination by Joyce.

w—

Country Shopping can be fun!
Drive Out To

e DottieShop

SEATLE BAIL

george wallacegs
alabama

Here's

1001-A Johnny Robertson Rd.

Now Porker Ford Has In Stock
the newestpickup value in town

THE PHANTOM

davIdrnOIpu

V
4

Ford Courier

...the gutsy little economy pickup. Designed for great gas mileage,
low upkeep,and lively performance.

INC.
FORD,
PARKER
Corner of 7th IL Main
753-5273
?

•a•a•

FORD

was coSeattle,
e Hugh

eage, .

A WANT AD
DOES IT BEST
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican Ronald Reagan announced his candidacy for the
White House today, challenging
President Ford and a Washington "buddy system" he blamed
for major national woes.
"I believe my candidacy will
be healthy for the nation and
my party," the conservative
Californian and former actor
said as he began the active
phew of his effort to wrest the

White Houae from a Republican
President.
Ford Aides and allies contend
the Reagan challenge could divide the GOP and thus help the
Democrats in the end.
Reagan keynoted his personal
campaign with a slap at the
Washington
establishment.
While he didn't say so directly,
he clearly included Ford.
The former two-term governor of California ticked off his

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Short, jerking motions
5 Race of lettucu
8 Seasoning
12 Aluminum
sulfate
13 Emmet
14 Group of
three
15 Keep
17 Annually
19 Playthings
20 Playing
cards
21 Girl s name
23 The sweetsop
24 Preposition
26 Babylonian
hem
28 Article
31 Paid notice
32 Artificial
language
33 Latin conjunction
34 Things, in
law
36 Walks
wearily
38 /*Moor
sheep
39 Jog
41 Engrave
with acid
43 Spoor
45 Popes veil
48 One occupying
Chair
50 Extras
51 Toward
shelter
52 Be in debt
54 A state
(abbr )
55 Communists
56 Wager
57 Actual being

DOWN
1 Poet
2 Butter
substitute
tcolloq I
3 kil'inservani
4 Tiny
5 Container
6 Preposition
7 Pigpen
8 Gaze
9 Apprehend
10 Flower
11 Playthings
16 Small island
18 Girl's name
22 Slanting
23 ?ositive
pole
24 Distant
25 Pr - m
27 Fuss
29 Chicken
30 Greek le ter

Answer

35 Declared
36 European
37 Cease
38 Portions
40 Ceremonies
4280*
43 Former Russian ruler

to Wednesday s
Puzzle

44 Irritate
46 Part of eye
47 Slave
49 Take
unlawfully
50 Deposit
53 Pronoun

Distr. by United 'stun Sy late, Inc.

complaints: high rates of inflation, unemployment and interest; big government he
called coercive, meddlesome
and ineffective; a diminished
U.S. defense posture; detente
with the Soviet Union, which he
said is too one-sided.
"In my opinion, the root of
these problems lies right here
— in Washington, D.C.," Reagan said in a prepared declaration of candidacy. "Our nation's capital has became the
seat of a 'buddy' system that
functions for its own benefit —
Increasingly insensitive to the
needs of the American worker
who supports it with his taxes.
"Today it is difficult to find
leaders who are independent of
the forces that have brought us
our problems — the Congress,
the bureaucracy, the lobbyists,
big business and big labor,"
Reagan said.
"If America is to survive and
go forward this must change,"
he said. "It will only change
when the American people vote
for a leadership that listens to
them, relies on them and seeks
to return government to them.
We need a government that is
confident not of what it can do
but of what the people can do."
Reagan cited his years as
governor of California as evidence that he can manage government more efficiently. "We
found that fiscal responsibility
is possible, that the welfare
rolls can come down, that social problems can be met below
the federal level," Reagan said.
Reagan, an activist liberal
Democrat in his early Hollywood days, is making his second bid for the Republican
presidential nomination. The
first, at the GOP convention in

'
I LL BET THEY'D LIKE

IT'S LONELLN
TIZAVELIN6 FA(

A 006 TO PLAY WITH...

1966, was brief and futile
against the commanding
strength of Richard M. Nixon.
But Reagan was the only
GOP rival who worried Nixon
In that campaign, testament to
the clout of conservatives in a
GOP National Convention.
This time, Reagan, now 64,
has had a campaign committee
at work for five months, and
his insistence that he had not
made up his mind about candidacy didn't fool the politicians.
At the Ford campaign committee and at the White House
there were early signals of an
effort to counter the Reagan
threat.
One of the first political
moves the Ford team made
was to sign up leading fig.arte,
in the California GOP, many dr
them old Reagan allies, apparently in hopes that would dissuade the challenger.
On the road, Ford stressed
his own conservative credentials. He put in a heavy schedule of Republican fund-raising
appearances.
Indeed, it was opposition of
conservatives, who could be
mobilized only by Reagan, that
led Vice President Nelson A.
Rockefeller to rule himself off
a 1976 Ford ticket, to end what
he called party squabbling.
The squabbling didn't end.
Reagan's candidacy, and
Ford's early moves to counter
it, drew complaints from Republican liberals.
Reagan, who left office Jan. 6
after eight years as governor of
California, has been traveling
much of the time since, preaching conservatism, criticizing
the Washington establishment
— including Ford — and covering 34 states.

FORGET IT... I'D
PROBABLY 6ET MU66ED!

'OURSELF

IT MUST BE
THE PAPER
ON . THE
BOTTOM OF
HIS CAGE

I THINK HE DOES
THE CROSSWORD
PUZZLES

-014wal
,
Cawetu S

Ti-IE FOOD
TA6TE-66REAT
TODAY,
COOKiE

I'LL TELL YOU
MY ,6ECRET
IT
MuST
BE

SPEAK.,LEARNED A FEW
WORDS. PoN,T BE AFRA1(7,,, A
GENTLE MONSTER „EATS ONLY

CAN'T

MLI5HROOM5,

wriCYD PAY A DOLLAR A SOX
FOR THESE PtINY LITTLE
STRAvi8ERRiES?

9ARGE
JUST
ATE 1415
NAPKIN

THE XI ALPHA DELTA
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will hold their annual
Christmas bazaar on
November 21, 6 p. m. to 9
p. m. and November V., 9
a. m. to 3 p. m. at the
Murray Branch of the
Hopkinsville
Federal
Savings
and
Loan
Building.

Notice
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nut stones for Money. Kew
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WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 7534333.

5 Lost And Found
$58.00 FOR 'THE return of
my male, 6 month old,
red, Irish Setter named
Joshua. No questions
asked. Contact Charles
Carpenter, 104 Shady
Oaks. Please return!

Pheonix

FOUND ADULT female
dog. Part beagle. Brown
and white. Was found on
Nash Drive with seven
two day old puppies.
Owner call 753-4307 after
5:00 p. m.

Clothing

Kings Den
WHO'S WHO AT MURRAY STATE — Yvette W. Pyle of
Murray, a senior chemistry and biology major at Murray
State University, has been selected for the 1975-76 edition of
"Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges" on the
bases of academic excellence and campus leadership. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight L Watson of Murray
Route 2. Mrs. Pyle is a member of Alpha Chi honor society
and Beta Beta Beta honorary biology fraternity. She is the
wife of Billy foe Pyle of Clinton.

Rt

I it,r

Shopping Ci nti

urray Coins
And Antiques

6 Help Wanted
ARE YOU INTERESTED
in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.
OPENING FOR General
office worker, must be
able to.type, take care of
correspondence and
phone. Also needs to have
accounting
some
background. Mail resume
to P.O. Box 402, Murray.

(Photo by Barry )(Anson)

By Ken Snyder
FRANKFORT, Ky. — When
looking for ideas, the limitless
imagination of the typical
school child must be considered
as a source.
Currently, the Kentucky
Department of Public Information is enlisting the
imagination of Kentucky school
children in recruiting ideas for
a new symbol, or logo, and
slogan for the state's ;850
million tourist. industry.
The campaign to recruit new
ideas began Oct. 15 when
personnel of the department
contacted newspapers, radio
and television stations and
schools throughout the state to
encourage citizen participation
in the search.
To say that the response to the
project has been enthusiastic,
at least at the Midway
Elementary School in Woodford
County, is an understatement.
In fact, the project has
evolved into a contest between
the 42 sixth graders participating in the project, with
winning posters to be displayed
in Midway shops as well as

Lorotto's Flower
Shop
Now Open
mi. on east 94

ASSISTANT MANAGER
excellent
wanted,
required.
references
Apply in person, Derby
Oil, South 12th Street or
call 753-9114 or 753-3384.

Apply Soon For
Social Security

Number For Job

Students, housewives, and
other people planning to get
holiday jobs should apply soon
for a social security number if
they don't have one, according
to social,security officials here.
"Applications from people
November 18, 1975
who don't recall having had a
social security number before
ADULTS 134
generally are screened against
NURSERY 7
central files in Baltimore to
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
make sure a second number
Mrs. Judy Faith and Baby isn't issued to the same perGirl, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. son," a spokesman said.
Isabelle Burton and Baby Boy, "Screening takes time," he
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Debris F. said," so you should apply for
Pritchett and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, your number at least several
Hazel.
weeks before you need it for a
DISMISSALS
job covered by social security."
Alfred Cunningham, 1105 People can get information
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. about applying for a number by
Murrelle Walker, 1111 Fairlane calling or writing any social
Drive, Murray, Miss Lori security office. More than nine
Raspberry, Rt. 1, Hazel, Master out of ten jobs are covered by
Rodney Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey, social security.
Mrs. Lois Turner, Rt. 1
A worker builds retirement,
Buchanan, Term., Mrs. Ruby disability, survivors, aid
Shroader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Medicare protection by work
Lillian Holland, Rt. 6, Paris, and earnings credited to his
Term., Kitt Carson Green, Box social security number. "Your
185, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Marion social security number is yours
Davis, Hamlin, Mrs. Nina alone and remains the same for
Lyons, 1633 Farmer, Murray, life," the spokesman said.
Mrs. Helen King, 1508 Belmont "When you get a job covered by
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Floy Cald- social security, be sure your
well, Rt. 3, Murray.
employer copies your name and
number correctly from your
social security card to his
If You
records."
People applying for a social
Need Them:
security number for the first
Fire
753-1441
time may be asked to prove
753-1621
Police...,
their age, identity, and
Rescue '
753-6952
citizenship, according to the
753-9332
Ambulance
-spokesman.
Hospital Emergency..
"If you've lost your social
753-5131
security card," he said," you
Humane Society 753-4307
can get a duplicate by conComprehensive Care...
tacting any social security
753-6622
office. You can get a duplicate
Poison Control 753-7568
faster if you can show the
Senior Citizens 753-0929
people thete the stub that came
Need
753-NEED
with your original social
learn to Read. . 753-2288
security card"

HOSPIIAINMS

Social Concerns r
Committee and
The Ledger
S. Times

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC. Experienced maintenance
mechanic with proven
machinist experience
wanted for immediate
opening. This is a permanent position, offers
excellent pay and fringe
benefits, including
company paid medical
and
life insurance,
holidays, and vacations.
Only qualified applicants
need apply in person
between.j.,ii. m. and 4 p.
m. or
i said resume to
Cheqiical
t
Vand
Corp., Route 2, Box 54,
Murray, Ky., 42071.

entered in the statewide con.
474-2282
test.
Mary Lou Lannum, English
and spelling teacher for the fifth NEW KIRBY VACUUMS
and sixth grades, reported that
sold by dealers from other
"at first the kids didn't really
cities will not be serviced
understand the assignment, but
by Kirby Vacuum Sales
after learning that a logo or
and Service, 500 Maple
Street.
slogan would be used to attract
tourists to the state, many of
them redid their posters."
Barbara Curtis, who teaches
science and social science to the
school's fifth and sixth graders,
said the students had been
careful to keep their posters
concealed to prevent other,./ Ilkot
moor hod
students from stealing their
Moot to los
4014411 Ike
ideas.
%seen yes?. sone ad kers st
In all likelihood, the only theft
the nem Nee
taking place just might be the
Opportunity for admarket on creativity.
vancement, fringe
benefits. For an interview call between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., 753i2654.

Morro ADOPTED
The state 'cif New 'Jersey'
adopted the motto, "Liberty
and Prosperity," on Oct. 3,
1776

Mons Store
901Coldwater Rd.

e-

Thanksgiving Sale
All Merchandise

20%

Off

Friday & Saturday Only
Leisure Suits-Leisure Shirts
Denim Suits - Sweaters
Rain Coats - Jackets

By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

TAKEOVER NOT AUTOMATIC
When buying an existing
home, taking over a mortgage can be practical and
profitable. But be cautious
-Don't take for granted that
assigning the mortgage to
another is automatic.
The lender has a stake in
who's going to repay him.
Many mortgages are written
which specifically piohibit
this practice without the
consent of the mortgage
lender. Th, teeth
be
found in an inserted acceleration clause which
makes the whole balance
due and payable upon sale.
The bank can activate or
waive tee clause depending
on the cm& rating of the
buyer, enalnroonamip rof “wr

property or spread between
original and current interest
rates. V the interest spread is
great - don't count on a
takeover mortgage.
Before you advertise low
int. moat,, takeover', and set
yourself op for a letdown,
why not have us check your
mortgage and advise you.

I there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PORDOM 8,
THURMAN UAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St, Murray.
Phone, 753-4454. We're hove
to help!
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if you're a
-good driver,
can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

6. Help Wanted

,ritvir.t•tioet•l• 44:SiW,
41/1

8. Storage Buildings

PART TIME picture CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
framer. Experience
houses, dog houses and
necessary. Call 753-8301
bird houses. Hick's
or 753-3683.
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.
CHEMICAL OPERATOR.
Experienced
chemical 13 For Sale Or Trade
plant operator, wanted
for immediate opening.
Prefer person with at 1970 FORD TORINO for
least 3 years experience
two ton truck or house
Chemical
as
Plant
trailer. Call 753-7975.
Operator. Only qualified
applicants should apply in
person between 9 a. m.
14. Want To But
and 4 p. m. at Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp. Route 2,
Box
54,
Murray.- GOOD USED 20 guage over
and under snot gun Also
1974 or 1975 Oldsmobile
WANTED SOMEONE to
Cutless. Both must be in
sell Watkins Products. good condition. Call 435Call 753-5550.
4238 before 9 p. m.

Saturday, Nov. 22, 1975
TIME - 131 P. M.
SALE TO BE CONDUCTED AT THE LATE JOE BEADLES AUCTION BARN
HIWAY 45 SOUTH ACROSS FROM COVINGTON BROS. IN MAYFIELD, KY.
dee serakora, dm Oen*, seer reps. Morse dire, sire Is.., beetle capper, arra knives, ,.is..,
craws, skier
week ad eine of yard prink pep men peppers, twe seder bags, rasa straps, well tivskes, cern Mires,
roan lid.,weeden dens Mk, herr
kinds of now beak all kinds and sire of tevehl, conen wales,
liew rid, key beret • spike komersee, dram dashers wooden polloys, kand awn planter, bon
whip, ramie
mold. rein shoppers, Serowe pep, wicker fans, carper smacker, powder is.,,, to. kettle, molasses skimmer',
red are ewe, seri weeders keg, woolen esalisos, rev willallee, high den, of sum 4w.10016, titraigh•
• packet work, frees. WA Meg lifiblert, here seller. ispe Were, ars cni sew, weeden roans, •41
sixes of reliant peek dirri been& Amid tray, tens wash imarlt mirk oneseion realms, erre werkin refer
meld, sow
✓oom, retied Weir meld, weedeo coni drew, wear el'pp.'s, wire .44 .4• spinning wire,
el kirk oi
in reek raised lament, wank. nen, threw leprel peas, 'rifles,
kinds wid sixes ef shMI.N,avochea,"era
reps, gas is.. derveis, per leeks, hay been, weeder. Isere ewer and reser, in I..,
IAN of is tends
*Os peeler anal woof, all typos of keens, pear of snow thew reel senditien, iron ideffen
pen, an seale, ad
kind. of sande§ news 'eke mania an ef weed, eld baby sires ad kinds and nue of isemetiers, wirer
molls,
sorrel her of Foshan coffee, hossibed lees, ell keel of drew knives, smell coal eisevels,
knife eliedaseeer.
Weer off el• flew wised et erasing wheel, resew rock seed to dreww, water Awn • well,
or easel leek,
Iwo seri elf **• Tvooff•I risk weed spews, leedier redirel has. eld beneres, idock
seer pipe has al
Ideas end does of seiner, Isere he.. reap rows, wire erten, WM.:WM ef over size
and elrpe, in, keine
reel beak ie the days of slavery,•deck and. an af • skillet, rim keress, Lideme hoe
wennee, reeves and
prim freer Weetingleser eieerk sier
old, gelid sapper cool tondo with etaft• tender, led err,
✓esift dipper a solleere of lio•O•of roses hem lel! dine 1572 reeding 1432.
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THIS IS THE PERSONAL ANTIQUE COLLECTION of Hi. LATE JOE BEADLES
Items will be available for inspection on Friday, Nov 21, 1975 between the
hours of I p.m. to 6 p m_
•
ALL ANNOUI4CIAIINTS ROM Till AUCTION IWO( WILL TAXI PfICEDENCE OYU 1144
MINTED MATIMAI.

TERMS - CASH

MOM 247439

FRED A. ROUSE, JR., App. Agction•or - 2474355

ALCOA
SIDING,
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
16 Home Furnishings
MATCHING
GREEN
couch, chair and rocker.
Good condition. $130. Call
753-0412.
ONE KROEHLER sofa, 2
floral chairs. All perfect
condition. Call 753-2347.

$AVE NOW! Oregon Saw,
chain, sprockets, oil for
mixing with fuel, also
PIONEER CHAINSAWS!
East Side Small Engine,.
Hwy. 94 East Murray.
Call 753-9437. Just one
mile east of Murray.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price
128.;';. Pace model 144,
sale
price
144.05.
Fireplace enclosures with
glass doors; antique
brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
CLEAN CARPETS the
safe-save and safe way
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.

Larry Clark Auction Service
entaucxy

OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315.

SEND CHRISTMAS cards
this year before stamps
goes up. Five kinds to
choose from. Now. But
Hurry! Call 753-1712 or
753-4672.

For further information call

SOW/ 4, MATIIIRD,

14" CRAGER SS mag
wheels. $125.00. Like new.
Call 492-8208.

WURLITZER SPINET
piano, nice. Excellent
condition. $400.00. Wicker
twin head board, $20. Two
adjustable metal bed
frames,$20 each. Call 4374153.
ANTIQUE MARBLE top
bachelor chest. Three
piece bowl and pitcher
set.
$365.00.
Rose
Heirloom design
crocheted bedspread.
$150.00. Dark Pine chest,
640.00. Three quilt tops.
Excellent condition. Call
753-32(19.

ANTIQUE

imams or peat nuts

10 TO 25 ACRES, woods SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
with building site on or upholstery with Blue
near paved road in
Lustre. Rent electric
Eastern half of Calloway
shampooer $1. Western
County. Call 753-8115.
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash CAMPER TOPPER for
and hackberry. Highest long wheel base truck.
prices paid for logs 14" in
Call 492-8646 before 6.
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing 15 FT. GLASSPAR, ParisVeneer trees. Call J. H. Line trailer. 65 h. p., 1966
model Mercury motor.
Miller 354-8440.
Call 753-5788 after 5 on
weekends
15 Articles For Sale

ELECTRIC STOVE,
avocado refrigerator with
105 lb. freezer on top. Call
753-6346.
FIX1 R011 PRICE Sid
wow ww coinucrwis WILCONIL
Ommitercisl Tweed 12 or
15 ft. widths, 52.91 sq.
yd. in cuts (or 2.75 sq.
yd.in full rolls)
12or 15 ft. Print $3.95 sq.
yd. in cuts (or 3.65 sq.
yd.in rolls)
Rubio,lack Seal $3.95sq. yd. in cuts (or 3.65
sq. yd. in full rolls)
Ted Strip (wood or concrete 14.85 box (or 5
cents per ft. in broken
lots)
Carpet MOGI 317` per ft.
sold in 3-6-9-12 ft. only)
Give 3/
1
2 gallon pail56.10 each
Give m gallon pail $2.50
each.

Pesdoell & Seas
Carpet Sales
Somali Mow 4 s4fIii.d
Oil Mau 111411.4Th

DONALD

rc

REALTOR

IF YOU BELIEVE that a day in the country is worth a month in town, then perhaps you should consider this picturesque seven room farmette on an 5
acre stretch of land which will give you room to
roam. It features lovely house and extra nice outbuildings.
QUIET ELEGANCE - Quietly For Sale.. No sign on
property. Reason: lovely area rarely for sale.
Features two beautiful fireplaces and 2600 sq. ft. of
floor space.
A GOOD PLACE TO START - to stop paying rent Cute, clean, and roomy describes this 3 bedroom
home located on 1.2 acres. Price includes large
treed yard, small apple orchard, cold storage
building with freezer unit, and neat chicken coop or
dog Pen.
SPACE TO SPARE OR TO SHARE - with this 3
bedroom remodeled older home. Has an upstairs
all, for extra income. Great house to live in or invest in.

IN THE CLEAN-UP BUSINESS? Move to this
location or collect rent. $300 monthly'W-Irdlilb;
duplex at $150.00 per month.

23 ACRES - beautiful wild setting. Perfect retreat
near lake.

60 ACRE TRACT - With good Highway frontage.
Good for farming or business development -121 S.

19. Farm
FACULTY APARTMENTS - Great investment
return. Call 753-4342 for details.

35 ACRES close to the lake

at $8750.00.

535 ACRES - Approx. 420 tendable 95
ced. Call for location and apt. to view. per cent fen-

LOTS - to fit your dream house, all locations, prices
from $800-$13,200.

DONALD R.

LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOME - Features many extras and unusual design. Call 753-4342 for more information.

REALTOR
OFFICE HOURS
Monday-friday: 8-5, Saturday: 8-12
Doe fucker 753 1930, Slurry french 753-4153
Hoodocks - 1511638 Pit inastraea 4344171
- (-

502 Maple

753-4342

Equipment

BIRCH 10' WHEEL disc,
sealed bearings. Good
condition. $550.00. Call
437-4139.

YOUR BUSINESS CAN'T MISS In this location,
brick building and 2/
1
4 acre on 641 N.

17 ACRES - Top notch development property, owner
financing available.

62 ACRES MORE OR LESS - Located 2.6 miles north of Kirksey. Hurry! This won't last long!

USED SEWING machine,
sews perfect, zig zag and
all regular attachments.
Full cash price $29.50.
Call or write Martha
Hopper 354-8619 or Route
5. Benton, Ky.

EXCLUSIVE LOCATION - Year rounder on the
main lake.Shown by appointment only.

BEAUTIFULLY TRADITIONAL - home with log
exterior; fascinating interior. Call us to view. Must
be seen to be appreciated!

LIMITED EDITION - Superior quality home with
all estrsa,eveninctudesburgLar andfire alarm.. .

18. Sewing Machines

WELL CONSTRUCTED - 3 bedroom brick,
lakefront, privacy too!

COTTAGE - in Panaroma Shores,sale
can include 2
extra lots and some furniture.

CLOSE TO TOWN - Comfortable 3 bedroom home
with 25' s 30' shop and garage apartment presently
rented for $75 mo. Many unusual features and
owner will help with financing

ELECTROLUX SALES'
and service. Call Tony
753-8760,
Montgomery,
day or night.

PERFECT STARTER FARM - Good acreage,
remodeled farmhouse and privacy all included at
$35,000.

IF YOU'RE ONLY JUST BEGUN - You should start
with this 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick veneer home
with central heat and air and buileins. Call us today
to view.

COMPACT HOUSE - And 4 acres at only $10,600
Can be either 2 or 3 bedrooms.

17 Vacuum Cleaners

1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
! 474-2321.
20. Sports Equipment

I

MEN'S 10 SPEED Sears
also ladies 10 speed AMS
Excellent condition. Call
753-3296.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphlt Driver.
GR 70* 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -, 10 aimed.
Call 432-4570 or 437-4733.

MUM

.'4

15 Articles For Sri.

14. Want To But

..ricr.14SS

27. Mobile Home Sales

BALDWIN PIANOS and TWO STORY oak log Dam. 12 70 FLAMINGO Manor, 1972 12 x 60 all electric,
double insulation. Call
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
Excellent condition. Call
organs. Rent to purchase
436-5385.
753-0870.
central
heat
and
air,
plan. Lonardo Piano
carpeted
throughout,
Company, across from
refrigerator and stove, 1875 NEW MOBILE home
Post Office, Paris, ir*AMP Electric service
pole,
all electric, 2 bedroom, 12
753complete.
Ca
electric fireplace, unTennessee. Also The
0870.
x 50. Will sacrifice. Call
derpinned, excellent
Antique Mall, 4th &
474-2230.
condition.
FOR
Call 753-9816.
SALE majestic
Sycamore, Murray,
woodburning fireplaces.
Kentucky.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Aluminum Service Co. WE BUY used mobile
Call 492-8647.
homes. Top prices paid. 12 *60, 3 BEDROOM all
Saddle and Spur Trailer
BACH TRUMPET, silver
electric, central heat,
Sales, Paducah. Call 442finish. Call 753-9364 or 753carpeted and furnished.
1918 or 443-8226.
6751.
Located conveniently in
Shade & Ornamental
Riviera Cts. Deposit
1.2 *60 1973, Riviera mobile
required. Call 767-4055
home, 2 bedroom, total
after 6 p. m.
PIANO IN STORAGE
Shirley Garden
electric. Real nice. Call
Flo* Spigot-C*8**W,
1•4441y. Reported ezeollest.
489-2524 after 4:00 p. rn. 31 Want To Rent
Center
Iteepsedili penal cm bike et
500N.4th - 753-8944
bis mho, og Iwo porgoot
1973, 12 x 65 SAVANNAH NEED TO RENT a room
Mime."Mfg Al. I. A. C. Mer.
mobile home, 3 bedroom,
by December 18. Please
431 *OIL 16,16, 1114. 64101.
total electric, all set up
call 767-4970 after 5.
and underpinned. Call
1971 Ili TON Ford tran498-8419.
smission,
radiator,
390
IF YOU ARE vacating a
PIANO TUNING, repair
Intake and carburetor.
furnished one or two
and rebuilding, prompt
1970 Ford Torino body for 1974 12 x 50 MOBILE home,
bedroom
house
in
service. Rebuilt pianos
parts. One Chippendale
steps and underpinning
December, please call
for sale. Ben Dyer 753included. Call 753-0551
chair, lion head, back
Gail, 8-4:30 at 762-3826, or
8911.
claw feet. Call 753-4716. after 5 p. m.
after 5 at 753-8767.

Trees

1509 London Drive. Five bedrooms, three baths, intercom, drapes, complete kitchen, central heat and
air, basement. $61,750.00.

Riverwood Subdivision. Large lot, 230' x 324'
$5,500.00.

809 OlitC' Sik bpdrolfftp, three baths, three
fireplao& fili (try batement, oversize lot.
$59,500.00.

Hazel, Kentucky area. Two bedrooms, one bath,
storm doors and windows, 26' x 30' tool shed. Well
and septic tank. $19,000.00.

1627 Miller. Three bedrooms, basement, one and
one-half stories, Some work needed to be put in tiptop shape.$17,500.00.

812 Ba
ki
opene .

635 South 4th Street. Three bedrooms,four rooms in
basement, 126 x 258 foot lot, business zoning.
$17,500.00.

Kingswcsxl Subdivision. Three bedrooms, two
baths, carpets, drapes, central heat and air conditioning. $33,750.00.

218 Southalteh 'Wee). FoNbedrooms, semi-formal
dining,getalegii,

Hazel Highway. Neat, two bedroom brick with full
basement. Storm doors and windows, one acre of
land. $23,000.00.

LAND
or b I
WANT
furnish
retired
clean
Murra

TWO.
ment,
range
washe
centr •
Patio.
Call 7
NICE
apart
centr
stove,
water
Vine'
TWO
1609
mont
Call
8958.
FURN

ROBERTS REALTY IS ON THE MOVE!!! If you have property to sell ROBERTS
REALTY is the agency to see!!! Due to the vast number of sales in the last
few
weeks we are in need of listings. If you have property to sell ROBERTS
REALTY
is the place to list your property!!!

with
$40.00
Call
TWO
ment

MUR

exce.
Blv
brick, complete
ta1'.t
.
re:al:r:Inl
ectric garage door
,

paid.!
condi
8868.

.
1 1

FURN
ME I
. •I
•

1102 Berkshire Court. Four bedroom tri-level with
two and a half baths. Carpets, complete kitchen,
fireplace, central heat and air conditioning.
$60,500.00.
London Drive in Canturbury Estates, Four
bedrooms, 2kli baths, fireplace, formal dining, central heat and air, many extras,$49,500.00.
'ving-family room
utiful fireplace,
e, 2 acre of land.
In Elm Grove area. 21 acres plus really neat older
home with three bedrooms, storm doors and windows, carpets. Many extra out-buildings including
$10,000.00farrowing house. $30,500.00.
1804 Sherri Lane. Three bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, extra nice kitchen, carpet private lot.
$36,000.00.
807 Noi4111111.1.h.o be/rodattagek,storm doors and
windovraialindbliunifige carpet, carport.
$18,500.00.
Mohund Road. New, cedar, eleven room house and
ten acres of land The ultimate in privacy and
gracious living. $51,800.00.
Hazel, Kentucky. Five room house in need of the
handy-mans touch. Basically sound and on lot 305' x
100'. $9,950.00.
307 North 7th Street. Nine room house on lot 450 feet
deep. The perfect home for the large family.
$13,800.00.

FOUR
m.

Main Street. A really going business, completely
remodeled building with new fixtures. Price includes fixtures, machinery, and equipment.
$18,000.00.
1608 Ca
storm
Garage.

L

Street.

Irvan Cobb Road. Two bedrooms, bath with shower,
storm doors and windows,1 acre of land.$11,000.00.

R/DG
Ravi.

:y.arion
blam frame house with
. Natural gas heat,
00.00.

no.

°Pen
5487.

808 Sunny Lane. Three bedroom, brick, with formal
dining room. New carpet. Extra large patio.
$26,750.00.
Green Plain Road. Five acres of land with 704 feet of
highway frontage. $10,000.00.
Monroe Street. Large lot zoned for duplex building.
$5,000.00.

111

313 SouthIREFSbileT.-"Irtree-bedrocans7114-hithi,
Natural gas heat, carpet, fenced yard, quiet street.
$21,500.00.
403 Elm Street. Two bedrooms, one bath, storm
doors and windows,two car garage. $14,500.00.
Green Plain Church Road. 1311 acres plus extra
nice house. Aluminum siding, storm doors and windows,carpets, drapes. 229,500.00.
306 South li
All have
Large lot. $ ,

eet,,Hoyie witripree apartments.
0
-aAsse. Issible car garage.
.00.

Farmers Cove. Lot: 100' x 195' with septic tank.
$1,500.00.
Ky. Lake Subdivision. Three lots. $1,000.00.

Dr. Douglas Road. 100 acres, more or less, all fenced with wide barbwire. 36 acres in timber.
$54,000.(X).

Ky. Lake Subdivision. Two lots. $1,200.00.
Baywood Vista. Two lots. $3,400.00.

C,onc
Z
c
ogwhin.prseaDris, two baths, enacres of land.
$38,000.00.

Croppie Hollows Subdivision. Two lots. $1,100.00.
Linton Shores. Seventeen lots. $5,000.00.

Dr. Douglas Road. Five room house with storm
doors and windows, fireplace, baseboard heat. One
acre of land.$12,500.00.

Near Little Oaks. Five acres with 900 feet of water
front. $35,000.00.

New Providence. Two acres of land with well and
septic tank plus out-buildings and foundation from
house. $4,000.00.

Panorama Shores. One lot, $2,000.00.

1110 Sycamore. Eight room house with basement.
Storm doors and windows, carpet, nice lot.
$19,500.00.

Sherwood Forest. Lot: 105' x 160'. $2,750.00.

Business lot on Industrial Road.$17,500.00.

North 20th Street. Lot: 100' x 140'. $4,500.00.

•
•

ROBERTS REALTY has a group of choice listings and seven, qualified persons to
assist you. For selling or buying, see ROBERTS REALTY.

A

OUTBOARD MOTOR boat
in good condition with
motor and trailer. $500.00
Call 4964419.

.P75 DELTA
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim Call 753.3932 or 7533226 after 4.

PAN U

evrirst*W-4411
0
,110

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924
_
Ray Roberts - 753-5583
Lela Parr
-----T.C Corms - 753-5122

412 South 12th St.

lean Bennett -753-2590
Edna Knight - 7534910
Artira Row:mirth- 75-71-14,77

Phone 753-1651
4

FAG( IS TM MURRAY,ly., 11060 & TIMIS. Thursday, November 28, 1975

11114!%1111

prrf R,ntais

EDROOM all
entral heat,
id furnished.
nveniently in
As. Deposit
Call 767-4055
Rent

ENT a room
er 18. Please
I after 5.

E vacating a
one or two
house
in
please call
at 7624826, or
i3-9767.

iBERTS
it few
EALTY

30' x 324'

, one bath,
shed. Well

t, complete
larage door

ooms, two
nd air con-

ck with full
one acre of

completely
1. Price inAuipment.
house with
gas heat,

with formal
irge patio.

J 704 feet of

ex building.

I/
1
2 baths,
luiet street.

MONTH
OLD YARD SALE at the corner
LAND TO RENT for beans SIX
registered
male
of Sycamore and 4th,
or corn. Call 489-2697.
American Eskimo puppy.
beside K & N Rootbeer.
Call 436-2215 after 6 p. m.
Saturday 8-4. Clothes of
WANT THREE room
all sizes.
furnished apartment for a
ARC MINIATURE male
retired man and want it
Dachsund
puppy, YARD SALE, rain or shine
clean and quiet. Near
champion blood lines, had
412 South 10th Street.
Murray. Call 753-9308.
shots, $45.00. Female
Clothes of all sizes from
beagle, 4 months old,
big ones to little ones.
32 Apartments For Rent
$25.00. Also: wood for
Children clothes from
sale, priced reasonable
baby sizes to 10-12 sizes.
TWO BEDROOM apartwill deliver around the
What nots of all kinds.
ment,all carpet, disposal,
Benton-Marshall County
Household furniture to
range,
dishwasher,
area. Call 527-9700.
household items of all
washer, dryer hookup,
kinds, including toys.
central heat and air.
MALE
Friday and Saturday, 8-5
Patio. $150.00 per month. REGISTERED
both days.
Irish Setter, 1 year old.
Call 753-7550.
Good stud dog.$75.00. Call
767-2445 in evenings.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
GARAGE SALE, furniture
apartment, carpeted,
and glassware at Murray
SHOP. Hobby and Handcraft, 512
central heat and air, POODLE
Professional grooming. South Ilth Street.
stove, refrigerator and
All breeds. Pine Point
water furnished. 1414
Estates, Eagle Creek 13. Real Etat,,
Vine Street.
Road, 1 mile from
TWO BEDROOM duplex, Buchanan Resort. Call WE HAVE CLIENTS
wanting( 1) property with
1609 Farmer. $125.00. 901-642-8977.
central heat and air in
month. Available now.
39 P
Robertson School
Call 753-8000, after 5, 753district; (2) 40 acres with
8958.
FAT DUCKS for sale.
old house-cash deal. Call
Ready for Thanksgiving.
now Wilson Real Estate,
FURNISHED
APARTAlso guineas. Call 436753-3263. Or come by 202
MENT on Kentucky Lake
2405.
South 4th, across from
with electric heat and air.
post office.
$40.00 through winter.
HENS FOR sale. Call 753Call 436-2427.
9745.
FOUR MILES west of
Murray. Neat 3 bedroom,
TWO BEDROOM apartTWO BEDROOM mobile
2 bath brick veneer home
ment unfurnished. Call
home,full porch, private
with electric heat, den,
753-4331.
yard, nice. $70.00 per
wall to wall carpeting,
month. Call 753-8216 after
tower
antenna, single
MURRAY
MANOR 5.
carport,
6' x 8' outside
Apartments, one or two
storage 115' x 198' lat.
41
Public
Sales
bedroom,
unfurnished,
Priced to sell, $27,750.
except
stove
and
Call 753-8080 or come by
refrigerator, water bill RUMMAGE
Boyd-Majors
Real Estate,
Saturday,
November
V.,
paid. Central heat and air
105 North 12th.
at American Legion Hall
conditioning. Call 753starting at 8 a. m. Adults
8668.
and children clothes, new ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
toys, new and used
APARTFURNISHED
Sycamore
has five
clothes,
and
something
MENT. One or two
licensed
and
bonded
sales
for everyone.
bedrooms. Zimmerman
personnel to serve you
16th
South
Apartments,
plus twenty years exYARD SALE,309 North 7th
Street. 7534800.
Street, Friday 10:00 a. m. clu.sive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
L vestock Supplies
to 4:00 p. m.
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
FOURTEEN PIGS, 2 RUMMAGE SALE this
ESTATE.
months old. Call 753-5251.
and
next
Saturday
Saturday from 10-4 p. m.
REGISTERED POLLED
At The Place, downtown NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
Hazel. Clothes, furniture,
641. Estate of Alfred
no. Also cows, bred and
Christmas
trees,
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
open heifers. Call 901-247decorations and odds and
6417. Rex Robinson.
ends.
REDUCED!!! ON
a
beautifully shaded lot in
Alrno-2 bedroom, home
,
••
with electric heat, den,
• •
wall to wall carpet,
r, 1),rr.17'12.."1FrA
storage building,
$16,950.00. Contact BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
North 12th or call 753MK 2414421
8080.

SOO
FtEA-LTV-CO

t26 Ss. 66
Yfin, Cf.

For Complete Red Estate Or &MIMS,

utth, storm
500.00.

BARGER REALTY - 247-2421

plus extra
irs and win-

TERRY SHOEMAKER
AUCTIONEER - 436-5327

--

ipartments.
!ar garage.

septic tank.

oo.

SONY
Is Here
at

D.

$1,100.00.

eet of water

53-1651

49. Used Cars & Trucks

Another View

•*,

OBILE home
2 bedroom, 12
acrifice. Call

3IE
I.

1958 T-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New tires. All way above
average.
Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8166.

Ter Sal.
1970 FORD LTD station
wagon. Fully equipped,
chrome luggage rack.
A-1 condtion.

s.•

- •••••••••••••••••
e WSet .1.,e1,•••••••
Sp.1.41110

spEE

/1-20

"IT, 1HE LATE5T WHITE HOUSU FAT)."
'

436-5624.
BY
OWNER. Three
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
Stella and Kirksey. Immediate possession
Phone 489-2167.
FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
hall,
bathroom.
Remodeled. In old Almo.
Call 753-8953.

1965 CHEVROLET, excellent condition. Also
Kodak
M67
movie
projector. Call 753-7819.
1967 FORD CUSTOM, 2
door sedan,stick shift and
over-drive. 287 h. p
motor. See at 802 North
18th.

part-.$19,950-Jila• am offer.

S acres • 411 hot read frestage...iwe bodroma frame seN6
located km • boartNal
setting altb largo tress.

Central Shopping Center
753-5865

Immaculate Hire. bedroom
brick *AY morel beet gad air,
2 Webs, ego car oarage, patio
lest off deg, priced Mgr Ws.

CRAIG!
All The Way
*Car & Home Stereos
•CB's Mobile & Base
We are the only Craig
Authorized service department in this area.
"We Service What We Sell"

TV Service
Center
Central Shopping Center
753-5865

Wiesen leper &
teal Wets
ocrses from pest effice
CA 753-3263 gertiase

ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated
Inside and outside. Large
living room, dining room,
bath, kitchen and extra
large paneled den with
brick fireplace. Tippan
dishwasher, disposal and
electric range. Carpeting,
curtains and draperies
Monthly
included.
payments are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only
$18,000.00. Call Joim C.
Neubauer-12AI Mile.
753-0101-7531 or Robert
Associate
Rodgers,
Broker, 753-7116 for appointment

:1110

(4•,
SALE ON recreational
vehicles.
Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Highway
80 E., Mayfield, Ky. Call
2474187.
22 FT. FULLY selfcontained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
South 16th SU eel Call 7533855.
)1 Services Of4e'ed
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753.6614.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p.m.

1970 DODGE SWINGER, 2
door hardtop, 6 cylinder,
good shape. $1250. Call
CUSTOM HOMES built on 1973 YAMAHA MX 254, 753-2906 or 753-6474.
excellent running conyour lot, not pre-fab, no
CARPET CLEANING,
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436down payment financing,
experienced, very
1873
GRAND
PRIX.
Call
5370.
Shell' or completely
reasonable rates,
753-0994.
finished. Call 489-2726.
references, free
1975 YAMAHA, 15 MX.
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Call 438-6336 after 5:00 PONTIAC NINE passenger
Safari station wagon, air,
14 Lots For Sale
p.m.
radio AM-FM. Good
M&B CONSTRUCTION
condition. $1075.00. Call
19 Used Cars & Trucks
Co.,landscaping, backhoe
CHOICE CORNER lot in
753-2632.
work, general hauling,
Sherwood Forrest. 120' x 1970 T-BIRD, full power
bush hogging, Call 431.200' $2500 Phone 753-0388,
1969
OLDSMOBILE
and air. AM stereo and
2540.
after 6 753-4910.
tape. New radials. Call Cutless, 48,000 actual
miles.
$795.00,
Fenton
753-8161.
LICENSED
ELEC45 Farms For Sale
Mags, $75.00. Call 753TRICIAN - Prompt ef8668.
VAN,
6
CHEVY
248 ACRE FARM,175 acres INS
ficient service. No job too
cylinder, automatic, 1975
tillable, 20 acre lake.
small. Call Ernest White.
PICKUP.
VW Serico. Call 753-0963. 1968 GMC
Located 1,2 mile from
753-0605.
Perfect condition. Call
Coldwater on black top
4318.
road. Older frame house, 1964 FORD XL, 750 Honda 437;
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Chopper, 17 ft. fishing
could be repaired. Call
Sears seamless gutters
boat, 1957 Ford truck. Call FOUR WHEEL drive, 1974
7534935 days, or 436-5424
installed
per
your
Chevy. P. S., a-c, and a. t.
4354425.
nights.
specifications. Call Larry
Call 247-8476 after 5,
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
46 Homes For Sale
1970 NOVA vinyl top and Mayfield, Ky.
estimates.
factory air. Power. Call
THE QUALIFIED per435-4352.
sonnel at Guy Spann
GOOD SOLID 2-BEDROOM BRICK AND FRAME
talk
waiting
to
HOME at 1307 Overby Street. Conveniently located
Realty are
1968 BUICK SKYLARK,
for
all schools and for shopping. Has a living room,
to you regarding your real
good condition. Call 753kitchen-family room combination, bath, utility
estate needs. Our time is
0428.
room,plenty of closet space, chain link fenced yard,
your time. Give us a call
9' x 10' metal outside storage shed, carport, attic
or drop by the office at 901 1966 CORVAIR Monza, 4
storage, wall to wall carpeting, draperies, dishSycamore Street, 753door, very good condition.
washer.
7724.
Almost new tires. Call
13 Real Estate

1949 PONTIAC Catalina, 4
FRAME HOUSE on 25
door hardtop, power and
acres. Pond, fenced, nice
air $475.00. Call 753-9189
stock barn. Nine miles or 753-8124 after 5 p. m.
_north of Murray, off HighFIVE ACRES of land, with
„-way 641 on surfaced road.
frontage zoned business,
1964 RED HARDTOP,Ford
Call Benton, 527-9720 after
in Murray on South_4th
Mustang, standard shift,
41.
Street, also htura - on floor, Fair condition,
bedroom frame home on
good
interior,
new
THREE
BEDROOM,
property, an excellent
muffler. $300.00. Call 498BRICK, 11
/
2 baths, double
8419.
buy for an investment
carport, fenced yard,
now or future, priced to
central heat-air, air filter,
sell at $25,000. Call Moffitt
1973 PINTO, 4 speed, extra
near high school. Call 753Realty Co., 206 South 12th
nice, yellow with black
f/.
Street, 753-3597.
stripes, vinyl roof. Radial
tires. Best offer. Call 753HOUSE AND LOT, good
3717
location in growing
WWI essitelmed tiros bedroom
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
bone located ea eoproximitely
water, new pump, new 1975 GMC 2 ton truck, low
46 festal acres will spares, 33
mileage, like new. Must
carpets,
all electric,
Amble acres. Red bare mid
sell.
Call 474-2230.
furnished. $12,500. Route
Ober meballissoi Isciestesl.
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
1918 CHEVROLET pickup,
Meter treat preporty -1.4
Phone 489-2330.
V-8,straight shift. $550.00.
sass, 3 bedrooms, Wass wilt
spoil
,
CO,Call after 5:30, 489-2554.
47 Motorcycles

TV Service
Center

1969
CHEVROLET
pickup, must see and
drive to appreciate. Can
be seen et University
GalL 1011 sad Oiestavt.

X

1975 HONDA 550, leas than
400 miles. Adult owned
and ridden. Call 753-0202.

nu aulcx, 2 door, vinyl

KAWASAKI 450 MX. Call
753-3943.

1967 VOLKSWAGON
squareback. Four speed,
$475.00. 1971 Datsun, 4
speed, $875 00. 1971
Volkswagon. automatic
shift, air condition,
489-2595.
$1275.00 (

FOR SALE, 1972 500
Kawasaki or take over
payments. Call 753-9629
after 3 in afternoon.

tap, 4 speed, 350 ef..10ne•
gagg cash. Call 767-4255.

1973 HONDA MOTOR- 1972 RA1,1,‘ NOVA, 1974
CYCLE SL70 road or trail
175MX Yamaha, 1974
bike. Excellent condition.
125YZ Yamaha. Call 753Call 753-5950.
2769.

NOTICE
Students, their parents, and employees of
the Murray Schools are hereby notified
that this school district does not
discriminate on the basis of sex in its
educational activities and employment
practices. Any person having inquiries
concerning the Murray Schools compliance with Title IX is directed to contact Preston Holland, 814 Poplar, 75234363. Mr. Holland ha4.been designated by

the-Mcirray -School! to -tooralate-tliF
school district's efforts to comply with
Title IX.

COMPACT 2-BEDROOM FRAME with aluminum
siding, located on a 125' x 135' corner lot in the
Cherry Corner community. Has good well water,
simulated fireplace in the living room, kitchen with
built-ins, utility room, bath, wall to wall carpeting.
Good financing available, if desired.
IN IURKSEY...A large store building suitable for
use as a grocery, clean-up shop, etc. Situated on an
acre of land that also has two additional metal shop
buildings, plus a nine-room and bath apartment
above the store building. In remarkably good condition. Need to sell to settle an estate. No reasonable
offer refused!!!
...FOR RENT...2,500 square foot Deluxe metal
building, located on a two acre tract at the intersection of Ky. 1550 and Ky.783, at Wiswell. Has a
lobby, 3 offices, 2 baths, and a 40' x 40' shop area.
Lobby and offices carpeted, entire building has central beat and airconditioning, shop has electrically
operatecioverhead door. Has many potential uses.
ALMOST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
HOME in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles
Southeast of Murray, on Ky. 121. Has central heat
/
2 baths, single car
and air, wall to wall carpeting, 11
garage,city water.
65 acre tract, located 15 miles Southeast of Murray,
near the Ky.-Th. State Line. Has approximately 20
acres tendable, an old frame house that can be
salvaged, lots of road frontage and some river bottom land.
SHOP BUILDING SITE...located one mile
Southeast of Murray, on Concord Highway. Has approximately 150 ft. frontage on the blacktop with
city water or well water available. Owner will finance,if necessary
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME
in Fairview Acres Subdivision, 3 miles Southeast of
Murray. Has a living room, kitchen-family room
combination, 11
/
2 baths, utility room, single car
garage, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
128' x 256'lot. Can give immediate poscession.
6 ACRE TRACT OF LAND, just North of the city
limits, on US-64I. Suitable for numerous commercial usages. Located outside of zoning jurisdiction.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 2210 Gatesborough
Subdivision. Has a living room, dining room, kitchen, family room with fireplace, sun room, 2 full
baths, large closets, utility room, double garage,
disposal, dishwasher,draperies, natural gas grill on
the patio.
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT on Ky.
121 By-Pass at North 16th Street. Has all city
utilities available. Directly across the street from
MSU.

JOHN
HUTCHENS' ELECTRICAL
WIRING
Plumbing and Electric.
home and industrial, air
No jobs too =all. Call
conditioning, and
438-6842 mirky morning or
refrigeration, plumbing
late afternoon.
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
CAMP-A-MAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star, WILL GIVE piano lessons
Fold down, unique, Good
In my home. Call 753-4589
used trailers, Y1 mile east
after 3:00.
o(68 and 841 intersection.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone SEE THE Great Energy
527-7807.
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
Shop. South 4th Street.
MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice of IURBY Vacuum Sales and
color and materials. C11
Service, 500 Maple Street.
753-1873.
rebuilt
New
and
VACUUMS. Call 753-0359. 24
AWNING, CARPORTS,
Hour answering service.
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum EXPERIENCED
PAINService Co. Call 492-8647,
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
CARPET INSTALLED.
or Job. 753.4343.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please. LAKELAND
CONCall David Mullinax, 474- STRUCTION. Backhoe
2739.
work in vacinity of 121
South and $4 South to New
PLUMBING AND Electric, Concord. Gravel, white
odd jobs we like. All work
rock and top soil
guaranteed to please. Call
delivered anywhere. Call
James Burkeen, 474-2257.
Ross, 438-2606, open 7
days a week.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil. A !'tC.n
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
FREE TWO THREE
month old puppies. Mixed
WE WANT TO MAKE wet
One is brown and
breed.
basements dry. No
and the other is
black
pumping.
digging or
brown and white. Will
Beaver water control
make gentle children's
succeeds where others
pets. Call 753.7869.
fall. Guaranteed. Check
with
methods
our
FEMALE adult cat.
satisfied customers. For FREE
with dark stripes
Grey
free estimates contactand spots of orange.
Morgan Construction co.,
Beautiful and playful.
50442-7026, Route 2, Box
Call 753-3994 after 4:30 p.
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
m.
42001.

/
2miles South
67 ACRE TRACT OF LAND,located 11
of Ky.-Tn. State Line Road, west of Crossland. Has
approximately 25-30 acres Lendable, large stock
pond,tobacco barn.
ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM WATERFRONT
HOME on Kentucky Lake. Located in Pine Bluff
Shores, this home has two large porches
overlooking the main lake, plus a large glassed area
In the dining room and family room. Central heat
and air, 2 baths, utility room, kitchen with built-ins,
one unfinished room.
3-BEDROOM FRAME (with asbestos shingles)
located on Ky. 121 Southeast, one mile from
Murray. Presently renting for $100 per month, yet
priced at only $8,500.

/
2 miles Southeast of
50 ACRE FARM, located 61
Murray, on Hazel-New Providence Road. Has 25-30
acres in cultivation, good level land, tobacco barn,
wooded area can be cleared at a small expense to
provide additional tendable acreage.
190 ACRE CATTLE FARM with a 12' x 70' 3bedroom mobile home and several outbuildings.
Located approximately 11
/
2 miles West of Kentucky
Lake,on Watts Road. Has Vs mile road frontage on a
well maintained county road, good deep well, some
fencing.
3-BEDROOM BRICK AND REDWOOD HOME
overlooking Kentucky Lake, at Shamrock Resort.
Has a split-level floor plan with 2 full baths, central
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, fireplace in the
living room, kitchen built-ins, 2 redwood decks
overlooking the lake. Out of state owner needs to
sell.
16 ADJOINING LAKE LOTS, located in Center
Ridge Subdivision, near the lake. Owner will sell all
or separately. Good home building sites in the
woods or in the clearing.

375 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located 15 miles
Southeast of Murray, on Grubbs Road, near New
Concord. Has 310 acres under fence, 150 acres tendable with 125 acres in river bottomland. Large
amount of road frontage on a well maintained county road.
4-APARTMENT UNITS, located at 710 Poplar
Street, near downtown Murray. Presently bringing
in an excellent rate of return on the investment.
Consists of one 7-room and bath apartment, two 3room and bath apartments and one 4-room and bath
apartment.
2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (with asbestos
shingles) and two rental apartments in the garage
building at the rear of the property. Home has been
recently remodeled completely. Apartments are in
a good state of repair and bringing in a good income. Located at 603 Vine Street.
GOOD CHOICE OF BUILDING LATS AVAILABLE
in Murray, Hazel, and throughout various parts of
Calloway County. Give us a try before you buy.

To BUY,See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
. Home rheum
-„
Fulten E. Young-753-4946

- . Phone 753-7333
401 Usti 4th Struet
Ishmael Stigmas - 753-3744

Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee

ws.....rte h.

-
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Funerals
Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Karl Irvan

20,1075

Franco Dies Today After 34-Day
Illness; Power Struggle To Come

Writing
Club To
Be Formed

1.

MADRID, Spain (AP) — but many Spaniards expect him and heart arrest.
The 5-foot-3-inch generalSpain today began 30 days of to try to move the political sysdied just two weeks beissimo
national mourning for General- tem toward democracy.
83rd birthday.
his
fore
the
take
will
Carlos
Juan
WestFranco,
Francisco
issimo
Plans are being made to
He had been ill since Oct. 17
King Juan Carlos; I since
dicname
surviving
last
Europe's
ern
organize a writing club for
repeated
tator, who died early today his father, Don Juan, the Count and had suffered
undergone
Funeral services for Karl Murray and Calloway County,
had
attacks,
heart
reto
refused
after a month-long battle for of Barcelona,has
Irvan will be held Friday at announced Tom Perkins, who
nounce his own prior claim to three major abdtxninal operlife.
in
clubs
writing
the
directs
eleven a.m. at the chapel of
ations and for days had been
Heads of other West Eu- the throne.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home Mayfield and Princeton.
26-man medical kept alive by massive blood
Franco's
expressed
governments
ropean
Perkins said the club would
with Rev. Jack Jones officiating
the hope that the death of the team in a final bulletin said the transfusions, a respirator, an
and
and Gus Robertson, Jr., as be open to anyone interested in
man who had ruled Spain with generallssimo's condition de- artificial kidney machine
writing in any form. The major
soloist.
as
devices
mechanical
night
other
the
throughout
teriorated
would
years
36
for
hand
an iron
Nephews will serve as forms to be considered will be
indomitable
own
his
as
well
"irreversible
mean the rebirth of democracy until he suffered
pallbearers and burial will be in poetry, short story and the
in his country. But his reac- heart arrest" at 5:25 a.m. In- will to live.
is
which
writing,
Song
article.
the Wadesboro Cemetery.
said
The
government
tionary supporters were al- formed sources said his only
Friends may call at the closely related to poetry, will
up for a deter- child, his daughter Carmen, Franco's body would be taken
gearing
ready
funeral home after six p.m. also be included.
mined fight against the advo- was at his side with four of his today from La Paz Hospital
The club, Tom Perkins said,
tonight ( Thursday).
where he died to the chapel of
of a new and liberal grandchildren.
cates
Mr. Irvan, age 61, died would be non-professional in
Franco's wife of 52 years had the Pardo Palace, his residence
Spain.
open
is
it
means
Tuesday. He was owner of nature, which
WHO'S WHO AT MURRAY STATE — Debbie N. Lee of Murray, a senior journalism and
The government announced returned home, exhausted by north of Madrid. It will be
Plastic Processing Engineering to people who have never business education major at Murray State University, has been selected for the 1975-76 edition
brought to the National Palace
Franco would be given a her long death watch.
that
as
well
as
anything
Company and resided at Royal published
of "Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges" on the bases of academic excellence
doctors' bulletin in downtown Madrid Friday
the
and
Although
Sunday
on
funeral
state
Oak, Mich. Born May 7, 1914, in for those who have published. and campus leadership. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee of 1316 W.Main Street. Miss
that the successor he desig- gave the cause of death as morning to lie in state from 8
There are to be no dues or
Calloway County, he was the
News staff; Alpha Chi honor society; Sigma Delta Chi
State
the
of
member
Murray
a
is
Lee
nated, Prince Juan Carlos de heart failure, they listed nine a.m. Friday to 7 am. Sunday
be
son of the late Oscar Irvan and fees, and each meeting will
Pi national business teacher education fraternity.
Pi
Omega
and
society;
journalist
professional
Borbon, would be installed on ailments from which Franco "so all who want to can pay
informal, he added. The main
Ora Fulton Irvan.
(Photo by Barry )ohnson)
as Spain's first king was suffering in his final ill- their final homage before the
Saturday
to
is
club
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. purpose of such a
ness. They were Parkinson's body," the government said.
in
years.
44
Lydia Blow Irvan, Royal Oak; encourage people who have a
who &gea q0, which he had for sevprince,
37-year-old
The
who
Perkins,
write.
one daughter, Miss Lisa Irvan, desire to
The funeral is certain to
has been acting chief of state eral years; coronary disease,
California; two sons, Phil Ir- has published numerous arulcers with bring out a massive demonstradigestive
acute
of
grandson
a
is
30,
Oct.
since
van, New York, and Joe Irvan, ticles, short stories, and poetry,
King Alfonso XIII and was edu- massive repeated hemorrhag- tion by the political right, a
Royal Oak, Mich.; five sisters, and who has done columns for
under ing, bacterial peritonitis, acute show of strength to warn Juan
and trained
cated
Mrs. Virginia Dixon, Kirksey five newspapers including the
the renal (kidney) failure, throm- Carlos against the liberal refrom
supervision
Franco's
that
said
Route One, Mrs. Lucille Ledger and Times,
bophlebitis, bilateral bronchial forms which many expect him
desigdictator
The
11.
of
age
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — In working against a potential new city taxes to trim the size
Weatherly, Murray, Mrs. Nelle each month thousands of arpneumonia, endotoric shock to initiate.
1969,
in
successor
his
him
nated
the
and
of
city's
budget
gap,
as
Tuesnext
early
as
published
deadline
are
the face of an "after-you-thenPace, Hardin, Mrs. Lois Jones, ticles and stories
Muskogee, Okla., and Mrs. in magazines and newspapers. me" signal from President day, when the city could face that if it did so he might apEloise Erwin, Clawson, Mich.; He went on to add that the club Ford, Gov. Hugh Carey is pres- default on some of its obliga- prove some sort of aid.
one brother, 0. B. Irvan, would instruct in how to prepare suring the legislature for quick tions.
Carey, who had been in
President Ford said WednesMemphis, Tenn.; two grand- manuscripts and submit them action on a New York City tax
most of the week
Washington
federal
no
favor
to the various markets.
increase he says is necessary day he would
children.
lobbying in Congress, flew back
The first meeting will be held to secure federal aid to help the aid until the state and city do
more to -move toward fiscal to Albany after Ford's anin Tom Perkins' home at 1501 city avert default.
nouncement. Pointing to the
But the prospects for those responsibility" and that he
Belmont, at 7:30 p. m. Tuesday,
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A blackWildlife Service experts are cooperating in
President's promise to reconaid
veto
compromise
a
would
taxes were mired in partisan
November 25
bird control program was launched in
effort.
the
if
state
the
stand
sider
his
People interested in this squabbling today with Demo- bill under study in the House,
Western Kentucky Wednesday aAd the
The state also has plans to experiment
takes more action, Carey said
should bring paper and pens crats opposing a city sales-tax which he called "irrelevant."
state official in charge proclaimed, "We
on farms with two types of nonlethal
-we're going to take him up on
and one item they have written, increase and Republicans ap- With that announcement, Ginare going to kill some birds."
chemical repellents and "biosonics," a
of
meetseries
a
and
it,"
began
though it is not necessary to parently opposing all alterna- gressional leaders stopped work
form of sound harassment, in efforts to
to
press
with
legislators
ings
of
to
ban
legislation
nationwide
on loan-guarantee
Coburn Gayle said a
tives to a sales tax.
The funeral for Mrs. Frocie bring an item to attend.
drive the birds to rural areas.
for action.
the use of Tergitol would hurt the program
For more information conThe negotiations on the issue, help the city, and the Congress
Hornbuckle will be held Friday
"If the program is to be effective,
week-long
a
prepare
to
club
begin
to
plans
due
state
He said he would defer action
but not stop it. The
which were expected to take is
at two p.m. at St. John's Baptist cerning the writer's
Gayle said,"many of the birds
however,"
at 753- most of today in the state legis- Thanksgiving recess at the end on tax increases to close what
70 tons of poisoned grain pellets to be used
Church with Rev. C. E. Tim- Perkins may be reached
must die. We can't just herd them
blackkill
to
week.
this
counites
of
he
six
in
5:30.
a
farmers
is
estimates
by
$600 million
9495 after
lature's special session, are
berlake officiating.
around."
However, Carey said he was state budget gap until after the
birds, he said.
Burial will be in the Murray
Gayle said many of the letters he's getwould
state
the
"confident"
city
tax
is
question
resolved.
City Cemetery with the
Trigg, Logan, simpson
ting
opposing the bird kill are "fanatical."
Todd,
Christian,
find a source for a crucial $150 The state taxes are therefore
arrangements by the Rutledge
involved in what
are
some people think "we want to
said
He
counties
Allen
and
million borrowing needed to not expected to come up until
Funeral Home of Murray where
murder robins and bluejays."
called one of the first regional
been
has
and
problems
hurdle Tuesday's
next month.
friends may call from three to
Gayle said critics of the control program
bird control efforts in the nation.
keep the city afloat until Dec
six p.m. today ( Thursday).
"should go in the roosts and smell the stink
Gayle, director of Kentucky's division of
would
both
RepubliBut
although
said
he
date
a
which
11,
Before assuming his position
Dr. Bill D. Whittaker will
The wake will be held tonight
and hear the, noise; they should see the
pest and noxious weed control, said the
time cans and Democrats in the leg(Thursday) from seven to nine preach for both services at the as pastor of the Sturgis give Congress -plenty of
destruction the blackbirds cause."
of Tennessee and U.S. Fish and
state
willingness
a
expressed
islature
act."
to
p.m. at St. John's Baptist First Baptist Church on Sunday, congregation six years ago, he
Ford issued a statement from to pass some sort of a tax inwas pastor of the Jackson
November 23.
Church, Spruce Street.
the
White House declaring Op: crease for the city, they were
He is corning to the First Grove Baptist Church in
Mrs. Hornbuckle, age 69, died
although he cannot now reverse drawing hard partisan lines
Wednesday morning at the Baptist Church at the invitation Bowling Green.'
Dr. and Mrs. Whittaker have his previous opposition to feder- over the question of which
Murray-Calloway County of the Pulpit Committee.
A native of Warren County, two children, ages two and al help, he will review the situ- taxes should be increased.
Hospital. She was married in
Dr.
Whittaker is pastor of the three, and one foster daughter, ation early next week to see if
Hornbuckle
Henry
John
to
1927
the city and state have done
Democrats, protesting that
who preceded her in death. She First Baptist Church of Sturgis. age fifteen.
All First Baptist members enough to warrant a change in the current 8 per cent state-city
was a member of St. John's He is a graduate of Western
sales tax in New York City alKentucky State University at are especially urged to be his position.
Baptist Church.
Work spoke on his last day in "arrest3 of males were up 35
NEW YORK ( AP) — Women
Ford administration sources ready puts too much burden on are going into crime in a big- office. He submitted his resig- per cent and female arrests inthree Bowling Green. The guest present for the 10:45 a. m.
are
Survivors
service and the 7:00 p. m. said in Washington that the poor and working-class fami- ger way but law enforcement nation about a month ago and creased 613 per cent" for the
daughters, Miss Charlene
President wanted the state leg- lies, want to increase commut- officials are ignoring it, the plans to join a private Washing- seven crime categories measservice, a church spokesman
Hornbuckle, Murray,. Mrs.
islature
to enact $200 million in er and income taxes.
said.
and
ured, the FBI report said.
Lexington,
Johnston,
Mary
deputy chief of the Law En- ton law firm.
Work said several recent
Mrs. Thelma Parham, Almo;
He said an LEAA task force
forcement Assistance Adminisindicate that women
studies
"law
that
found
four sons, Rev. William Henry
has
women
on
tration said today
Hornbuckle, John Henry
Criminologists have done enforcement officials are large- who commit crimes often are
Hornbuckle, Jr., Thomas W.
little, if any, research to deter- ly unaware of the status and poor and unemployed. But he
Hornbuckle, and James R.
mine why some women turn to needs of women in all facets of said that few prisons "offer any
meaningful educational or
Hornbuckle, all of Murray;
crime and what might be done the criminal justice system."
vocational opportunities for
rehave
crime
Women and
stepmother, Mrs. Alice Crud;
to prevent it, and the courts
sister-in-law, Mrs. Lutists
and prison system pay little at- ceived recent attention followHornbuckle, and brother-inWASHINGTON (AP) — En- save enough money to buy his tion agency, the loan would "be tention to the particular needs ing the federal indictments in
law, Charlie Hornbuckle,
rique E. Ponce, despondent own home. "In early 1972, after assigned to the United States of of women offenders, said California earlier this year of
Murray; eleven grandchildren;
over his lack of education, de- growing despondent about the America for collection."
Charles R. Work in a speech Lynette Fromme and Sara Clubs Plan Dance At
"This was three years after I prepared for regional I,EAA Jane Moore on charges of trytwo great grandchildren; two
cided to become a television re- fact that I had not even finnephews; one niece.
ing to kill President Ford.
pairman. That decision, he told ished the eighth grade. I de- thought I had settled the ac- administrators.
Country Club Saturday
FBI figures indicate that the
a Senate panel, led to three cided to try and learn a skill," count," he said. Then, bills and
In addition, he said, WarenThe Murray Dance Club and
years of harassrnent, govern- he said. Advertisements lured telephone calls suddenly forcement officials have failed number of crimes committed
the
movMurray Shrine Club will
of
Schools
dream
Coast
his
West
to
his
cent
him
per
But
246
of
end
stopped.
the
soared
opportunand
women
threats
by
ment
to provide equal job
have a dance at the Murray
and
apartment
his
of
out
although
ing
1972,
and
neg1980
have
between
and
women
dream of some day owning his
for
ities
"While I tried to follow the
dead. lected the women victims of women still commit far fewer Country Club on Saturday,
own home.
course, it was difficult for me into his own home was
Ponce told senators he found since the subject matter was "I'm afraid I will never qualify rape and other crimes especial- crimes than men do, he noted. November 22,from nine p. m. to
Dr. Bill D. Whittaker
FBI crime statistics released one a. m. with music by Sherrill
a trade school offering a tele- highly technical," he said. for a loan for a house," he ly directed at them.
minister received the Master of
an "Most of the material was well said.
passed
justice
course,
criminal
week showed that the num- Wyatt and his band of Benton
this
repair
the
vision
said
He
Doctor
the
and
The Hazel-Mason's Chapel Divinity degree
A charge of ten dollars per
for
up
by
signed
run
women arrested in 1974
and
of
test
ber
system
a
"is
aptitude
system
beyond my comprehension
,
Charge will have Dale Mathis of of Ministries from the Southern
04
7,
7
for was 9 per cent greater than the couple will be made for
guaranteed
federally
predominantly
$1,500
a
males,
Seminary,
Theological
Methodist
Baptist
the Palestine United
When he dropped out, he as- MOMS
loan from the school to pay for
males. Consequently, it has number arrested the previous members of the clubs and their
Church as lay speaker for the Louisville.
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
loan
would
the
be
sumed
canhis studies.
demonstrated little concern year. The number of men ar- invited guests. Proceeds will go
today arrtisiasi to the Ledger & Times by
lay service on Sunday,
a celled. But West Coast Schools, 1. 01.Simon Co. are as follows:
as
work
day's
each
After
with or interest in the problems rested rose 2 per cent during toward the building fund of
November 23, at seven p. m. at
17% -44
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
went to which closed in 1973, had sold Airco
he
laborer
construction
women — either as offend- the same period.
of
57k unc
the Hazel United Methodist
Amer. Motors
employes."
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Solar
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victims
the
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Church.
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branch of West Coast Schools in the L.A.C.S.E. Federal Credit AT&T
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Because
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Union.
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Reptile Steel.
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Bro. Tommy Martin of the service on Sunday, November man
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Hazel-Mason's Chapel Charge 23, at seven p.m. at the Goshen
4
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•
said
nein
that
Ponce
after
the colChristmas
United Methodist Church, dropped out.
invites the public to attend.
PACO.if sleek et Meal interest al noon
He said that until last March, lection agency contacted him
located on Mayfield Highway
Orders
EDT. Way, heikhed to the Ledger k
he was hounded by collection he paid the school $50.49 for Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
121 at Stella.
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Rev. Charles Yancey will be agencies and warned by the two weeks of classes he attend- Murray,
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
5 +%
US Horne'
the speaker at the services. U.S. Office of Education to pay ed the year before. But bills Kaufman
down 0.1.
+54
6%
Broad
and threats continued, he said. Ponderosa&system.
ices 4-54
Special music will be by the off the entire $1,500 loan.
Below dam 310.4, up 0.1.
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WednesKimberly
on
"My
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appeared
received
Ponce
numerous
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2, choir of the Oak Grove Cum+%
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Carbide
Union
pertelephone calls ... the callers W.R.Grace
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down 0.2.
for an appointment
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manent subcommittee on inves- were threatening and abusive." Texaco
Below dam 318.9, no change. with Roy Gene Dunn as a
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Franklin Mint
service will be Locust Grove
photography
Church of the Nazarene, Rev. Ponce said he hoped by enroll- Spaghetti Supper To
Will
Prayer
Of
Day
Doan, pastor; Oak Grove ing in the school to better proBe At Moose Lodge
by
Cumberland Presbyterian, vide for his wife and their four
Federal State Market News Service
A spaghetti supper and dance Be At First Assembly
children.
November 20. 1975
pastor,
Garrett,
Rev. James
Kentucky Purritase Area Rog Market
The First Assembly of God at
"Having come from a bri2lien will be held al the Murray
Kirksey and Coles Camp
Report Includes &Raying Stations
Receipts Act 002 Eat IMO Barrows & Gilts
Ground United Methodist home, I. realized the hnrior- Moose Lodge on Saturday, South 16th Street and Glendale
Steady Sows Steady .50 lower, moot
Churches, Rev. Yancey, pastor, tancle of keeping my own fami- November 22, for members and Road will have a "day of
decline on wts over 500
prayer" on Friday, November
961.2541.75
14 310-2301t*
and Goshen and Lynn Grove ly togetber.".. he said. "IjaltI. their out of county guests.
304 Math Street
4 X0.
thItted- Methettillt Char-elves, -would have a--nettes chasms-at. --Supper at two dollars per _ 21, _according to the.
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019 00-50 00
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Rev. Bill Hart, pastor.
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Bro.
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living."
social
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The dance feafuring the were invited to call at the
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US 1-3 450450 it.
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for
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job
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to
public
invites
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host pastor,
kr 50-30 50
US 2,1300-600 lie
411111111111•1111111111
m. to six p. ro on Friday.
Roars meetly 13100
construction work, hoping to eight p.m. to midnight
attend.
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Prospects For NYC Taxes Mired
In Partisan Political Squabble

Blackbird Control Plan
Launched In W. Kentucky

Mrs. Hornbuckle's
Funeral Services
Scheduled Friday

IX Whittaker Will Be Speaker
At First Baptist Church, Sunday

Reports Indicate Women Are
Going Into Crime More Today

Investigation Being Made

Into Student Loan Program

Dale Mathis Will
Speak At Hazel
Church On Sunday

Afalket

Union Service
At Goshen On
Sunday Night
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